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Preface
This thesis encompasses a collection of six theoretical and experimental Electron
Magnetic Resonance (EMR) studies of the structure and dynamics of free radicals in
solids.
Radicals are molecular systems having one or more unpaired electron. Due to
their energetically unfavourable open shell configuration, they are highly reactive.
Radicals are formed in different ways. They are believed to be present in many chemical
reactions as short-lived intermediate products, and they are also produced in interactions
of x-radiation with matter, in Compton and photoelectric processes and interactions of
their secondary electrons. Longer-lived, quasistable radicals do also exist and these may
be used as spin-labels or spin-probes and may be attached to larger molecules and
surfaces as measurement probes to examine the environment in their immediate vicinity.
EMR is a collective term for a group of spectroscopic techniques inducing and
observing transitions between the Zeeman levels of a paramagnetic system, such as a
radical situated in an external magnetic field. Whithin the broader concept of EMR, the
particular experimental techniques of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR), ELectron
Nuclear DOuble Resonance (ENDOR), Field Swept ENDOR (FSE) and Electron Spin
Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) are discussed in this thesis.
The focal point of this thesis is the development and use of numerical methods in
the analysis, simulation and interpretation of EMR experiments on radicals in solids to
uncover the structure, the dynamics and the environment of the system.
The six works presented in this thesis are:
Paper I
ENDOR Study of'H Couplings in Single Crystals of 2-Aminoethyl Hydrogen Sulfate X-lrradiated
at 295 K. Radical Center Geometry Analysis Using Effective Dipole Center Approximations and
UHF-INDO Calculations.
S0rnes, A. R. and Sagstuen, E. (1995) J. Phys. Chem. 99, 16857

Paper II
I4

N Quadrupole and Hyperconjugative Hyperfine Coupling in 2-Aminoethyl Hydrogen Sulfate X-

Irradiated at 295 K. Single Crystal ENDOR Analysis. UHF-1ND0 MO Calculations.
S0rnes, A. R., Sagstuen, E. and Lund, A. (1995) J. Phys. Chem. 99, 16867

Paper III
The Methyl-Rotor Electron-Spin Dynamics in the Smoluchowski Drift-Diffusional Framework
S0rnes, A. R. and Benetis, N. P. (1997) J. Magn. Res. 125,52

Paper IV
The EPR Spectrum of the General >C-CX3 Quantum Rotor
Sprnes, A. R. and Benetis, N. P. (1997) Chem. Phys. 226, 151

Paper V
Effect oflsotopic Substitution on the Electron Spin Dynamics of the CHjC(C00H)2 Radical in XIrradiated Methyl Malonic Acid Powder: Intrinsic Potentials and Activation Energies.
S0rnes, A. R., Benetis, N. P., Erickson, R., Mahgoub, A. S., Eberson, L. and Lund, A. (1997) J. Phys.
Chem. A 101, 8987

Paper VI
Theory of ESEEM in Isotropic Tunneling Methyl Rotors
S0rnes, A. R. and Benetis, N. P. (1998) Chem. Phys. Lett. 287, 590

In Papers I and II, computational algoritms are presented that fit single-crystal ENDOR
data to theoretical models in order to estimate the quadrupole and hyperfine interactions.
The particular experimental system aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate is studied using these
tools. The tensors are subsequently interpreted by UHF-INDO calculations to obtain
structure and electron distribution information. Among the most important results of
papers I and II are:
(1) The description of an algoritm for fitting Weil/Anderson first order theory to
single crystal ENDOR observations using Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear theory.

(2) Development of a new procedure for calculating propagated variance in tensor
principal values and axes, combining the best of two previous methods. Chapter 2
of this thesis complements in this respect paper II with proofs of the mathematical
expressions for the drivatives of eigenvalues and vectors with respect to tensor
elements previously in the literature only assumed to be approximately valid.
(3) The rare observation of hyperconjugative (3-position

I4

N hyperfine and

quadrupole couplings by ENDOR.
(4) The theoretical calculation of the nitrogen hyperfine coupling by UHF-INDO.
(5) The development of a semiempirical three-point description of the lone
electron s/p-hybrid orbital and the calculation of the a-tensor using this model.
(6) The study of the geometry dependence of a-'H and p-14N hyperfine tensors
using UHF-INDO.
(7) Demonstration of the use of Townes-Dailey interpretation of the nitrogen
quadrupole tensor to determine the signs of the quadrupole and hyperfine
coupling tensors.
(8) Discussion of the role of neighbouring oxygen on the bending of radical
centers: Observation of one incidence of correlation between oxygen 'overlap' and
radical center bending.
Papers IE-VI presents and discusses numerical calculations of the effects on EPR and
ESEEM signals from the internal radical dynamics for a range of different motional
models. A series of predictions are made which in the future may be experimentally
tested, and previous experimental observations from the literature are further explained
by the refined models employed in the present work. In paper V, the particular
experimental system methylmalonic acid is studied using these tools. Among the results
of main importance from papers III-VI are:
(1) The development and discussion of three EPR and one ESEEM lineshape
simulation programs, resting on different models of molecular dynamics.
(2) The discussion of the advantage of the Smoluchowski stochastic model over
the site-exchange and the free diffusion model.

(3) The presentation and interpretation of in particular the low temperature EPR
results predicted by the Smoluchowski model.
(4) The prediction of the coalescence of the inner doublet lines at maximum
broadening from the Smoluchowski model.
(5) The presentation of general formulae for the EPR spectrum with first order
sidebands from the >C-CX3 rotor fragment valid for isotopes X of any spin.
Hereunder belongs in particular the prediction of experiments on deuterated
tunneling methyl rotors.
(6) The original observation and analysis of the CD3C(COOH)2 radical in
methylmalonic acid.
(7) The observation of the difference between the magnitude of the tunneling
potential and activation energy of the tunnling methyl rotor in radicals of
methylmalonic acid and its methyl-specifically deuterated analogue.
(8) The observation of a large difference in activation energy between
hydrogenated and deuterated rotors in the same system.
(9) The prediction of ESEEM signals from isotropic tunneling rotors through a
new mechanism.

Scientific Contribution
The six works of this thesis have all been carried out in collaboration with other authors. I
have attempted below to indicate my personal contribution to each work. This is,
however, a difficult task, as the project in all respects has benefitted greatly from
discussions between authors. In particular, in the works presented in papers IV-VI, the
contribution of myself and that of N. P. Benetis are difficult to separate.
Papers I and II:
I carried out all experimental work, programming, analysis and writing under the
supervision of E. Sagstuen and A. Lund.
Paper III:
I carried out all the programming and writing under the supervision of N. P. Benetis.
Paper IV:
I carried out most of the programming and theory in cooperation with N. P. Benetis. I
wrote the paper.
Paper V:
I carried out most of the programming in cooperation with N. P. Benetis. Small
contributions to the programming came also from A. S. Mahgoub. I wrote the paper
except the experimental section. I did the analysis in cooperation with N. P. Benetis.
Paper VI:
I carried out most of the programming and theory under the supervision of N. P. Benetis.
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1

Electron Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

1.1

Introduction

This chapter is a brief introduction to the science of Electron Magnetic Resonance, EMR.
Section 1.2 traces its origin in the history of science, section 1.3 describes the earliest and
perhaps more common technique within the field, Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
(EPR). Section 1.4 discusses newer and related experimental techniques and section 1.5
provides an introduction to the more recent pulse techniques.
1.2

EMR in the History of Science1-2

To the knowledge of modern culture, the Greek philosophers, in particular Anaxagoras
(500-428 BC) and Democritus (460-370 BC) were the first to suggest the possible
discreteness of matter. The gas laws discovered by Boyle in 1662 and the kinetic theory
of these by Bernoulli in 1738, as refined by Clausius, Maxwell and Boltzmann
throughout the nineteenth century, assumed gases to be comprised of a large number of
particles or molecules. Faraday in 1833 and Helmholtz in 1881 argued for the existence
of an indivisible elementary charge, the value of which were directly measured by
Thomson and Townsend in 1897 and by Millikan in 1909.
Newton first resolved light into separate colours by dispersion with a prism, and
in 1752, Melvill discovered the discrete frequencies or emission lines in the light from
incandescent gases. In 1913, based on the quantum model of radiation proposed by
Planck and Einstein, Bohr explained the atomic line spectra observed by Balmer in 1885,
by assuming the quantization of the angular momentum and thus of the magnetic dipole
moment of the electronic orbit in the atom. The quantization of the magnetic dipole
moments of atoms were observed by Stern and Gerlach in 1921, passing a beam of atoms
through an inhomogenous magnetic field, the deflection of the beam being dependent on
the magnitude of the dipole moment.
In 1925, Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck explained the Zeeman effect - the observation
of additional splitting of spectral lines in an external magnetic field - by assuming that the
electron also posesses an intrinsic magnetic moment in addition to that produced by its

orbital motion. In 1931, Breit and Rabi calculated the energy levels of a hydrogen atom
in a magnetic field where also the intrinsic magnetic moment of the nucleus was taken
into account. In 1938, Rabi calculated transition probabilities between these magnetic
energy levels introduced by an oscillating field. In 1945, Zavoisky performed the very
first Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) experiment by detecting a radio frequency
absorption from a CuC12*2H2O sample in a magnetic field.
1.3

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance3

Today, Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, EPR (or Electron Spin Resonance, ESR), is
well established as an improtant tool in the study of magnetic properties, electron
distribution, molecular structure and molecular dynamics of paramagnetic species. The
high sensitivity has made feasible studies of systems ranging from free radicals trapped in
single crystals to complex biological and polymeric matrices. "It is doubtful that...any
chemist would have been so bold as to predict the great diversity of systems which have
proved amendable to study by EPR spectroscopy"4
The EPR experiment rests on the fundamental property of the electron discovered
in the classical experiment by Stern and Gerlach in 1921 and explained by Goudsmit and
Uhlenbeck in 1925, namely the intrinsic magnetic moment of the electron. The nature of
the EPR experiment is the measurement of the magnetic potential energy related to the
interaction of this moment with an external magnetic field and possibly internal
molecular fields.
According to both classical and quantum mechanics, the presence of an external
field induces a precessional motion of a magnetic dipole moment vector about the field
vector with the Larmor precession frequency, cOo=gepeB. Here, B is the magnetic field
strength, (3e is the Bohr magneton, pe=(et>)/(2me) and ge is the gyromagnetic ratio, which
for a free electron is 2.00231931... When observed, the dipole moment is quantized and
rotates about an axis either parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field, corresponding to
each of the two possible energy eigenstates, E=±1/2gepB. Subjecting the system to
photons of a frequency meeting the resonance condition, tiCO=ge(3B, induces transitions
between these two states, resulting in the absorption or stimulated emission of a photon

of energy frco. The frequency of the applied oscillating field at this condition is exactly
equal to the Larmor precession frequency, thus justifying the classical term resonance.
In a typical experiment, the electron magnetic dipole is not free and isolated, but
exists in a molecular environment consisting of charges and magnetic dipoles producing
electric and magnetic fields of considerable strength at its site. The resonance condition
above pertains to the total field - external and molecular - experienced by the electron.
The latter may even be of different magnitude and direction for different parts of the
sample.
A standard EPR spectrum is obtained by maintaining a fixed radiation frequency,
while sweeping the strength of the external magnetic field and measuring the amount of
radiation absorbed by the sample at different field strengths. When the external field
passes through a value allowing the resonance condition to be met for the total field
experienced by a subsystem in the sample, the absorption curve attains a peak as the
subsystem absorbs the radiation needed to undergo transitions.
The interaction of the electron with these various fields is normally described by
an effective spin Hamiltonian. For a single electron and a single nucleus, this takes the
form:

(1)

Here, the first term is called the electron Zeeman term, which accounts to second order
for the interaction of the electron spin with the external magnetic field, its interaction
with the field set up by the orbital motion and finally the coupling of the electron orbital
magnetic moment with the external field. The second term is the nuclear Zeeman term;
the interaction of the nuclear magnetic moment with the external field. The third term is
the hyperfine coupling; the interaction of the electron with the nuclear magnetic moment.
The fourth term is the nuclear quadrupole term which accounts for the electrostatic
interaction between the nucleus and the electric field gradient at the site of the nucleus.
The 3x3 matrices g, T and Q are spectral parameters describing the magnitude and
geometry of the internal interactions of the system and its interactions with external
fields. From EMR experiments, values for g, T and Q may be estimated that fit the

observations. These values in turn provides useful indications of the geometry and
possibly the dynamics of the examined molecular system.
For the spin Hamiltonian of eq.l, simplest first order perturbation theory gives the
energy levels:
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Here, I and M[ are nuclear spin quantum numbers, where I can attain values 0,1,2,...
dependent on the nuclear isotope, while Mi can attain the values -I, —1+1,..., I—1, I. The
electron spin quantum number, ms, can have the values ±1/2 in the case of a single
unpaired electron, corresponding to a magnetic dipole moment parallel and antiparallel to
the magnetic field.
An energy level diagram for the case of a single electron spin interacting with a
single nucleus of spin 1= 1 is shown in Fig. 1. It has been constructed using eq.2 under the
assumption that p and b are positive quantities. The spin state corresponding to a
particular energy is denoted by lms,Mi>.
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Figure I: Energy level diagram for the interaction of an electron spin with a spin l-l nucleus constructed
from simplest first order perturbation theory (cf. eq.2).

The energy absorbed in each of the indicated transitions I—VII are:
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The transitions I—III reverse the electron magnetic dipole moment, but leave the nucleus
unaltered. They are EPR transitions. It is clear that they are not affected by the
quadrupole term. The EPR spectrum consisting of these three transitions of the single
electron coupled to the 1=1 nucleus and the external field is expected to appear as
indicated in Fig. 2.

Field

Figure 2: The EPR spectrum expected from a single electron coupled to a spin I-I nucleus. The transition
labels and the symbols refer to Fig. I and eqs. 1-2, respectively.

Due to the modulation scheme used by most modern spectrometers to reduce noise, the
EPR spectrum is obtained as the first derivative of the absorption spectrum, as may be
observed in Fig. 2.
EPR spectrometers are classified according to the frequency of the radiation used:
X-band at 6-11 GHz, K-band at 11-36 GHz, Q-band at 36-46 GHz and W-band at 56-100
GHz. The most commonly used spectrometers nowadays operate at about 9 GHz, as is
also the case for all studies encompassed by this thesis.

1.4

Electron Nuclear Double Resonance and Field Swept ENDOR3

In the EPR experiment, transitions between two electron spin states are stimulated by
applying an electromagnetic radiation field. According to Boltzmann statistics, a
collection of two-level dipoles in thermal equilibrium with a reservoir at temperature T
attains the following distribution of the populations n+ in level E+=1/2gepeB, and n_ in
level E_=-1/2gepEB:
(4)

Since absorption and stimulated emission occur at equal probabilities in a single system,
the net absorption by the sample necessary for any observation requires unequal
populations, n_^n+. At resonance condition, the Boltzmann distribution predicts a net
absorption of energy. Left to its own devices, this dominance of absorption over emission
would soon equalize the populations in the two energy levels. In this new "equilibrium"
situation of n+=n_, called saturation, net absorption would no longer occur. EPR
observation thus relies on additional relaxation mechanisms or population restoring
effects; these are transient interactions between the electron and its dynamic environment
that serve to restore the thermal equilibrium population ratio of eq.4.
From the EPR experiment, parameters describing interactions of the nucleus are
poorly estimated. The quadrupole and nuclear Zeeman parameters, q and b, are not
observed and the hyperfine parameter, t, is only observed as a very small shift in the line
position determined by the far larger electron Zeeman term. Moreover, severe overlap of
the EPR signals from different radicals present in the sample normally blurs the
observations and makes interpretation difficult. In order to observe interactions involving
nuclear spins more accurately, a technique that induces additional transitions between
states of different nuclear spin projection, called ENDOR or Electron Nuclear DOuble
Resonance, is used.
In ENDOR, an EPR transition frequency is first reached by varying the external
magnetic field. The intensity of the stimulating radiation is then increased until the
radiation-induced transition fully overrides the relaxation processes so that saturation
occurs. This will cause the EPR signal to vanish as populations are equalized.

The system is now subjected to a secondary oscillating magnetic field in the radio
frequency band. By varying the frequency of this secondary field, different nuclear spin
resonance conditions can be met. Whenever a nuclear resonance condition is met
involving one of the states in saturation by the EPR transition, the populations in these
energy levels are altered by the nuclear transitions. The partial desaturation of these
levels serves to restore the EPR signal. Thus, by noting the radiofrequencies at which the
EPR signal reoccurs, the nuclear resonance frequencies can be explored.
Returning to Fig. 1 and the single-electron/I=l-nucleus example, it is clear that the
four transitions IV-VII of eq.3 are ENDOR transitions: They occur between levels of the
same electronic state, but the nuclear spin state has been altered from M| to M[+l
(Transitions of type Mi to Mi+2 are forbidden by selection rules connected with the
nature of the photon absorption process). If the central EPR transition II is pumped, all
four ENDOR transitions IV-VII should be observable, giving an ENDOR spectrum
similar to what is shown in Fig.3.
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Figure 3: The ENDOR spectrum expected from a single electron coupled to a spin 1=1 nucleus. The
transition labels and the symbols refer to Fig. 1 and eqs. 1-2, respectively

It is clear from Fig. 3 that both hyperfine, nuclear Zeeman and quadrupole parameters
may directly be observed from the ENDOR spectrum.
The production of radicals studied in this thesis involves ionizing radiation.
Application of radiation is a rather uncontrolled process that induces different kinds of
primary radicals that sometimes even reacts further to produce new, secondary radicals.
As a result, the EPR spectrum obtained by measurements on a macroscopic system is
really a superposition of the EPR spectra from all the different radicals contained in the
sample. Any method of indentifying the lines of the total EPR spectrum that originate
from the same radical would greatly simplify the analysis. There exists an experimental
design that to some extent accomodates this, called FSE or Field Swept ENDOR. The
essence of this technique is to observe the ENDOR signal from a specific nuclear
transition while altering the external magnetic field (In order to conserve this nuclear
resonance condition during the field sweep, the secondary radiofrequency field must
simultaneously be altered to accomodate for changes in the nuclear Zeeman energy
following from the changes in the external field).
As the magnetic field is continously altered, different EPR resonance conditions are
met. Whenever an EPR resonance condition is met involving one of the two energy levels
taking part in the ENDOR transition under observation, this level is immediately
saturated. As a result, the ENDOR transition is again observed at that specific magnetic
field strength as a small departure from saturation in the EPR signal. When no EPR
resonance condition is met, the weak nuclear transition alone is normally not observable
(at the field ranges employed in EPR). Thus, the spectrum obtained is the "EPR"
spectrum containing only the transitions involving one of the energy levels part of the
specific nuclear transition under observation. In practice this means that the spectrum
only contains EPR transitions from the same radical.
1.5

Pulsed EPR and Spin Echo5

Subjected to an external magnetic field, in the Boltzmann equilibrium condition, eq.4, a
paramagnetic sample forms a net total magnetic moment, M, directed along the external
field. This bulk magnetization is a vector sum of all intrisic moments in the sample. In
Fig. 4, the direction of the external field, Bo, is the z-axis. In the pulse experiment, the

sample is now submitted to a second magnetic field oriented along the y-axis, i.e.
perpendicular to Bo. The second field induces a precession of M about the y-axis. The
duration of this pulse is chosen so that M stops exactly aligned with the y-axis. The
second field now switched off, M is left precessing in the xy-plane about the external
field Bo. All microsystems in the sample now rotate with the same phase, but since the
local effective field may vary from one microsystem to another due to its molecular
environment, some microsystems rotate faster than others, so that this coherence is soon
broken down. Due to the altered impedance in the waveguide created by the sample's
rotating magnetization, the total magnetization along the x-axis may be measured as a
function of time. This observation is called the Free Induction Decay (FID) signal. As
will be demonstrated in Chapter 4, the FID signal is for normal experimental conditions
approximately equal to the Fourier-Laplace transform of the EPR spectrum. Because of
the coherence breakdown, the time signal is an - often exponentially - decaying curve.
Consider now for simplicity the rotating magnetization vector in the xy-plane in a
coordinate system following the rotation. In this reference frame, the magnetization is
along the rotating x-axis, decreasing in magnitude as the coherence breaks down and the
individual intrinsic spins start to fan out from the externally induced rotation frequency.
Consider one microsystem rotating slightly faster and one microsystem rotating
slightly slower than those exclusively experiencing the external field, as is pictured by
arrows A and B in Fig. 4.
The second pulse is applied an interval x later. This pulse rotates the
magnetization vector 180° about the y-axis in the rotating coordinate system. In doing
this, it particularly changes the magnetization components A and B in Fig. 4 into AA and
BB, respectively. This means that the components A, and B, that prior to the pulse were
moving away from each other, now instead is approaching eachother, as AA and BB. The
bundle of intrinsic moments previously fanning out, is now folding together.
After another time interval of x, A/AA and B/BB remerge as the spin bundle
refolds and a strong signal is observed from the resulting xy-plane magnetization
coherence.
A standard technique of doing ESEEM is to repeat the experiment for a range of
values of T, and Fourier-Laplace transform the signal dependence on x. In a typical

10

experiment, the frequency components observed are the sums and differences of the
ENDOR transition frequencies.

Figure 4: The ESEEM experiment. Different components of the magnetization vector along the x-axis starts
to fan out, two components being A and B. When a 180° pulse is applied along the y-axis, A is moved into
AA and B into BB. The movements of AA and BB now make them approach each other and eventually
coalesce along —x, creating a signal. The figure is adopted from ref.5.

ESEEM offers improved accuracy in the observation of nuclear transition frequencies,
but requires low transition frequency, low temperature and usually some anisotropy in the
hyperfine or quadrupole tensor of the examined radical system. Paper VI of the present
thesis, however, suggests the possibility of making observations also in isotropic systems
if tunneling motion is present.

2

Numerical Analysis of ENDOR Data

2.1

Introduction

In a single crystal sample containing free radicals, the dependence of ENDOR line
positions on sample orientation provides invaluable information pertaining to the
geometry and magnitude of the interactions of the system. This information is normally
obtained in the form of interaction tensors and the method of estimating these is fitting a
transition frequency model to the experimental data. Paper II presents a computational
algorithm for fitting a non-linear first-order perturbational model to experimental data.
This algorithm has been employed to extract interaction tensors from x-irradiated
aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate (AES) ENDOR data in the studies presented in papers I-H.
2.2

The ENDOR Line Model

The object of the program presented in paper II is the extraction of the interaction tensors
T and Q from ENDOR data assuming prior knowledge of the tensor g from EPR data and
assuming the spin Hamiltonian of eq.l, to adequately describe the system.
Perturbation theory is employed under the assumption that the energy contribution
of the quadrupolar coupling is much smaller than the hyperfine and nuclear Zeeman
couplings. In accordance with Weil and Anderson6, a first-order treatment making no
assumption of the relative size of hyperfine and nuclear Zeeman terms is used to obtain
ENDOR frequencies.
y = E(mv,M1)-E(m,,MI

- 1) = j3BgV< + G(mjM, + ^ - J ^ H f 3 M 2 / + 1(1 + 1)) ,( 5
2
G( )

Here, the following symbols have been introduced:

12

(6)

Here, E is the cartesian metric tensor, Ey =Sy, while y\ is the unit vector in the direction of
the magnetic field B, and v=gnpnB/h is introduced.
2.3 Three Angle Field Orientation
ENDOR measurements are usually performed with the magnetic field vector sweeping
out three orthogonal planes of the crystal system. Due to the nature of the experiment, an
inversion ambiguity in the plane axis direction cannot be experimentally resolved. When
interpreting the recorded data, this fact frequently makes it necessary to invert the inplane rotation angle associated with a particular plane of data. A description of the
magnetic field orientation relative to the crystal frame in terms of three angles, two
defining the axis of the plane of rotation and one denoting the orientation about this axis,
thus represents a great simplification. The Euler angles is a natural choice.
In order to establish the expression for the field orientation, t|, in terms of the Euler
angles, consider a coordinate system S' that is always fixed relative to the external
magnetic field, the field oriented along its x'-axis. Consider also another system system S,
fixed with respect to the crystal. The angles a,(3 and y are defined as the three Euler
angles rotating the system S into the system S'. The magnetic field can be described as
the spherical tensor r\q:

_
(7)

13

A tensor T)q' in S' can be expressed in S by virtue of the coordinate transformation:

(8)

According to this result, the vector r\ is expressed in three angles by assuming it oriented
along the x'-axis of S', giving:
rjx = -j={r\_ - r\+) = cos y c o s a cos /? - siny sin a,
•42

77 v = —=•( Tj_ + Ti+) = cosysmacosf3
V2

+sinycosa,

(9)

This result was originally reported and employed by Nelson and Nave 7 , but the
development given here is my own 3 .

2.4

Fitting the Weil-Anderson Model to ENDOR Data

The interaction tensors T and Q are evaluated by fitting the theoretical ENDOR
transitions of to three orthogonal planes of ENDOR data. The Levenberg-Marquardt
routine for fitting non-linear models is employed . The information needed by this model
includes the derivatives of the theoretical ENDOR transitions, y, with respect to the
tensor elements of T and Q. Two modes of operation were made, one fitting a general Q
tensor and the other confining Q to tracelessness. The two modes of operation each
requires a slightly different calculation of the derivative of y with respect to Q. The
derivatives needed are easily calculated by repeated use of the chain rule and the explicit
results are given in paper II.

2.5

Propagation of Error

Assuming that the measurement errors are normally distributed with an assumed variance
G"j about each data point y,, that these errors are all independent and that the sample size

14

is sufficient for the uncertainties in T and Q not to extend outside outside a region in
which the model could be replaced by a suitable linearized model8, the approximate
covariance matrix of the T and Q tensor elements are obtained directly from the
Levenberg-Marquardt routine. The propagated error covariance matrices of the principal
values and axes of T and Q are within the linear approximation9:

(10)

at

Here, {a^} is the set of 6 parameters of the tensor T or Q, {!(} is the set of principal
values of the tensor and *fm is the m'th direction cosine of the i'th principal axis. In the
mode where Q is to be forced traceless, the Levenberg-Marquardt routine calculates
variances in the five parameters Qn, Q12, Q13, Q22 and Q23. We then consider the six
parameter set Q'n, Q'12, Q'13, Q'22, Q'23 and Q'33 related to the five parameter set by the
linear transformation Q'n=Qn, ...., Q'23=Q23 and Q'33=-Qn~Q22- The covariance matrix
of the six parameter set is easily obtained from the theory of linear propagation as
demonstrated in paper II. The covariance matrix thus obtained is then employed in the
calculation of the variance in the principal values and vectors of the Q tensor.
2.6

Derivatives of Principal Values and Axes

An exact method for calculating the needed derivatives of eq.10 was suggested by
Nelson10, comparing perturbation theory expansions with Taylor series expansions, but
he assumes his expressions to be approximations. Here3, the results of Nelson are proven
to be exactly valid by implicit differentiation of the eigenvalue equation.
Consider a 3x3 symmetric tensor {Ty} with eigenvalues {X'} and eigenvectors
(Vk), related by the eigenvalue equation:
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The normalization condition is:
(12)

Differentiating implicitly this equation with respect to the tensor element T^ gives:
=Q

(13)

37,

The eigenvalue can be expressed explicitly as a function of eigenvectors and tensor
elements:

y*, = /

-T-y*

(14)

Differentiating implicitly with respect to Ty, gives:

(15)

Here, the normalization condition has been employed, and the lower diagonal tensor
elements are considered functions of the upper diagonal elements.
Analogously, implicit differentiation of the eigenvalue equation with respect to the
tensor element Ty, yields:

X

7,

16

(16)

This is a set of three linear equations in three unknown quantities, namely the derivatives
of the eigenvector y":

2 Au ui =
i

Au — Tki ~ 8u A" i

(17)

(2 - $«,)/, y"y y\ - 5« fj - 5« / , (l - 8v).

The determinant of A is zero by virtue of the eigenvalue problem, making A a noninvertible matrix. A transformation of the equation set into the A-matrix eigenvector
basis is required. The matrix A has the same eigenvectors as the matrix T, with
eigenvalues given by the eigenvalue of T with the quantity EX" subtracted, EA." being the
specific eigenvalue of T corresponding to the eigenvector being differentiated in the
process (times the unit tensor E). It is the corresponding eigenvalue of A that vanishes to
produce a zero determinant.
Transforming the equation by expanding the basis vectors in the complete set of Amatrix eigenvectors and denoting the m'th eigenvalue of A by em, yields the set of
equations:

(18)

It is obvious that the left side of the n'th equation is zero: Not only is A,m equal to A,", but
u has also a vanishing component along the n'th eigenvector according to eq. 13.
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However, for this equation the right side also vanishes, as b, too, is orthogonal to the n'th
eigenvector. The problem is thus reduced to a two-dimensional one. The 'lost' equation is
not necessary, as ("/'•u) is known. To proceed further, a distinction between different
cases of T degeneracy must be made:
(I) Assume that T has two degenerate eigenvalues, Xk=Xn. An attempt to find the
derivatives of either of 7" or Y\ results in a set of equations similar to eq. 18, but where the
left hand sides of both the k'th and the n'th equation vanish. The equation not
corresponding to the eigenvalue being differentiated, is singular. This renders the
derivatives of y" and y singular, which may be explained by the fact that these can be
oriented in any position of the plane perpendicular to the non-degenerate eigenvector.
The derivative of the non-degenerate eigenvector can be obtained from a set of equations
containing only one vanishing left-hand side. The solution is identical to that obtained in
case (III).
(II) The case of three degenerate eigenvectors is trivial. From arguments similar to
those of (I), it may be shown that the set of eq.18 give singular solutions for all the
eigenvectors.
(III) The case of no exact degenacy normally covers most experimentally occuring
tensors and include (I) and (II) in the limit where the eigenvalues approach each other.
Case (III) will be considered in detail in the following:
In the case of no degenracy, the set of two eq. 18 is solvable by dividing the right
sides by the corresponding eigenvalue of A:

Due to the fact that u is orthogonal to 7" and to the completeness of the eigenvector set, u
is:

r j >

18

"'r^Liy*

(20]

Or, identifying u as the derivative;

This is equivalent to the perturbation theory result employed by Nelson10. It is used in
paper I and II to calculate the derivatives requested by eq.10, which is employed for error
estimation.
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3

Interaction Tensor Interpretation

3.1

Introduction

As any theoretical model of single crystal EMR experiments is based on the Spin
Hamiltonian formalism, such models fitted to experiments normally only yield
information in terms of the interaction tensors g, T and Q, etc. The relationship of these
spectral parameters to the most basic structural properties of the radical in most cases
roughly follow simple rules-of-thumb. However, particular cases of radical structure give
tensors that are less trivial to interpret, and semi-empirical or ab-initio calculations must
be performed for different hypothetical geometries and compared to the experimental
output to estimate the proper geometry.
Two x-irradiation-induced carbon-centered radicals in single crystals of
aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate (AES) have proved to be ideal model systems for the study
of hyperfine-tensor dependence on radical-center geometry, since these radicals appear in
two different geometric forms, but of identical chemical structure.
Two methods are employed for calculating hypothetical a-hyperfine tensors;
firstly, a simple three-center approximation of the sp3 hybrid lone-electron orbital (LEO),
and, secondly, UHF-INDO. Theoretical calculations are carried out using these models
for a range of possible geometries and optimal consistence with experimental results are
used as a criterion for structure estimation.
A second effect studied in AES is the hyperfine and quadrupole coupling to a 14N
nucleus in P-position. Neglecting the small discrepancies in the magnitudes and
directions of the theoretical and experimental tensors, it appears as though positive
hyperfine couplings to a I4N nucleus in P-position, as is observed, is well described by
UHF-INDO calculations. The apparent mechanism is hyperconjugation as in the case of
p-position protons, I9F or 3I P. A 'cos29' type relationship is observed to describe the
dependence of the isotropic I4N hf coupling upon the dihedral angle formed with LEO.
The strength of this interaction as observed and calculated for the system AES
implies that couplings to P-position

l4

N-nuclei should be ENDOR observable in all

similar radical species.
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3.2

X-irradiation induced Radicals in Aminoethyl Hydrogen Sulfate

Single crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulphate (AES), H3NrCH2CH2OS(V were xirradiated at 295K and studied using X-band EPR, ENDOR and FSE (EI-EPR)
spectroscopy.
Among several radicals trapped at this temperature, two carbon-centered radicals
were identified. These are identical in structure, but formed in each of the two molecules
constituting the asymmetric unit of the crystal, their common structure being
+

H3NCH2CHOSO3".
The ENDOR analysis program presented in paper II was employed to obtain the

a- and (3-proton hyperfine tensors foreach radical and also the

14

N hyperfine and

quadrupole coupling tensor for one radical from single crystal ENDOR data.
Comparison of the a- and (i-proton hyperfine coupling tensors of the two radicals
with crystallographic data, show that one of them has a planar center, while the other
exhibit a non-planar site for the lone electron density. This is probably due to differences
in the electrostatic interactions between each of the two radical centra with the lone pairs
centered on their neighbouring oxygen atom.
3.3

a-tensor Calculations and Radical Center Geometry

While the interpretation of the interaction tensors of the planar-centered radical is fairly
trivial, simple models of the non-planar centered radical do not exist. Two models are
used for calculating the geometry of the nonplanar-centered carbon radical of x-irradiated
AES in paper I.
The problem of determining the p-orbital spin density of a non-planar radical
center from its a-proton hyperfme coupling tensor is not a trivial one. A three-center
model of the sp3 hybrid orbital of a general non-planar radical is considered. The porbital component of the lone electron orbital is modeled as two singular spin density
locations at equal distance above and below the nodal plane. In addition, a point dipole is
located at the p-orbital node to model the 2s-orbital component. The spin-density
distribution on the p- and s- components of the lone electron wave-function is determined
by the hybridization ratio, which is geometrically obtained as a function of the bending
angle. Varying the bending angle and computing the resulting hyperfine tensor allows for
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a graphical solution for the spin density by requiring consistence with the experimentally
observed tensor symmetry. The results suggest very small deviations from planarity with
only 91.4° separating the LEO and C-H a directions, with a spin density of pn=0.765.
This simple model is complemented by UHF-INDO calculations and subsequent
construction of the hyperfme tensors using the entire spin density matrix. The UHFINDO calculations reported in paper I and II were performed using the fortran77
programs UHFINDO and ANADIP developed by Pople and Beveridge" and O. Edlund
et al.n. The calculation of effective nuclear charges is due to Morton13.
Tensor calculations were performed for crystallographic coordinates, but with
several hypothetical a-proton orientations. The best possible correspondance with all the
observed isotropic couplings of the radical is obtained with a near sp2 planar geometry,
with 90.4° separation between LEO and C—Ha. However, two of the calculated a-tensor
principal axes has a 20° dicrepancy with experimental directions. The experimentally
observed a-tensor principal axes instead corresponds to calculations where the
LEO/C-H a separation is only 82.8°, the LEO is directed 6.38° from the sp2 plane normal
and the spin density is pn=0.753.
The two models show fair agreement in their predictions of structure and spin
density. Both calculations also show that the geometry need not be far from that of a sp2
configuration to result in an a-tensor corresponding poorly with traditional predictions
based on planar geometry.
14

3.4
The

N Hyperconjugation: Calculations and Observations

14

N hyperfine tensor of the non-planar radical of x-irradiated AES has a large

positive isotropic component and a dipolar component with near axial symmetry about an
axis deviating 18.0° from the N-C 2 bond and 12.0° from the nqc tensor symmetry axis.
The

14

N atom occupies the (3-position in this radical. The observed large positive spin

density at

I4

N nucleus suggests similar mechanisms of spin transfer as observed in

couplings to p-position protons14, 19F nuclei15 or 31P nuclei16"17'18. Heller and McConnell14
predict isotropic couplings to P-protons to be given by the relationship:
cm = p ABO+B2COS,-0)

(22)
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Here, p n is the LEO spin density, Bo is a usually small constant describing direct and
indirect polarization and B2 describes hyperconjugation. According to Morton13,
reasonable values of Bo and B2 are 0.5MHz and 126.0MHz, respectively.
From the single experimental coupling observed here, the size of B2 can be
deduced if Bo is assumed negligible. Indeed, assuming from crystallographic data and extensor analysis, the dihedral angle 6=10.5° and the spin density 0.8, the value B2=34.1
MHz is obtained. The I4N isotropic coupling of the planar radical is up to several MHz
smaller than that of the non-planar radical, a fact explained by the larger dihedral angle,
6, in this Radical. The findings of paper II is supported by recent findings by Sanderud
and Sagstuen19 pertaining to a (3I4N coupling in a different radical in x-irradiated single
crystal Serine Phosphate (SP). Due to the non-planarity of that radical center, the term
B[cos6 was added20'21 to the Heller-McConnell model. Employing both the AES and SP
results, Sanderud and Sagstuen arrived at the values B|=2.6 MHz and B2=32.9 MHz.
Assuming the non-planar-centered radical to have the geometry obtained from
comparison of experimental a-tensor principal axes with UHF-INDO calculated
directions under section 4.3, the UHF-INDO calculations give a I4N hyperfine tensor in
fair agreement with the experimental results, both in terms of principal axes and values.
The INDO prediction of the 'cos20'-law for (514N nuclei was originally made by
Close et al.22. In paper II, we investigated the dependence of a UHF-INDO calculated p%
14

N isotropic coupling on the dihedral angle. We used the planar radical of AES for this

investigation. The direction of LEO was obtained by diagonalizing the spin density
matrix of the central carbon. The entire NH3+ fragment and the two P-protons was then
rotated through all possible orientations. The

N isotropic coupling was calculated for

each orientationand plotted against the corresponding dihedral angle, and revealed a
dependence upon the dihedral angle that accurately fitted the Heller and McConnell3
relation. From fitting the Heller McConnell relation to these calculations and from the
diagonalisation of the UHF-INDO spin density matrix, the spin density pJt=0.796, and the
parameters Bo=0.862MHz and B2=41.5MHz are obtained. These values are fairly close to
the experimental values 1.0 MHz and 35.6 MHz.
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3.5

The 14N Quadrupole Tensor: Townes-Dailey Interpretation

From the MN ENDOR data from one of the carbon centered radicals in x-irradiated AES,
the quadrupole interaction tensor could be estimated. Using the semi-empirical TownesDailey method of calculation, this tensor could be related to the charge distribution in the
valence bonds of the

I4

N nucleus. Comparison with the distribution expected from

electronegativity differences and geometry answered several important questions; (1) the
geometry surrounding the I4N nucleus was determined to be pyramidal; (2) The N—H
bonds were observed to be intact. (3) The sign of the largest quadrupole tensor principal
value was determined to be positive. (4) The signs of the hyperfine tensor principal
values were determined to be positive.
The quadrupole tensor examined is nearly axially symmetric, and thus predicts
equal populations for each of the nitrogen valence orbitals bonded to hydrogen, which is
reasonable. The somewhat larger electronegativity of C, compared to that of hydrogen
indicates that the nitrogen valence orbital population of the N-C bond is lower that of the
N-H bonds. This predicts a positive Qa.
Townes-Dailey calculations were performed assuming other geometries and
combinations with broken bonds, showing all such assumptions to be inconsistent with
experimental observations.
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4

Lineshape Theory

4.1

Introduction

In the preceeding chapters, theory and numerical methods were used to analyze EMR
findings in terms of ENDOR transition frequencies. The object of this analysis was to
obtain information regarding radical structure from these data. In the following chapters,
other theories and methods will be used to simulate and analyze EMR findings in terms
of lineshape, i.e. the exact graphic appearance of EPR and ESEEM signals. The object of
these analyses is to study not structure, but internal motion of the radicals.
The intent of this chapter is to provide an introduction into the field of EMR
lineshape simulation. The formulae developed in the preceeding sections are the basic
tools employed in the theory presented in papers III, IV, V and VI of this thesis.

4.2

Stochastic Processes23

A stochastic process, x(t), is a process where a function, x, is assigned to a non-random
variable t, but in an indefinite random or stochastic way. Consider an experiment
consisting of repeated measurements of the value of x as the parameter t changes
continously. The result is a series of sets of values {xn,tn}. One such experiment is called
one realization of the process x(t), denoted by x a (t). The experiment may be repeated,
possibly giving another outcome, called realization xp(t). The set of all possible
realizations is called the ensemble.
To a set of n experiments or events at values t|, t2,..,tn of the parameter t, a joint
probability distribution P(X|ti;x2t2;....;xntn) of getting the specific outcomes X|, X2,..,xn,
may be assigned, so that P(xiti;x2t2;....;xntn)dX|dx2...dxn is the probability of an outcome
between X| and X|+dxi at time ti, while obtaining an outcome between X2 and X2+dx2 at
t2, etc. Some realizations may give these outcomes while others may not. The joint
probability may be described as an integral over all different realizations:

P(xltl;x2t2\..:,xntn)

= J8(x a (f,) - xl)8{xa(t2)
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- x2)...8(xa(tn)

- xn )p{a)da

(23)

Here, p(a) is the density of realizations in realization space.
A stochastic process is stationary if the joint probability only depends on the
relative differences of ti, t2,..,tn, i.e. if P(X|t|+x;x2t2+t;....;xntn+x)=P(xiti;x2t2;....;xnt,,). A
stochastic process is Markovian if the probability of an event xn at tn only depends on a
single other event, xn_itn_i. Consider the probability of the event xn at tn occuring, given
that the other specific events X|ti;x2t2;...;xn_itn-i have already occured at the other values
of t, ti..tn_i. This is, the conditional probability

P(xtt|;...;xn_itn_,lxntn)=P(xiti;....;xntn)/

P(xiti;....;xn_[tn_i). For a Markovian process, it is equal to the conditional probability
P(xn-itn_ilxntn). A stationary Markovian process is characterized by the properties:
P(x,t)=P(x) and P(xitilx2t2)=P(xilx2t2-ti). Stationary Markovian processes may be shown
from their definition to obey the master equation (M.E.):

I P U , |jc3O
at

J

[[>(*, \x1t)V/(x, \x,)-P(xt

\x,t)W(x, \x2)\ix2

(24)

Here, W(x2lx3) is the probability of transition from X2 to X3 pr. unit t. The M.E. displays
nothing but the intuitive fact that the increase of probability of observing event X3 at t
may be thought of as consisting of two contributions; the transitions from other events
into this event at t, minus the number of transitions to other events from this event at t.
The formal definition of W is:

, \xir)-8{x2 -x})]/r =W(x2\x,)-5(x2 -x3)\w(x2\x)dx

(25)

Many random systems have a nature where the stochastic variable is not likely to have
large changes in a infinitisemally small lapse of t, f.i. Brownian motion, where the new
position of a diffusing particle at time t+St most likely is in the vicinity of its previous
position at time t - if St is small. Stochastic processes describing such systems need only
consider instant transition probabilities W(x'lx) between values x and x' that are close. A
Taylor expansion of the M.E. in terms of powers of instant jump lengths ^=x-x' can be
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employed to obtain a differential form of the M.E. more useful for this kind of systems.
The result is the Kramers-Moyal expansion.

^-P(xo\xt) = JlU-^-}
dt

rf«!

\<$" >(x)P(xo\xt)]

(26)

dx

Here, the moment of jump has been introduced:

(27)

If the only instantaneous jumps allowed are short, then higher moments of jump may be
neglected. A good approximation is in many cases the second order truncation, called the
Fokker-Planck (FP) equation:

at

P(Xo\xt)

dx

^[<^>(x)P(x0lxt)]+^
2 dx

(28)

The right hand side is formally expressed as -TxP(xolxt), where Tx is a differential
operator. The formal solution to the FP equation is:

(29)

4.3

The Smoluchowski Process24'25

In paper III, the methyl rotor fragment dynamics is modeled as a stochastic process of
one-dimensional diffusion in an external potential, called the Smoluchowski process.
From the classical equations of motion, the Langevin equation may be constructed:

v= x

(30)

v = F(x)lm-E,v + f(t)lm
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The force f(t) is random. It is assumed that it is a stationary stochastic process of whitenoise type, i.e. E{f(t')f(t))=2D5(t-t'), and that E{f(t)}=0. From these properties and the
Langevin equation, the jump moments of the FP equation in x and v may be calculated.
The Smoluchowski process is subsequently obtained as a projection of the overall process
into the coordinate space x approximately valid when the friction is large.
A much simpler, albeit phenomenological approach can serve as a better
illustration. According to Fick's law, the probability current due to diffusion is inversely
proportional to the concentration gradient: PvD=-D3P/3x. Assume the frictional force to
be sufficiently large to maintain terminal velocity of the diffusing particle, F=£,vp. Thus,
the force induces a drift flow Pvp=PF/^. Combining these two influences gives totally
Pv=-D3P/3x+PF/^. The conservation of probability demands:

Inserting the above expression for the probability current, and using F(x)=- dV/dx, gives
the Smoluchowski equation:

Statistical equilibrium exists if 9P/3t=O, or FXP=O. A solution is found if D=kT/cj. The
result is the classical Boltzmann expression (omitting the kinetic energy):
(33)

4.4

The Classical Density Function 26272829

Classical physics characterizes a complex system by e.g. N generalized coordinates {q;}
with canonical conjugates {pi} and assumes the evolution of the system to follow the
Hamiltonian equations of motion:

• -HE.

• --M-

dpi

'

'

dq.

Here, H=H(qi...qN;pi..-PN) is the classical Hamilton function for the system. If the initial
conditions {qi(0)} and (pi(O)} were known and the equations were solvable, a full
description of the system in terms of {cji(t)} and {pi(t)} at any time t would be known. In
practice this is impossible for complex systems.
The evolution of the physical system in time can be followed by observing its
trajectory in the 2N-dimensional phase space. The basic assumption of statistical physics
is that the evolution of the physical system in phase space may be modeled as a stochastic
process2* where the variables {qi(t)} and (pi(t)} are stochastic variables2*. Physical
macroscopic observables are related to expectation values in realization space or
ensemble averages, E{ A}:

E{A} = j A(qi...qN;pi...pN)p{ql...qN\pv..pN)dNqdNp

(35)

Thus, the important issue is not the phase space trajectory of a single realization of the
process, but rather how the collection of realizations is distributed in phase space, a
property formalized in the realization density function p(q,p,t) (Here, vector notation for
{qi} and {pi} has been introduced).
Phase points can neither be destroyed nor created within a fixed volume of phase
space. Thus, a law of continuity may be assumed: The reduction of the amount of phase
points within the volume must be equal to the net outward flux of phase points across the
boundaries of the volume. The following differential equation must then be fulfilled:
^

+V ( p u ) 0

(36)

of

Here,
V=

u = (q,p) = (qlq2..qN;plp2...pN)
...

\dq]

;
dqN

...
dp,

is

the

phase

point

velocity

and

I is the phase space nabla vector. Combining the Hamilton
dp
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equations and the continuity equation gives the Liouville equation for the classical phase
space density function:

dp
dt

^fdp dH
—
tl\ dq, dp,

—+>

dp dH | n
=0
dPi dq, I

(37)

Or, introducing the Poisson bracket:

(38)

In statistical equilibrium, the density function is stationary, i.e. 3p/3t=O or {p,H}=0. One
solution to the last equation is the microcanonical, where p is constant, suitable for an
isolated system not interacting with the external world. Another is the canonical, where p
depends on q and p implicitly through a function A(q,p) that fulfills {A,H}=0. A
particular solution suitable for describing a system that exchanges minute amounts of
energy with a comparably large external heat reservoir is the density function of the form:

(39)

Here, (3=l/kT, where k is Boltzman's constant, and Z is a normalization factor.

4.5

The Quantum Density Operator27

The transition from classical physics to quantum mechanics is made by replacing the
canonical coordinates, q and p, with corresponding wave function operators, by replacing
the Hamilton function H(q,p) with the Hamilton operator H, and by making the
replacement {...,...}—> —iti [...,...]. The density function is a density operator in quantum
mechanics. It obeys the quantum mechanical Liouville equation:
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^—i[p,H]=O

(40)

of

Here, and in the following, Planck's constant, h, is omitted for clarity.
In quantum mechanics, a perfectly isolated system is known by its wave function,
X

F. The time evolution of the system is found by solving the Schrodinger equation:

-\\TJ

— = -iHV
dt

(41)

Consider a measurement described by the operator A. The observable quantity is related
to the expectation value of the observable, <A>=<TIAIvF>=Tr(p-A), where p=IT><vPI is
the density operator and "Tr" means the matrix trace. Since *F is an eigenfunction of H,
the Liouville equation gives 3p/3t=0, which is expected for an isolated or microcanonical
system.
In a general system, an ensemble of quantum mechanical states has to be
considered (analogous to the ensemble of classical realizations), each with a statistical
weight representing the ensemble density of that state; p=£lr>Pr<rl. If the system is in
statistical equilibrium, [p,H]=0 and the basis {Ir>} that diagonalizes p is the eigenbasis of
H:

p = ^_\n>Pn <n\
(42)

H\n>=En

\n>

For a canonical system, in analogy with the classical expression, the density operator
takes the form p=exp(~pH)/Z, giving the weights Pn=exp(-f5En)/Z.
4.6

Equilibrium Recovery

We shall in this thesis need only to consider pulse experiments, since (as is demonstrated
in section 4.8), the EPR experiment is approximately equivalent with a single pulse
experiment, the Free Induction Decay or FID. In all experiments considered, the system
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is modeled as initially in canonical equilibrium, but subsequently subjected to an instant
pulse bringing it out of equilibrium.
For low temperatures, interactions may be assumed to be infrequent at the time
scale of the return to equilibrium, and the system can be modeled by the quantum
mechanical Liouville equation of the isolated subsystem. The lineshape calculations of
paper IV and VI are exclusively based on these assumptions.
For higher temperatures, the subsystem exchanges energy with the surrounding
reservoir frequently during the equilibrium recovery. The Hamiltonian becomes explicitly
time dependent through the fluctuating, chaotic external interactions. This problem is
handeled by modeling the time dependent parameters of H as stochastic processes, whose
probability distributions, moments and correlation functions are known. The formal result
of this treatment is the replacement of the Liouville equation with the Stochastic Liouville
Equation (SLE).
4.7

The Stochastic Liouville Equation

The following development is partly based on Boiden Pedersen23 and Freed30, but with
some deviations from the methods of the references and with proofs added.
Consider the density operator of a system with an intrinsic Hamiltonian Ho and a
time-dependent Hamiltonian V(t) to represent the interaction with the external reservoir's
degrees of freedom:

(43)

at

Here and in the following, the symbol AX=[A,...] will be used where convenient.
Transforming the Liouville equation into the interaction picture gives:

dt

(44)

The Hausdorff expansion of the solution is:
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; (0)

=
h

j2v;(tl)v?(t2)p,(O)

+ ---

(45)

0

• (-0" jdtt )dt
) 2 • • • Jdf.V/'ft)V, x (r 2 ) • • • V?(tn)p, (0) + •
0

0

0

A transformation back to the Schrodinger picture can be performed noting that:

V? it) Ait) = (eiHS'V(t))xA(t) = em"'Vx{t)e~iH°'A{t)

(46)

thus, giving:

p{t) = e~'"°'p(0)
iHS

2e~

°-'')Vxit1)e-lH°u'-'2)Vx(t2)e-iH°hpi0) + --

^Vxit2) • • • e-'"5('"-'-'"Vx(rJg-iH°'"p(0) + • • •
(47)
The assumption is now made that V is dependent upon t only explicitly through the
variable (or set of variables) Q. Furthermore, the time dependence of Q(t) is assumed to
be due to fluctuating, chaotic motion of the reservoir surroundings. The basic idea is that
Q(t) is modeled as a stochastic process. This process is furthermore assumed to be
stationary and Markovian. The time variables in the above multiple integrals always
follow the ordering to=O< tn< ?„./<••••< tj< t. Thus, the joint probability of observing QQ at
time to=0, then Qn at a later instant tn, etc., may be expanded into conditional
probabilities according to the definition of Markovian processes:
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The initial distribution, P(£2o), is assumed to be the steady-state solution, raP(T2o)=O. The
conditional probability P(Q.Q 1121) obeys the Fokker-Planck equation:

~P(Q0\Qt) = -rnP(Q0\Q.t)
at

(49)

With initial condition P(fi0I^O)=§(Q-£l0). The formal solution of eq.49 is:

(50)

Assuming that FQ is fully expandable in powers of Q., d/dQ., or cross-terms, gives the
following identity:

- Q o ) = e" r "'g(O)

(51

Proof:
The identity can be proven by employing Diracs theory of continous representations in
Hilbert space. Let abstract (representationless) operators be denoted by capital letters
and let operators in the coordinate representation be denoted by lower case letters. In
particular, consider the coordinate operator X with a continous eigenbasis (\X>), so that
X\X>=x\X>, where the scalar number x is a coordinate. The set (\X>j spans the
coordinate space continously:

I X > dX < X 1= 1. This requires <X\X'>=5(x-x') to be

the case. Any function q(x) may be represented in Hilbert space as a vector \Q>, and q(x)
is the projection <X\Q>. Consider the operator d/dX obeying [d/dX,X]=l. For any
abstract

operator

expandable

in

X

and

d/dX,

the

identity

<X\F(X,d/dX)iQ>=f(x,d/dx)<XlQ>=f(x,d/dx)q(x) is valid, where F is dependent upon X
and d/dX in the same way as f depends upon x and d/dx. Thus;
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jdx0q(x0)e-f''8(x-x0)

= jdxo<X0\Q>

jdxo<Xo\QxX\

Fl

e-f''

<X\X0>=

Fl

e~ I Xo >= J < X I e~ \X0>dxo

<X0 \Q>=

(52)

F

<X\e~ ' \Q >= e"'''
which is the identity set out to prove, if making identifications x<->Q, xo<-^Qo andf<->F.
The time dependence in the reservoir interaction operator is now replaced by time
dependences in the joint probability:

P(0 =
i H iHS
S i
' '
, jdt2 2 • • • j jdt
n ne'
0

) x

/
i

"

X ( I

' V

x

(53)

2

0

There are numerous realizations of the stochastic process Q(t) ending with Q at t. We
now average over all these fixed-endpoint realizations by integrating the above
expression

over

Qn

through

Qo.

Using

the

simplifying

notation

Bj(Q) = e"'"""''-1"'VX(Q), this gives:

P(t) =
•••+{-i)n\dt,\dtt0

0

\dtn
0

Q, •••Jdn.fi, (nl)B2(fi2)---BII(
(54)

The expression in brackets is evaluated using the relationships for conditional
probabilities, eqs.50, 51. Integrating over QQ gives:
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JaK2, • • \dQ.nBx {D.x )B2 (Q2) • • • 5 , ( Q . )P(Q,, I <3,,_,r,,_, - ? „ ) • • •
•••/'(Q, I Q r - f 1 ) J d Q o P ( Q o ) e - r - l - 5 ( n , - Q o ) p ( 0 ) =
JrfQ, • • - J ^ B , ( Q , ) B , ( Q 2 ) • • • Bn{£ln)P{Q.n

I£}„_,*„_, - « „ ) • • •

\at-ty)e~To-''P{Q.n)p{0)

•••P(Q.X

(55)
Integrating subsequently over fin followed by an integration over 12,,./, etc., ending with
the integration over Q\, gives:

• • • />(Q, I C i t -

Jd£2, • • j ^ _ , B , (£2, )B2 (O,)
• • • P(ft, I Or -? 1 )^ r ""-' v '"'"B n (
= e" r "'"''B l (n)e^ ! '''~' ! B 2 (Q) • • •

e'r"'"'''"Bn(Q.)e-Tu'"P(Q.)p(0)
(56)

Employing this result in the evaluation of the integrals in the Hausdorff expansion gives:

„

I

, f ) = Y ( - 0 " \dtl

-=o

i

'l

'.,-1

fdr;]e"<'"''+r"K'^'lV><(Q)e"<'"''+r"K''"'2Vx(Q)---

$dt2 •••

i '

i

(57)

The density operator calculated here is obtained assuming the endpoint event of the
process is (Q,t) and has therefore been regarded as a function of Q. As such, its initial
value is the product

p(Q,0)=P(Q)p(0).

Eq.35 can be simplified

drastically

by forward

and backward

Laplace

transformation. The Laplace transform F(s) of the function f(t) is defined by:

(58)
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Consider the convolution gn+i(t) of n+1 functions {fj(t)} defined by:

(59)

n-ri

The Laplace transform of gn+i(t) is G,1+1(s) = J~jF;(5). By making the identifications
f.(t) = e'uflS+r")'Vx(Q.) for i=l,n x and fn+l(t) = e"<'w°+rn)'p(Q,0), with the Laplace
transforms: G,O) =
V fori=l,nand Gn+1O) =
p(Q,0), yields
s + iH^ +Tn
s + iHg + Fa
the Laplace transform of the density operator:

(60 )
- i V

x

( Q . )

l

1

The sum is calculated by use of the theorem:
(A-BY1 =A~l'£(BA-ly

(61)

Proof:

f(BA-'y+l=(BA-])°=l
,i=0

n=0

(A - B)'1 (A - B) = A"1 ]T (BA"')" A - A"1 ]T (5A"')" BCA"1 A):
,i=0

n=0

n=0
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Making the identifications A=s+iHox+ra and B=-iVx(Q) in eq.61 gives:

+ rn

p(fl,0)

In this result, H(£2)=Ho+V(Q) is used for compactness. The backward Laplace transform
of the result is:

(64)

This can be interpreted as the formal solution to the following equation - the Stochastic
Liouville Equation:

(65)
of

When a density operator p(Q,t) is obtained from solving the SLE, it may be employed to
find the classical stochastic ensemble average of the quantum mechanical expectation
value of any quantum operator also possibly dependent on the classical stochastic degrees
of freedom, A(X2):

(66)

The methods developed in this section have been employed in paper III and IV of this
thesis to simulate EPR iineshapes valid in larger temperature ranges. In practice, it is the
Laplace transform of the observable that is numerically calculated by computing the
inverse of the matrix representation of the superoperator: (s+iHx(O)+FQ).
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4.8

Continous Wave and Free Induction Decay Lineshapes

This section has been inspired by developments of the so called linear response
approximation lineshape formula in other works, such as that of Abragam31, Chaikin and
Lubensky32 and Dattagupta33, but is partly also my own. I have for simplicity neglected
random effects for the moment, and this will be commented on later.
In the continous wave EPR spectrum, the sample is irradiated with a time
dependent periodic magnetic field F(t) in addition to the static Hamiltonian Ho, so that
H=Ho+F(t). The power absorbed by the sample is the time derivative of the energy
expectation value:

— = — Tr(pH)= Tr(pH) + Tr(pH) = Tr(pH)
dt

( 67 )

dt

The latter equality is easily verified by substituting -i[p,H] for dp/dt from the Liouville
equation, eq.40. Transformation to the interaction picture, yields:

p

(68)

F,(0 = «'"•"'F(0
First order time dependent perturbation theory gives:
p, (f) = p(t0) - ijF*(t' )p(t0)df

( 69)

In this approximation, the power becomes:

^

dt

r((r)p(ro))ij7r(F(r)[eF(/)e,p(o)])
J
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(70}

The oscillating field is normally linear, but decomposing this into two circular fields
yields the same result for each polarization. Thus, for simplicity, a circular field is
assumed:
(71)

With this field, the last term of eq.70, Pi, becomes:

(72)

Making the substitution Tst-t' and setting to=-°° to get steady state conditions, gives

(73)

Averaging the variable t over one cycle, imposes the condition q=—p:

p

=

(74)

Averaging over t furthermore makes Po=O, so that P| is now identical to the average
absorbed power. Expanding the interaction representation gives:

f^f} = X [^fi-] P<o]Tr{sile-i"*[s_ll,p0\i"*y
Carrying out the sum and noting that Tr(A+)=(Tr(A))* gives:
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(75)

The expression [S_,po] is the rotation of the equilibrium density, po, into the xy-plane. It
may be shown to have effectively the same consequence as [Sy, po], which again to a
good approximation is a rotation of po 90° about the y-axis. In eq.76, the resulting density
is then allowed to develop while the spin projection in the xy-plane is recorded. The
absorbed power expression may thus be observed to be effectively that of the FourierLaplace transformed Free Induction Decay (FID) signal:

^ )

ocRe{Tr(S+pFID(C0))}

Here,
(78)
In cases where relaxation effects are included by modeling some degrees of freedom by
stochastic processes, as in the previous section, the SLE, eq.65, is employed in stead of
the Liouville equation. Due to the unitarity of the Stochastic Liouville operator, the final
result remains, with the change:
(79)
In practice, some intrinsic relaxation independent of motion is normally added to account
for relaxation processes not studied in the present model. This is done by adding to the
Liouville operator, a term —1/T, proportional to the unit operator.
4.9

Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation5

In the ESEEM Spectrum, the system is subjected to the oscillating field only in very short
time intervals. These pulses have the effect of rotating the sample magnetization into a
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particular

orientation.

Using

the oscillating

field

Bi=Bi(eycosO)t-sin<Mtex), the

Hamiltonian during a pulse is H=Ho+A(Sycoscot—Sxsincot), A=gej3eB|. The system is
transformed into a rotating reference frame by virtue of:

(80)

The equation of motion in this frame is:

- = -iH*pR(t)

, Hs=e""s*H0-aSz+ASv

(81)

During a pulse, ASZ is assumed to be by far the dominating term of HR. Thus, HR=ASZ. In
the absence of a pulse, free evolution is obtained: HR=exp(icotS2x)Ho-ft)Sz.
The ESEEM experiment consists of two consequtive pulses, separated and
succeeded by a time interval t of free evolution. The first pulse is of duration ti, At|=ir/2,
and, like in the FID experiment, has the effect of turning the sample magnetization into
the xy-plane. The second pulse has duration 12, At2=7t. The signal is recorded after yet a T
time period of free evolution. The resulting density operator in the rotating frame is
(x»t|,t2 is assumed):

(82)

Now, the recorded signal is, as in the FID experiment, the projection of the density
operator onto S+:

C83 ]

Here, the invariance of the trace under transformation into the rotating frame has been
employed.
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5

Models of Methyl Rotor Dynamics

5.1

Introduction

The internal motion of the -CH3 methyl fragment of a variety of >C-CH3 type radicals is
a common observation in single crystals and powders, and has over the years been
subjected to numerous inquiries by EPR spectroscopists34. The methyl group of such
systems may be subjected to a variety of different forces and may be undergoing motion
of a range of different kinds; hindered rotary, vibratory, or jump-like motion with respect
to the lone electron p-orbital. The characteristics and origin of molecular dynamics is
different for high and low temperatures.
At higher temperatures, frequent random interaction with a reservoir at thermal
equilibrium must normally be taken into account and a stochastic treatment of the
molecular dynamics is adequate. The thermal interaction is then accounted for by
modeling the evolution of dynamical variables as stochastic processes.
At reduced temperatures, effects of quantum nature become frequent, advertising
the need for quantum-mechanical dynamic models. The Pauli principle imposes
restrictions on the molecular wavefunction35. Moreover, the motion becomes directly
affected by the moment of inertia, which is not assumed to be the case for stochastic
models36. Finally, tunneling across the potential barrier comes to dominate increasingly.
In the general case, both quantum effects and random reservoir interactions are
simultaneously influential. Models that set out to interpret experiments recorded in a
large range of temperatures must be able to exhibit both characteristic limits. Moreover,
at intermediate temperatures, both types of effects may play an equal role, leaving the
'one-sided' simplified models of limited use. A model preserving the quantum aspects of
the motion while simultaneously taking into account the random interaction with the
reservoir is therefore probably one of the most challenging problems in the field of
molecular dynamics.
Since stochastic effects are normally thought of as mass-independent, while
quantum behaviour is strongly inertial dependent, isotopic substitution is one important
experimental tool in examining the relative influence of these mechanisms36'37.
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The problem outlined above is addressed in the present thesis by three different works,
papers III, IV and V, dealing with purely stochastic, purely quantum dynamic and
combined quantum-stochastic models, respectively.
Paper III explores one of the most accurate purely stochastic models. SLE EPR
lineshape calculations are presented that are based on the Smoluchowski process of
diffusion in a hindering potential. The spectrum expected from this model in all
temperature and potential limits are discussed and experimental reports from the
literature are simulated as examples.
Paper IV is an exploration of the quantum dynamical model. Liouville EPR
lineshape calculations are presented, assuming the rotor to be effectively isolated from
the thermal reservoir at the time scale of the experiment. The spectra expected from this
model in all potential limits are discussed. The effect of isotopic substitution on the
methyl rotor according to the quantum dynamic model and the structure of first order
sidebands are topics that are explored.
Paper V presents experimental EPR spectra from the radicals CH3C(COOH)2 and
CD3C(COOH)2 in pure and deuterated methylmalonic acid powder, recorded over a full
temperature range. The observations are interpreted

using a quantum-stochastic

dynamical model, combining quantum-mechanical molecular Hamiltonian and Pauliobedient basis with random three-site rotations or 'jumps'. This model allows an unveiling
of the relative influence and correlation between quantum and stochastic dynamics
hidden in the experimental results.

5.2

A Stochastic Model

Paper III examines a stochastic model of methyl rotor dynamics - as remarked - expected
to be particularly relevant to high temperature experiments. In most previous high
temperature studies, different stochastic models have been used for different strength of
the hindering potential vs. temperature. The three-site exchange process has been applied
in cases where the temperatures were greatly exceeded by the potential barrier38'39'36. At
temperatures far larger than the barrier, the free diffusion Wiener-Einstein process has
been employed 40 . The weakness of this approach is its validity only for a limited range of
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parameter values, corresponding to the barrier greatly exceeding the temperature or vice
versa.
A stochastic model frequently used in describing rotational relaxation in solution
or liquid state EPR41'42 is the Smoluchowski24 process of drift and diffusion in an external
potential. This model unifies the two more limited models, approaching the form of these
in particular limits of the parameter values. Stetter et al.43 have used the Smoluchowski
model in the calculation of the temperature dependence of ENDOR line intensities from
methyl radicals in single crystals, powders and glass samples.
Paper III presents Smoluchowski-model based calculations of the EPR spectra
from the internally moving methyl fragment in >C-CH3 type radicals. The whole span of
parameter configurations from the limit of discrete site exchange to the limit of free
diffusion is explored. The characteristic motion of the fragment in these limits may be
observed from Fig. 1, where the evolution of the probability distribution has been
calculated for the case of low potential and high potential barrier.

Figure 5: The time evolution of the conditional probability density. The solution to the Smoluchowski
equation of diffusion in a CSv cosine potential, assuming the initial position to be the central minimum. The
case of the potential being greatly succeeded by the temperature is shown to the left and the opposite case
of the temperature being greatly succeeded by the potential is shown to the right. In the case of almost free
diffusion (left), a gaussian shape of increasing broadening is observed. In the case of a 'trapped' rotor
(right), the population in the initial potential well is exponentially decaying into the other two minima. The
time scales of the two figures are different. The angle scale ranges from —K ton. The potential minima are
centered at —2n/3, 0 and 2n/3. The figures were prepared by numerical solution of the Smoluchowski
equation, and similar presentations have previously been produced by Stetter et at.
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In limits corresponding to low and high temperatures, the numerical calculations are
interpreted using analytic models. Since the use of stochastic models in itself require
frequent reservoir interaction, the importance of making inquiries into the low
temperature region of this model may easily be underestimated. However, if the potential
barrier is sufficiently large, the rotor fragment is effectively stopped (in the time scale of
EPR observations) at sufficiently temperatures for reservoir effects to dominate quantum
effects. Moreover, very little detailed knowledge exists on the issue of what is 'high' and
'low' temperature in the context of reservoir interactions. Thus, the possibility that these
may be effective at a level where the rotor has stopped - even for a free unhindered rotor can never be ruled out.
A detail in the observations is of particular interest: It is seen that the maximum
broadening of inner lines near the condition xc"'~a in the free diffusion case is
accompanied by the coalescence of the inner doublet lines.
An accurate value of the 'cos2cp' correlation time for the isotropic hyperfine
interaction is calculated for the full ranges of the parameters and is compared to those
given by the approximate models in the two limiting cases, allowing for a discussion of
their quality. The results show that this correlation time, on which motional averaging
and linewidths are strongly dependent, is not well represented by the extension of the free
diffusion model into cases of low temperature vs. potential. Likewise, the extension of the
site exchange model into conditions of high temperature vs. potential does not correspond
well with the correlation time as calculated from the Smoluchowski model.
It is found that analytic, approximate correlation-time calculations based on
second-order expansion of the cosine potential valid for large potentials vs. temperature
overestimate the actual barrier height. By fitting the expected Arrhenius model

to

numerical calculations obtained from the Smoluchowski model in this parameter region,
a reasonable fit with a preexponential factor of approximately 2.08 D V3/kT is achieved.
The Smoluchowski-SLE lineshape-calculation tool developed in paper III is
demonstrated on a real case by comparing calculations with an experimental report in the
literature pertaining to the CH3COOD~ radical in irradiated acetic acid. In these
calculations, the necessity of adding a 'coscp'-dependent term to the hyperfine interaction
in systems with bended radical centers is demonstrated.
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5.3

A Quantum Model

Paper IV examines the isolated quantum mechanical model of methyl rotor dynamics
expected to be particularly relevant at lower temperatures. The isolated quantum rotor
model assumes the rotors initially to be in thermal equilibrium with the reservoir at
temperature T. On the time scale of the experiment, their interaction with the reservoir is
assumed negligible and the dynamics are modeled according to the quantum Liouville
equation (eq.40). The 'full' molecular degrees of freedom with all statistically significant
roto-vibrational levels are taken into account.
Paper IV explores the EPR implications of the isolated quantum methyl rotor
model for a wide range of parameter configurations, with potential ranging from zero to
that of a stopped rotor. While the typical methyl tunneling 1:1:1:2:1:1:1 EPR spectrum
has been frequently discussed35, exactly how this spectrum evolves into the stopped rotor
spectrum as the hindering potential is increased, has been much neglected and reveals
quite dramatic and unexpected effects in the intermediate region. It is examined in the
present work how the mixing of A and E type symmetry states occuring under these
conditions affects the spectrum.
While the EPR spectra of tunneling methyl rotors have been subjected to
numerous inquiries34, fewer reports are found on isotopically substituted methyl rotors.
As quantum effects are inertial dependent while stochastic effects are normally believed
not to be mass dependent , isotopic substitution is an invaluable tool in the exploration
of the relative importance of these effects. For this reason, the calculation of expected
EPR signals from isotope-substituted rotors is a very important issue. In anticipation of
experiments on substituted systems exhibiting tunneling effects, paper IV deals explicitly
with the detailed theoretical examination of the EPR spectrum of two substituted systems
- spin 1=1 and spin 1=3/2 isotopes. Analytic formulae for the EPR spectra of rotors of
general nuclear spin are reported. In this aspect, paper IV represent a complete
generalization of Freeds ' original benchmark treatise of the methyl rotor problem into a
framework independent of nuclear spin.
The appearance of first order transition sidebands exterior to the central tunneling
septet spectrum has previously been experimentally observed in proton methyl rotors.
These observations provide valuable and accurate spectral information in terms of
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tunneling frequency and potential twist angle 4x46 ' 47 . In paper IV, the positions and
intensities of such sidebands are reported for the general substituted rotor. In anticipation
of possible deuterated methyl rotor experiments, the sidebands are explicitly discussed
for this case.

5.4

A Quantum Stochastic

Model: The CH3C(COOH)2 Radical

of

Methylmalonic Acid - Activation Energies and Tunneling Barriers
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of molecular dynamics is the interplay of
simultaneously present stochastic and quantum effects. The question is, how is reservoir
interactions affected by quantum effects and conversely how are quantum dynamics
disturbed by random perturbations?
In the simplest stochastic model, the site exchange model, reservoir interactions
are characterized by the activation energy, normally thought of as the maximum energy
classically needed to pass from one site to the next. Tunneling effects, on the other hand,
are dependent on the physical potential barrier to rotation included in the Hamiltonian.
The value of this may be accurately measured from sideband detection in low
temperature results as is pointed out in paper IV.
At low temperatures, the presence of tunneling allows the system to pass from one
site to another with considerably lower energy than the barrier, thus reducing the actual
effective activation energy. At high temperatures, tunneling effects are negligible, and it
may be expected49 that the activation energy should be identical to the rotation barrier.
Moreover, as the reservoir interactions are believed to be mass independent, isotopic
substitution should have minor effects on the EPR spectrum in this region. Both of these
two assumptions are challenged by the experimental findings presented in paper V, as
analyzed with a quantum stochastic model combining quantum dynamics with stochastic
interactions.
The description of the complex thermal interactions between the methyl rotor
system and its reservoir has been subjected to a variety of models. Most of these involve
too many unknown parameters for any EPR experiment to be able to estimate with
certainty - reflecting how little detailed knowledge of reservoir interactions that exists
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today. Technically applicable models necessarily have to be simple and require few
parameters.
Clough and Poldy48 have assumed a strongly hindered rotor mainly residing in
one of the three potential minima. Interactions with the reservoir randomly provide
sufficient energy for the rotor to instantaneously pass over the barrier, without affecting
spin degrees of freedom. For a rotor with a tunneling frequency sufficiently large to
prevent A/E mixing (a higher order perturbation effect), this stochastic three-site jump
model effectively interchanges only the two E-symmetry molecular states for each
vibrational level, thus averaging the EPR lines from these states. This model has been
successfully applied recently by Matsushita et al.49. Paper V of this thesis uses a similar
approach.
Paper V presents experimental studies on the radicals CH3C(COOH)2 and
CD3C(COOH)2, irradiation induced in MMA powder and its methyl-specific deuterated
analogue, respectively. Clough et al.41, Clough et al.50, Mottley et aZ.45 and Clough and
Hill46 have previously studied the hydrogenated system at low temperatures, and offer an
accurate estimate of the tunneling frequency to 196 MHz from their observation of
tunneling sidebands. From this information, the potential energy barrier may be
accurately estimated to 618 K, diagonalizing the dynamic Hamiltonian. This accurate
knowledge of the barrier is very important, since it allows a comparison with the
activation energy obtained in paper V.
The experimental EPR observations of the deuterated analogue radical in paper V
suggests the twist angle (the angle separating the potential minima and the lone electron
orbital) is §=+50°±2° (+n-60°, neZ). According to the sideband theory developed in
paper IV, this value is consistent with the sideband intensity ratio reported in the
literature45'46'48 for the hydrogenated radical.
Paper V reports an activation energy of 754 K (±126 K) for the thermally induced
methyl rotation of the hydrogenated radical in the high temperature region, i.e. larger
than the 618 K intrinsic potential barrier. Moreover, the deuterated analogue radical
exhibits an exchange activation energy of 387 K (±21 K), considerably lower than the
intrinsic potential barrier.
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There are two features of these observations that are particularly interesting: That
the hydrogenated and deuterated radicals do not exhibit similar activation energies in the
high temperature region - and that both systems have activation energies very different
from the intrinsic potential barrier depth. Paper V discusses the origin of these effects in
terms of several different hypothetical mechanisms, the indirect cage effect51, possible
temperature dependence of the frictional interaction51, zero-point vibrational amplitudes
and the spin-rotation interaction52. These results of paper V challenge simplistic
assumptions concerning activation energies.
The common observation53'49 of lowered activation energy in the temperature
region where tunneling is dominant, thus giving a kink in the activation energy plot, is
seen also in the experiments of paper V, where this feature is compared to similar effects
in chemical kinetics54.

5.5

A Summary of Methyl Rotor Models and their EPR Implications

A brief survey of the different models of methyl rotor dynamics and their EPR
predictions may be useful at this point.
If reservoir interactions dominate, a stochastic model is most relevant. For high
potential barriers, discrete jump motion prevails. Slow and fast motion spectra typical of
this "mode" are shown in Fig.6. For low potential barriers, free diffusion prevails and the
slow and fast motion spectra become as shown in Fig.7. (Just what is meant by 'high' and
'low' is left out to keep this discussion brief, cf. paper III)
If reservoir interactions are totally absent, an isolated quantum model is most
relevant. For high potential barriers, the resulting spectrum is as shown in Fig.8. For low
(or no) potential barriers, the resulting spectrum is as shown in Fig.9. The problem with
the quantum model is that it does not give the observed high temperature spectrum
observed in Figs.6,7. Combining stochastic effects with quantum dynamics, however,
give both low temperature quantum behaviour and correct high temperature predictions,
as is seen in Fig. 10.
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(a)

(a)

Figure 6: Calculated absorption EPR Spectrum

Figure 7: Calculated absorption EPR Spectrum

from a methyl rotor modeled by stochastic

from a methyl rotor, assuming low potential, (a)

dynamics, assuming high potential, (a) Fast

Fast motion, (b) Slow motion.The hyperfine

motion,

coupling constant is 'a'.

(b)

Slow

motion.

The hyperfine

coupling constant is 'a'. Twist angle is 0.

1

a

11!uu
Figure 8: Calculated absorption EPR Spectrum

Figure 9: Calculated absorption EPR Spectrum

from a methyl rotor as modeled by quantum

from a methyl rotor, assuming low potential.

dynamics

The hyperfine coupling constant is 'a'. The

assuming

high

potential.

The

simplest theory predicts 1:1:1:2:1:1:1.

hyperfine couplig constant is 'a'. Twist angle 0.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) Experimental EPR Spectra from the radical CHjQCOOH)2 in irradiated methylmalonic
acid (MMA) recorded at indicated temperatures, (b) EPR first derivative spectra calculated using a
quantum-stochastic dynamic model with correlation times chosen to Jit optimally the experimental results
in (a), 'a' is the hyperfme coupling constant.

5.6

Theoretical Prediction of ESEEM from Tunneling Rotors

Since the first general Electron Spin-Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) theory was
developed by Mims 55 , it has been assumed that the observation of ESEEM requires
mixing of the nuclear spin states and thus either anisotropic hyperfine interaction or
quadrupolar interaction56. Paper VI of this thesis suggests a theoretical mechanism of
ESEEM from tunneling methyl rotors with isotropic hyperfme interaction. This
mechanism does not depend on any part of the spin Hamiltonian that is electron or
nuclear nonsecular, but rests purely on the quantum dynamical properties of the system
through first order mixing of rotational and electron spin states. Explicit formulas for the
ESEEM frequencies and intensities are obtained using a secular model. At low
temperatures in systems where the hyperfine coupling a is exceeded by the tunneling
frequency 3A, the results simplify to the two positive weight components at 3A±a/4 and
the two negative weight components at 6A and a/2 of half intensity. Numerical ESEEM
simulations based on the diagonalization of the full spin rotation Hamiltonian support
these

findings.

The

generalization

to
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higher

spin

rotors

is

pointed

out.
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Single crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate, HjN^CHzCtfeOSOr, were X-irradiated at 295 K and studied
using EPR, ENDOR, and FSE techniques. Among several radicals trapped at this temperature, two carboncentered radicals were identified. These are identical in structure but are formed in each of the two molecules
constituting the asymmetric unit of the crystal, their common structure being H3N+CH2CHOSO3~. The aand /S-proton hyperfine coupling tensors of these two radicals show that one of them has a planar center,
while the other exhibits a nonplanar site for the lone electron density. This is probably due to differences in
the electrostatic interactions between each of the two radical centers and the lone pairs centered on their
neighboring oxygen atoms. A revised model for obtaining the lone electron orbital spin density from the
a-tensor in a nonplanar radical by considering a three-center approximation of the lone electron orbital is
proposed. UHF-INDO calculations are carried out for a number of hypothetical radical configurations. The
a-proton tensor is calculated for these geometries, and the three-center model is discussed in light of the
results from the MO calculations.

1. Introduction
The most critical damage caused by radiation to a living cell
is that to DNA, which has special significance in the storage
and transmission of biological hereditary information. Radiation
damage to DNA manifests itself by breakage of the phosphodiester bonds forming the strands of DNA or by chemical
modification of the bases, resulting in a subsequent change of
the genetic information. Boon et al.' have reported that the
primary ionic centers on DNA are precursors to strand breaks.
At present, there is considerable agreement that the primary ionic
sites of DNA are located at the bases.2 The question still
remains as to what mechanism causes the damage transfer from
the bases to the sugars of DNA, where the resulting secondary
effect is the breakage of the sugar—phosphate bonds.
Systems where phosphate are linked to other residues of
weaker electronegativity have been studied in order to get a
qualitative measure of the phosphate group electronegativity.
Bungum et al.3 have studied X-irradiated disodium and dipotassium salts of glucose-1-phosphate, showing secondary loss
of the phosphate group, probably via a carbon-centered radical
precursor. In serinephosphate, +NH3CH(COOH)CH2OPO3H-,
a carboxyl group models the base electron sink. No phosphoruscentered radicals are observed in this system.4
Amino groups have electron affinities somewhat lower than
those of the bases or of the carboxyl group. Fouse et al? have
reported the presence of secondary phosphite radicals in
X-irradiated 0-phosphorylethanolamine (PEA), H3N+CH2CH2OPO3H-, resulting from cleavage of the H 3 N + CH 2 CH 2 OPO3H~ phosphate ester bond. The assumed mechanism is
dissociative electron capture at the bond. Fouse6 reports the
presence of the radical resulting from cleavage of the H3N+CH2CH2-OPO3H" bond in this system. The concentration of
this radical is similar to that of the phosphite radical at room
temperature. Symons7 has suggested that electron capture at
the phosphate group is the mechanism responsible for both
* Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed.
* Abstract published in Advance ACS Abstracts. October 15. 1995.
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radicals, resulting in an equal probability of breaking both
oxygen bonds. Alternatively, Fouse6 also considers electron
abstraction as a possible mechanism responsible for the carboncentered radical.
In 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate (AES), HsN+CHzOfeOSOT,
the phosphorus atom has been replaced by the chemically similar
but slightly more electronegative sulfur. Single crystals of AES
X-irradiated at room temperature reveal the presence of sulfite
radicals.8 In the work reported here, radicals of the second type,
i.e. formed by cleavage of the HsN+CHbCrfe-OSOr oxygenethyl bond, are not observed at room temperature. This means
that its fractional abundance must be far below 25%, which is
the smallest abundance of any other radical observed, and also
that of the sulfite radical. Unless this radical has decayed, the
conclusion may be that the relative strength of the mechanisms
responsible for the two radicals present in PEA is not the same
in AES. This may be explained by the increase in electron
affinity when going from phosphorus to sulfur, inducing an
unbalance in the electron pull of both sides of the oxygen.
During the course of the experiment, the presence of two
carbon-centered radicals was discovered. It was found that one
of these radicals had a nonplanar radical center. This phenomenon has been the subject of long-standing interest. Dobbs et
al?M have studied a series of oxy-substituted alkyl radicals and
found distortions from planarity about the radical center.
Likewise, Fessenden and co-workers"12 have investigated small
oxy-substituted alkyl radicals and report slight bending. Bemhard et al.13-'* have performed precise measurements of the
geometry about the radical center in "CHiOR radicals.
Hole et at.'5 have reported the presence of several species of
pyramidal-centered radicals with oxygen atoms neighboring the
radical center in studies of radicals formed in single crystals of
the 2'-deoxyguanosine S'-monophosphate tetrahydrate disodium
salt. The molecular geometries of these radicals were subsequently calculated ab initio, partly from quantum mechanics
and partly from molecular mechanics, by Worth and Richards.16
These calculations reproduced the pyramidal radical center
geometry observed in the precise ENDOR measurements of
© 1995 American Chemical Society
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Hole et al. and explained the phenomenon by the high charge
density in the two lone pair orbitals centered on the neighboring
oxygen atom.
The problem of determining the p-orbital spin density of a
nonplanar radical center from its a-proton hyperfine coupling
tensor is not a trivial one. In planar radicals, Gordy17 has
developed a method of approximating the p-orbital spin density
by a corresponding spin density shared by two point dipoles.
These are located at an equal distance /?p above and below the
nodal plane. This assumption leads to the theoretical dipolar
hyperfine components:
A, = Ko{2R2 - RH2)(RH2 +

R2Tsa

Av = - .
A. = KS(2RH2 - R2XRH2 + Rp2 ) ' 5 1 2

(1)

Here, RH is the C—Ha bond length. The coordinate system
employed has this direction as its ?-axis, while the jr-axis is
directed along the lone electron orbital (LEO). From considerations of this model, Gordy suggests a proportionality between
the A: principal element and the p-orbital spin density:

ployed samples were harvested. The storage temperature was
kept at —18 °C to slow down reverse exchange processes with
air.
The crystal structure of AES has been subjected to several
crystallographic investigations. Munns et al.20 have investigated
the primitive crystal system, the space group then being P2,/n.
The asymmetric unit contains two molecules, A and B. A full
set of nuclear coordinates, including those of the protons, were
reported relative to this frame. Okaya21 has reported unit cell
dimensions of the nonprimitive S2i/a system but has reported
no coordinates.
The crystal system axes were identified in the samples using
a Weissenberg X-ray diffraction camera, following a rough eyesight orientation along the main faces. The typical crystal
samples employed here exhibited the (101) and (101) planes of
the PZ\/n cell, which made this system inconvenient to use as
reference frame. The axes of the B2]/a system could easily be
identified by eye-sight, as the main crystal faces correspond to
the (001) and (100) planes of this unit cell, and subsequent finetuning of the orientation could easily be performed on the X-ray
diffraction camera. The reference axes of the experiments were
therefore chosen as the a, b, and c* axes of the Bl\la cell. They
relate to the a', b', and c' axes of the P2\ln system employed
by Munns et al.x according to
a x b\a x b
\a\\b\

(2)
The value 2 c dip = -38.7 MHz was found by Gordy to describe
a range of planar alkyl radicals. Bemhard18 has compiled
precise ENDOR data from a series of alkyl radicals and first
employed eq 2 to find the spin density and subsequently solved
eq 1 with respect to Rp and /?H- These calculations reveal very
small variations of R9 and J?HMotivated by this observation, a three-center model of the
hybrid orbital of a general nonplanar radical is considered here.
The p-orbital component of the lone electron orbital is assumed
to be well described by Gordy's two-point approximation using
the mean of the values for Rp found by Bemhard. In addition
a point dipole is located at the p-orbital node to model the 2sorbital component The spin-density distribution on the p- and
s-components of the lone electron wave-function is determined
by. the hybridization ratio, which is geometrically obtained as a
function of the bending angle. Varying the bending angle and
computing the resulting hyperfine tensor allows for a graphical
solution for the spin density by demanding a correspondence
with the experimentally observed tensor symmetry.
This simple model is complemented by UHF-INDO calculations with subsequent construction of the hyperfine tensors using
the entire spin-density matrix. This was done for several
possible a-proton orientations. It will be shown that while the
best possible correspondence with all the observed isotropic
couplings is obtained with a near sp2 planar geometry, the
observed a-tensor principal axes correspond to a model where
the geometry is closer to that suggested by the three-center
model.

Each of these axes were identified in separate crystals, and these
were each mounted on a quartz rod with the identified coordinate
axis aligned with the rod. Placed vertically into the resonator
and supplied with a support system containing a protractor, the
rod was operated as a goniometer. The coordinates reported
by Munns et at were transformed into the B2t/a system using
the above mapping to allow comparison with the ENDOR results
reported here. These results thus relate to the 2B]/a unit cell
and can easily be transformed back to the primitive system
employing the above formulas.
The crystal samples were irradiated with 48 kV, 20 mA
X-rays at 273 K, each sample receiving an estimated dose of
50 kGy at a rate of about 30 kGy/h.
The investigations were carried out on a BRUKER ER 200DSRC spectrometer with a EN 200 digital ENDOR unit. The
spectrometer is connected to a BRUKER ASPECT 2000 data
assembly unit. Details of the experimental setup have been
previously described by Hole and Sagstuen.—
Polycrystalline samples were prepared in the form of cylindrical pills in order to increase the density and ease of sample
manipulation. A weight of 300 kg was applied, and the pill
size was about 3 mm diameter by 2 mm height.

2. Experimental Section

3. Results

Single crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate (AES) were
grown by evaporation from aqueous solutions at room temperature. Deuterated samples were prepared by room temperature
evaporation of saturated solutions of AES in 99.8 g/100 g purity
deuterium oxide. It is assumed that the NH3* group protons
were exchanged with deuterons in this process. In order to
enhance the exchange process, deuterated samples were crushed
and redissolved in D:O, from which the experimentally em-

3.1. ESR Spectroscopy. A typical II.8 mT wide ESR
spectrum is shown in Figure la. This spectrum is believed to
be largely composed of four radical species, two carbon-centered
radicals and two sulfur-centered radicals. Two chemically
identical sulfite radicals,8 *SO32~, are responsible for the large
central line appearing in Figure la. This is supported by the
50 mT spectrum shown in Figure 1 b. which accordingly may
be assumed to originate from the sulfue radical induced in the

a = a' + c'
b = b'
(3)
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TABLE 1: Isotropic Components, Principal Values (in MHz) and Principal Axes of the Hyperfine Coupling Tensors of Radicals
I and P in Single Crystals of 2-Aminoethyl Hydrogen Sulfate X-Irradiated at 295 K"
principal axes
tensor
radical I

radical 11

isotropic value

principal values

1

-52.052 (486)

2

53.048 (019)

3

6.221 (060)

4

-58.329(385)

5

64.857 (014)

6

6.714(021)

(b>

<c*>

-86.524 (500)
-48.918(1164)
-20.715(720)
62.302(018)
49.220 (027)
47.621 (048)
16.126(028)
2.366(045)
0.172(055)

<a>
TO.457 (006)
-0.021 (021)
-0.889 (003)
-0.9834 (0003)
+0.1812(0014)
±0.0095 (0030)
TO.6305 (0007)
-0.1216(013!)
-0.7666 (0021)

-0.788 (006)
±0.474 (012)
±0.394(009)
T0.0948 (0014)
T0.4683 (0135)
-0.8785 (0072)
-0.7123 (0008)
±0.4830 (0100)
±0.5092 (0089)

-93.794(567)
-52.087(763)
-29.106(658)
73.555 (029)
61.576 (020)
59.439 (021)
16.681 (024)
2.632 (045)
0.829 (037)

+0.900 (003)
-0.106(028)
T0.422 (007)
T0.24I3 (0014)
+0.0705 (0106)
-0.9679 (0009)
-0.8104(0006)
+0.0941 (0109)
±0.5784 (0019)

±0.426 (006)
±0.016 (035)
+0.905 (003)
-0.9435 (0006)
=F0.2506 (0028)
±0.2169(0029)
T0.5761 (0008)
±0.0523 (0145)
-0.8157(0011)

=F0.413 (013)
- 0 . 8 8 0 (007)
+0.234(019)
+0.1547(0014)
-0.8648 (0074)
±0.4777(0132)
=F0.3084(0017)
-0.8671 (0074)
+0.3911(0155)
+0.089 (016)
+0.994 (003)
¥0.060 (009)
±0.2273 (0024)
-0.9655 (0014)
-0.1270(0105)
-0.1070(0016)
-0.9942 (0003)
±0.0118(0180)

• In parentheses are reported estimated errors in principal values and axes scarring with the least significant digit All directions are related to
the a, b, and c* axes of the B2\la unit cell. Upper signs correspond to the crystal site for which crystallographic directions are listed in Table 2;
lower signs correspond to the site related by the twofold screw axis symmetry operation.

338

340 342 344 346 348
Field / mT

—*1\V-—-Jh—

[jl—Mf—

50 mT
Figure 1. (a) First-derivative 11.8 mT X-band ESR spectrum of single
crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate (AES) X-irradiated at 295
K. The spectrum is recorded at the orientation 140° from c* in the
(c*.a) plane according to the S2\/a system. The g-value at the center
of the spectrum is 2.0023. (b) Second-derivative 50.0 mT X-band ESR
spectrum of single crystals of AES X-irradiated at 295 K. The £-value
at the center of the spectrum is 2.0023. The central region is suppressed
by saturation of the signal processor's A/D converter.

corresponding 33S (/ = ^h, 0.6% abundance) containing species.
Taking into consideration that the central line involves no
hyperfine structure of comparable magnitude, the observed
splitting of these lines suggests the presence of two suifite radical

species, identical in chemical structure but formed in each of
the two molecules constituting the asymmetric unit. Details of
these radicals will be discussed elsewhere.
The (b,c*>, (c*,a}, and (a,b) crystallographic planes defined
above were explored in 5° intervals. These observations
revealed negligible deviations from the free-spin isotropic
g-tensor for both the carbon-centered radicals and the suifite
radicals. The subsequent ENDOR analysis was based on these
observations.
3.2. ENDOR Spectroscopy. ENDOR spectra (1-60 MHz)
were recorded in 5° intervals throughout the three orthogonal
planes of rotation. A total of six proton couplings were observed
and could be identified at a sufficient number of field orientations to allow a successful analysis. In addition, two I4N
hyperfine and quadrapole couplings and numerous low-intensity
lines near the free proton frequency were observed. The 14N
hyperfine couplings are discussed and fully analyzed in the
following paper in this issue.23
The result of an analysis of the six proton couplings is listed
in Table 1. In Table 2, pertinent crystallographic directions in
the B2\la system are listed for comparison. Table 2 also
includes the chemical bond structure visualization of AES with
the crystallographic atom designations introduced by Munns et
ai, 20 used throughout this report. In Table 1, the tensors have
been grouped according to an assignment to two radicals. The
assignment follows from the discussion given below. The
couplings are numbered so that 1—3 are assigned to radical I,
while 4—6 are assigned to radical II. The 10-60 MHz spectrum
for the orientation 140° into the (c*,a) plane is shown in Figure
2, where couplings 1, 2, 4, and 5 are identified (couplings 3
and 6 are not observed in this orientation).
The tensors were obtained fitting the Weil and Anderson24
first-order perturbation theory transition frequency expression
to each individual observed ENDOR line. The details of the
analysis and error estimation are given in the following paper
in this issue.23
A standard deviation of 0.2 MHz, which is half the ENDOR
line width, was assumed for each measured transition frequency.
However, in the (a,b> and (b,c*> planes, tensors 1 and 4 both
revealed very large anisotropy, which put strong accuracy
demands upon the rotation axis orientation for the (c*,a) plane.
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Radical II
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Figure 2. ENDOR spectrum (10-60 MHz) of single crystals of
2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at 295 K. The spectrum is
recorded at the orientation 140° from c* in the (c*,a> plane according
io the S2,la system. The four labeled intense resonances in the !0—20
MHz region are due to the coupling to a UN nucleus. The resonances
labeled 1 and 2 are couplings to protons in carbon centered radical I,
while resonances 4 and 5 are couplings to protons in chemically
identical radical II.

(b)

TABLE 2: Interatomic Directions in Single Crystals of
2-Aminoethyl Hydrogen Sulfate according to the B2,/a Unit
Cell, Calculated from Crystallographic Data Reported by
Munnsef a i M
O,
H
H
II
I
I
O3-— S — 0 4 — C i — C n — N H 3 *

II

I I

02
H H
Chemical structure of AES displaying the atom
designations used throughout this paper.

molecule

interatomic
direction
C-H,,
C,-H, 2
C,—H,,

C-H,,
C-C,
C-O4
O-O4
O4-S
i.C,-C,-O4

C-H,,
C-H,,
C-H,,
C-H,,
C-C
G-O4
C-O4
O4-S
J.C2-C-O4

(a)

direction unit vector
<b>
<c*>

30

60

b

120 150

C*

30

60

a

120 150

C*

Field Orientation / deg.

0.1008
0.7161
-0.6723
-0.9922
-0.8929
-0.0366
0.5440
0.8539
0.3302

0.3465
-0.6118
-0.6719
-0.0716
-0.4493
0.7536
0.7463
0.2005
-0.6107

-0.9326
0.3360
-0.3108
-0.1025
0.0284
0.6563
0.3836
0.4803
0.7197

Figure 3. Experimental (•) ENDOR data from radical I (a) and radical
II (b) formed in single crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate
X-irradiated at 295 K compared to theoretical proton hfc variations.
The theoretical curves were calculated from tensor data in Table 1.
The -^ and — signs following the coupling numbering indicate whether
the line is a high- or low-frequency member of the proton doublet,
respectively. The free proton frequency of 14.688 MHz is included
(—) for illustration purposes.

-0.3334
-0.3496
-0.7851
-0.1990
-0.4172
0.9893
0.8618
0.5585
0.0887

0.5021
0.5033
-0.6056
-0.9362
-0.9054
-0.1201
0.4975
0.6078
0.0453

0.7979
-0.7902
-0.1300
-0.2897
-0.0784
0.0827
0.0995
-0.5644
-0.9950

33. Field-Swept ENDOR Spectroscopy. Field-swept ENDOR (FSE) spectroscopy was conducted at several field
orientations. The best result was achieved in the (c*,a) plane,
140° from c*. The FSE spectra detected by observing ENDOR
lines originating from four of the proton couplings are shown
in Figure 4.

An undesired site splitting of the lines from couplings 1 and 4
of up to 1 MHz due to inaccurate axis orientation occurred in
all samples attempted. In this case, the average of the site split
lines was employed as the input to the fitting procedure, while
the error estimation assumed a randomly distributed error of
1.0'MHz standard deviation.
In Figure 3 the angular variation of each line as calculated
from the tensors of Table 1 is compared to the observed
transition frequencies. It should be noted that, for couplings 1
and 4 in the <c*,a) plane, the dots represent mean values of the
two components of the site split line.

Table 1 and Figure 4 indicate the assignment of the six
observed proton tensors to two radicals, 1 —3 to radical I and
4—6 to radical II. A strong indication that this is correct is
offered by the striking similarity between the FSE spectra of
couplings 1 and 2, and between those of couplings 4 and 5. To
sustain this assignment, hypothetical EPR absorption spectra
from different assemblies of tensors were simulated and
compared to the FSE spectra. The simulations were based on
calculations of the EPR transition fields from the observed
ENDOR frequencies for each coupling. It is important, also,
to be aware that the two U N couplings reported in the subsequent
paper13 were included in these calculations.
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Calculated EPR spodrum

20

30

Expsrinsntal EPRspoctrum

Figure 4. FSE (H-EPR) spectra (II.8 mT) from single crystals of
2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at 295 K. The spectra were
recorded monitoring the various ENDOR resonances from the 10-60
MHz spectrum shown. The field orientation is as indicated in the
accompanying rotation diagram. 140° from c* in the (c*.a) plane. The
ENDOR resonances examined are labeled 1, 2, 4, and 5 according to
which ENDOR-anaiyzed coupling listed in Table 1 they originate from.
Couplings 1 and 2 belong to radical I, while couplings 4 and 5 belong
to radical n .

Radical
II

UMJU

CtttuUM FSEI&GPR), Radical I

e p i FSE <BS"Rl prewi hfc «

Figure 5. Comparison of the 11.8 mT experimental FSE spectra of
proton hfc's 1 (a) and 5 (b) from single crystals of 2-aminoethyl
hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at 295 K to corresponding theoretical
spectra calculated from the ENDOR resonances of Figure 2. The
theoretical spectra were calculated assuming the assignment of proton
hfc's 1-3 in addition to a I4N coupling analyzed in the following paper
in this issue13 to radical I (a) and the assignment of couplings 4 - 6 in
addition to another U N coupling reported in the following paper in
this issue23 to radical II (b). Both FSE spectra were recorded at 140°
from c* in the (c*,a) plane. Stick model diagrams of the radical
couplings are included for illustration purposes.
In Figure 5 the simulated spectra from the tensor assemblies
called radical I and radical II are compared to those experimentally observed. Furthermore, adding the simulated spectra
from the two radicals with a zero hyperfine structure radical to
represent the sulfite radicals 8 gives a total simulated EPR
spectrum in good correspondence with that experimentally
observed. This is shown for the above discussed orientation in
Figure 6. EPR spectrum reconstruction was also successful at
several other orientations.
It should be noted that the magnitudes of couplings 3 and 6
are so small that they affect the FSE spectrum only marginally,
and the above considerations cannot alone defend their assignment. However, comparison with crystallographic directions
yielded an unique assignment, as will be shown in section 4.

Figure 6. Experimental 11.8 mT X-band EPR spectrum from single
crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at room temperature (also shown in Figure la) compared to a spectrum calculated
from the ENDOR resonance frequencies of Figure 2. The calculation
assumed the assignment of proton hfc's 1-3, as well as a "N coupling
analyzed in the following paper in this issue23 to radical 1 and the
assignment of couplings 4 - 6 , as well as another I4N coupling examined
in the following paper in this issue23 to radical H, and it assumed the
presence of a zero hfc ^SOj 2 "- radical. The relative abundances of
50%, 25%, and 25% for radical I, radical H, and the sulfite radical,
respectively, were used. Stick diagrams for the couplings of radical II
(top) and radical I (bottom) are included for illustration purposes.
3.4. Powder EPR Spectroscopy. The 16 mT EPR spectrum
of the polycrystalline samples of AES was recorded at 295 K
and is shown in Figure 7.
Using the proton tensors reported in Table 1 and the I4N
hyperfine and quadrupole tensor reported in the following paper
in this issue,23 the EPR powder spectrum was simulated using
a procedure available from the literature.25 As an approximation
for the MN hyperfine and quadrupole tensors of radical H which
have not been analyzed, the corresponding tensors of radical I
were used, since the angular variations of the I4N couplings
are similar to each other.
Figure 7 also shows the simulated spectrum. A radical
possessing an / = 0 coupling representing the sulfite radicals8
is added. The slight discrepancy observed is attributed mainly
to the fact that the 14N coupling of radical H may differ slightly
from that of radical I.
4. Discussion
4.1. Structure of Radical L Radical I was assumed to
contribute the coupling tensors 1—3 in addition to the "N
coupling reported in the following paper in this issue.23 From
Table 1 it is seen that coupling 1 possesses a-type symmetry,
while couplings 2 and 3 possess /?-rype symmetries.
When the isotropic components of the hyperfine tensors
assigned to radical I are examined, a strong indication of bending
becomes apparent.
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Figure 7. Experimental (—) 16.0 mT X-band EPR spectrum from pill
samples of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at room temperature compared to a simulated (
) spectrum. The simulation
was carried out using the tensors of Table 1 and the I4N hfc tensor
reported in the following paper in this issue.23 The simulation was
carried out using a program developed by Lefebvre et aiP A g-value
of 2.0023 was used for both radicals I and [I. The I4N hfc tensor of
radical II was assumed equal to that of radical I.

A McConnell relation26 constant of —73.4 MHz was found
by Fessenden and Schuler27 to describe a wide range of alkyl
radicals of the type RCH. When this value is employed in the
McConnell relation, coupling 1 is found to give a spin density
of 0.71. Bernhard18 has found, however, that a more accurate
measure of the spin density is obtained by the relationship in
eq 2. This is connected to the observation that the dipolar
component of the smallest a-proton hyperfine tensor principal
values is less geometry dependent than the isotropic value.
Equation 2 predicts the spin density of radical I to be 0.81. The
tendency to underestimate the spin density applying the McConnell relation is typical of nonplanar radicals, as the H a hfc
tensor isotropic component generally is smaller in these
systems.'-10 This effect is partly caused by the introduced
s-character of the lone electron orbital. The isotropic component
of the H a hfc tensor for radical I should be compared to that of
radical II reported in section 4.2.
It is thus suggested that the radical center is not planar but
has retained a degree of pyramidal geometry. This suggestion
is strongly supported by comparison of the a dipole tensor to
crystallographic data, as shown below.
When indications of bending are temporarily disregarded, the
Heller and McConnell relation19 gives expected dihedral angles
for couplings 2 and 3 of 44° and 76°, respectively, when the
values B2 = 126 MHz and Ba = 0 MHz and the 0.81 spin
density are employed. Examination of the hyperfine dipole
tensors of radical [ reveals the following (cf. Table 2 for the
atom designations):
(1) The principal axis of the intermediate principal value of
coupling 1 deviates 21.6° from the crystallographic plane normal
to the O4—C|— Cz plane and 10.6° from the crystallographic
C]— Hi 1 bond direction in the A molecule of the asymmetric
unit (The crystallographic Ci—Hn deviates 31.8° from the plane
normal). The principal axis of the smallest principal value
deviates 36.6° from the crystallographic C1-H12 direction and
21.9° from the sum of the unit vectors along the two crystallographic directions C|—Hn andd— H12, which is assumed to
be the sp2 location of C-H a . The separation of Cj —Hi, and

Figure 8. Geometry surrounding the center of radical I, i.e. the d
nucleus. Two principal axes of a-proton hfc tensor 1, the intermediate
principal value axis a.\trt and the smallest principal value axis OMK,
are inscribed for comparison to the crystallographic directions d H n and C|-H,j and the normal to the Ot—C1-C2 plane, n.

the sum of unit vectors along C\— Hn and C|— H12 is 58.5°,
implying that C—Ha lies within the crystallographic Hn— Ci —
Hi 2 plane.
(2) The principal axis of the maximum principal value of
coupling 1 deviates only 5.7° from the crystallographic Ci—O4
bond direction and 12.6° from the normal to the plane spanned
by C|— H11 and C|—H12 in the A molecule.
(3) The principal axis corresponding to the maximum
principal value of the largest /S-tensor (2) deviates only 3.3°
from the crystallographic C\—H22 direction of the A molecule.
(4) The dihedral angle between the symmetry axis of coupling
2 and the intermediate principal value axis of coupling 1 is 44°.
(5) The largest principal value axis of the smallest /S-tensor
(3) deviates only 3.3° from the crystallographic C1-H21 in the
A molecule. No acceptable match was found with the eigenvectors of coupling 6.
(6) The dihedral angle between the largest principal value
axis of coupling 3 and the intermediate principal value axis of
coupling 1 is 73°.
These arguments suggest that radical I is induced in the A
molecule by abstraction of Hn from the Ci atom, but the
observed ct-tensor is not consistent with the assumption of a
planar radical geometry. This follows from observation 1 above,
which is represented pictorially in Figure 8. The geometry of
radical I will be discussed in section 4.4.
Employing the above assumed dihedral angles and the 0.81
lone electron orbital spin density in the Heller and McConnell'9
relation gives the values Bo = —4.1 MHz and B2 = 141 MHz.
B2 in particular corresponds poorly to the value reported in the
literature for similar systems,28 i.e. about 126 MHz. This should
be expected for a nonplanar system, as a first-order term then
needs to be introduced in the Heller and McConnell relation.29
Assuming the above dihedral angles, the best correspondence
with previous reports in the literature29 is obtained when So =
—8.00 MHz is chosen (All three parameters cannot be simultaneously determined). In this case, Si = 20.2 MHz and B2 =
114 MHz.
4.2. Structure of Radical II. Radical H is assumed to
contribute couplings 4—6 in addition to a I4N coupling reported
in the subsequent paper.23 It is observed that tensor 4 has
a-character. while tensors 5 and 6 clearly are /3-tensors.
Employing the McConnell constant of —73.4 MHz assumed
by Fessenden and Schuler to describe RiHC type radicals gives
a Ci p-orbital spin density of 0.80. On the other hand,
employing relationship 2 gives p = 0.76, in reasonable
correspondence with the estimate obtained from the isotropic
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component. This fact implies that the Ci carbon has sp
rehybridized, a hypothesis that is strengthened by the dipole
tensor analysis below.
The largest ^-coupling (5) has an isotropic component of 65
MHz. Employing the values Bo — 0 MHz and Bi = 126 MHz
in the Heller and McConnell" relation results in a dihedral angle
with the lone electron orbital of 35° for the 0.76 spin density.
The smallest /3-coupling (6) has an isotropic value of 6.7 MHz,
giving an expected dihedral angle of 75° for a 0.76 spin density.
When the proton tensor principal axes corresponding to the
assembly of couplings assigned to radical n are compared with
the crystallographic data listed in Table 2, the following points
are noted (cf. Table 2 for the atom designations):
(1) The principal axis of the intermediate principal value of
coupling 4 corresponds to a 3.7° deviation from the crystallographic plane normal to the O4—C\— Ci plane and a 33.2°
deviation from the crystallographic Ci-Hu bond direction in
the B molecule of the asymmetric unit. The principal axis of
the corresponding minimal principal value of the hyperfine
tensor deviates 9.8° from the sum of the unit vectors along the
C| - H i 1 and C, -H12 directions and 86.4° from the O4-C1-C2
plane normal.
(2) The principal axis of the corresponding maximum
principal direction of coupling 4 deviates only 4.6° from the
crystallographic C2-O4 bond direction and 10.45° ftom the
normal to the plane spanned by Ci—Hn and Ci—H12 in the B
molecule.
(3) The symmetry principal axis of the largest /?-tensor (5)
deviates only 4.3° from the crystallographic C\— H22 bond
direction of the B molecule.
(4) The dihedral angle between the symmetry principal axis
of coupling 5 and the intermediate principal value axis of
coupling 4 is 36°.
(5) The symmetry principal axis of the smallest /S-tensor (6)
deviates only 2.5° from the crystallographic Ci— H21 in the B
molecule.
(6) The dihedral angle between the symmetry principal axis
of coupling 6 and the intermediate principal value axis of
coupling 4 is 88°.
These resalts suggest that radical II is formed in the B
molecule of the asymmetric unit by abstraction of the Hn
hydrogen from the Q atom, thus leaving its chemical structure
equivalent to that of radical I in the A molecule. They also
suggest an almost complete sp2 rehybridization of the Ci radical
center. LEO approaches the orientation of the normal of the
O4—Ci—C2 plane. The C—Ha occupies its sp2 orientation
corresponding to the sum of the unit vectors along the Ci—Hi i
and C|—H12 directions.
The Heller and McConnell" relation may now be employed
with the obtained spin density and the two dihedral angles
obtained from the dipole tensor analysis above to provide an
estimate for the values of BQ and 5% The result was So = 8.7
MHz and Bi = 117 MHz, both values in fair correspondence
with those reported for similar radicals in the literature.28
The common chemical structure of the two carbon-centered
radicals, radicals I and II, indicated by the above reported
ENDOR and FSE experiments is presented below.
H2

O,

-O3— S—0«—Ci— 62—N-H,-

!!
O2

I l l
H12

H22

H3

This structure, centered on the Ci atom and having the UN
nucleus in the /3-position, was not initially expected due to the
large observed U N hyperfine coupling. Therefore, a thorough

Figure 9. Model of the lone electron orbital centered on the Ci atom
of radical I. Two alternative approximative principal axes systems are
drawn, a, b, and c are the effective point dipoles modeling the lone
electron orbital spin density distribution. /?H is the Ci—Ha distance,
while Rp is the distance from the nodal plane to the effective spin center
b.

investigation of the possibility of assigning the observed proton
tensors to a C2-centered radical was conducted.
Submitted to criteria similar to those of sections 4.1 and 4.2,
the hypothesis was found to be unsatisfactory! Moreover, the
model would imply strong couplings to the NH3+ protons,30"33
which are not observed here.
43. Schonland Permutations. As only orthogonal planes
were explored and three different samples were used, the signs
of the hyperfine tensor eigenvector direction cosines were not
uniquely determined from the experiment but left eight different
choices of tensors resulting from the eight possible Schonland34
permutations of rotation definitions. All these choices were used
upon comparison with crystallographic data. The monoclinic
symmetry of the crystal system investigated requires from the
correct set of tensors that all of them should correspond to the
same sense of rotation in the (b) plane orthogonal to the Ci
symmetry axis, b. This is fulfilled for the choice of tensors
listed in Table 1.
4.4. Geometry of Radical I. A Three-Center Model of
the a-Tensor. The observations made in section 4.1 indicate
that radical I partly remains in its pyramidal structure, making
the intermediate principal value axis deviate 21.6° from its
assumed planar orientation, taken to be the normal to the plane
of the O4—Ci—C2 fragment. It is, however, clear that it is lying
essentially within the plane formed by the crystallographic
C-Hn and C-H12 directions (cf. Figure 8).
In order to investigate the geometry of radical I quantitatively,
a very simple approach was first employed, where the lone
electron orbital is pictured as an atomic orbital centered on the
Ci atom, with two components: a 2p and a 2s atomic orbital.
The 2p-orbital symmetry axis was assumed to be the direction
of the LEO. The 2p-orbital is approximated as two effective
spin centers, as described in section 1. In order to introduce
some s-character caused by the bending, a third point dipole
was introduced, located at the node of the 2p-orbitai. The model
is pictured in Figure 9, where the bending angle 6 is defined as
the angle separating the C—Ha bond from the nodal plane of
LEO.
The following analysis is based on the observation of
Bemhard'8 that the values of the node-to-spin-center distance
Rf show very little variation for alkyt radicals. The average
value of his observations is 0.737 ± 0.003 A. From the
crystallographic data, the Ci — H12 distance is reported to be 0.96
A. It is a fact that, upon radical formation, the C—Ha tends to
decrease.13-18 However, C—H distances reported by X-ray
diffraction studies tend to be underestimated. Both these
contradictory sources of error are neglected in this simple
treatment, and the value RH — 0.96 A is used.
From these values of Rp and RH, a theoretical hyperfine tensor
may be calculated for unit spin density and a given bending
angle t? if the s/p character of the LEO is known. The s/p
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character may be parametrized in terms of $ alone in two
cases: Either the LEO or C - H a is aligned with one of the
principal axes. The assumed principal axis systems in these
two cases, denoted by primed or unprimed symbols, respectively, are inscribed in Figure 9 for illustration. In the case of
the unprimed Ha-system, the four Ci-centered directed valence
orbitals ipu^, WLEO, VC : . and Va, m a v be constructed from
geometrical considerations35 to give bond angles e, ij, and <5

CM

tpu = cos a.\s) + sin a|p 3 )

o.

''

Figure 10. Geometry of radical I about its Q pyramidal center. The
parametrization is chosen so that 6 is the only unknown parameter
describing the orientation of the lone electron orbital. The two
approximative principal axis systems are considered separately: part
a assumes the unprimed, while part b assumes the primed system, to
be the best approximation to the exact principal axis system.

<~_ = cos y\s) + sin y(cos r e cos rj\p}) cos ^« sin r/\pl) + sin ^ |

= cos <x'\s) + sin a'|/>3>
0^

(8)

= cos y\s) + sin yjcos -e cos rj{p3)
cos -t sin rj\p{) - sin -re\p2)\ (4)

where the bond angles are defined according to Figure 10a. The
indices 1—3 refer to the included local coordinate system. The
parameters a, /?, and y determine the s/p-character of the various
bonds and are related to 6, rj, and <5 by

tan"a =

cos(<5 + rj)
cos rj cos 6

cos d
cos(<5 +1]) cos TJ cos2 -ri

(5)

(6)
where the constant K is taken to be K = 78.8 MHz according
to Bemhard' 8 and / and j are Cartesian coordinates of the
effective spin centers a, b, and c shown in Figure 9. These
coordinates are
Jb = —Rp cos $
Vc = 0

• Rp sin 8 +

RK

a = -Rp sin 9 + /?H

cosQS' + rf)

(9)

cos rf cos <5'

From Figure 9, the a, b, and c effective spin centers now have
the coordinates
t',: = R« sin S
y'c = 0

(10)

It is apparent that the s/p-character of the LEO is, according to
this model, given by /?, which is fully described by the bond
angles 5 and rj. Assuming the C1-C2 and Ci— O4 bonds are as
given from the crystallographic data and the C|— H« direction
is given by the smallest principal value axis of the experimental
a-tensor, ft is uniquely determined when the value of 6 is
known, which is related to the bending angle by 6 = 6 + 90°.
Now, the dipolar hyperfine tensor may be expressed as

j = Rp cos 8

tan2 a ' = —

Sp + R« sin S x\ = - S p + RH sin d
y\ = 0
y\ = 0

cos rj
tan-0=cos(<5 + ij) cos <5
tan"y = —

where a ' now is the sip ratio:

(7)

Considering now the primed LEO-case, where the LEO is
assumed to be aligned with the intermediate principal value axis,
a different set of bond angles ('. rf, and <5' are defined according
to Figure I Ob. The LEO is now expressed as

By replacing /? with a ' and unprimed with primed coordinates
in eq 6, the hyperfine dipole tensor as approximated by this
model is readily constructed.
The only nonzero off-diagonal element in the model, A a or
A;v, was calculated, and it was found that the primed system,
where the LEO is one of the axes, represented a closer
approximation to the exact principal axis system.3* This is not
in correspondence with what is normally assumed in the
literature.13'4
Using the primed system and the values Rf, = 0.737 A and
RH = 0.96 A, we calculated for a continous range of bending
angles Q, from 0°-30°, the relationships p-T(A//)ex'>/(A,y)Iheo
and p-"I(A=)"P/(A;Y)'h~. The expression (Attf^ip1 was calculated using eq 6 and is the theoretical dipole tensor for unit
spin density. The calculation rests on the assumption that the
primed system is equivalent to the experimental principal axis
system.
When the expressions p-T(Avy)"p/(Avy)'heo and
p\A~T'l
(A;-;')""0 are equal, all three principal values of the constructed
a dipole tensor are proportional to the corresponding experimental dipole tensor principal value with the common proportionality factor p-7. This single equality is the only requirement,
as the dipole tensor is traceless. The difference in the two
expressions is shown graphically by the solid line in Figure 11.
A graphical solution is obtained at 6 — 1.4°, although the
departure from zero is never large. The spin density obtained
from either p-1(A1.,)"p/(Avy)'h~ or p-T(A~)""/(A:-.--)'heo at this
bending angle is p1 = 0.765.
The graphical solution provides a measure for the s-character
of the lone electron orbital. Inserting in eq 9 the value rj =
111.6° obtained from crystallography data (cf. Figure 11) and
the value c5' = 91.4° obtained from the above analysis results
in cos2 a.' = 0.009 676. Dobbs et al.9 have developed an
empirical relationship relating this quantity to the isotropic
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TABLE 3: UHF-INDO MO Calculation of Principal Values
(in MHz) and Principal Axes of the Hyperfine Coupling
Tensors of Radicals I and II in Single Crystals of
2-Aminoethyl Hydrogen Sulfate X-Irradiated at 295 K'
tensor
(Radical I)

isotropic principal
value
values
1 -36.011

2

principal axes
<a>

-69.813 -0.506
-40.325
0.069
2.107
0.860

-0.793
-0.429
-0.432

-0.339
0.901
-0.272

36.904

8/deg.
Figure 11. Spin densiry as calculated from the expressions f?(A,yy*'l
(/Uy)"*° and pfr<A^1afHA^y^° using the primed system of Figure 10
and the values RH = 0.96, R, = 0.737, and IJ - 111.6°. The difference
in these two expressions defining the spin density is designated Ap
(
). while the average of the two expressions is designated p (—).
Ap is calculated for a range of possible LEO orientations, defined by
the bending angle 8. The condition Ap = 0 guarantees a theoretical
tensor of the correct symmetry. It is assumed that the corresponding
angle 8 is the optimal description of the true geometry for the radical.

49.042 0.9577 0.2874 0.0156
33.500 0.0977 -0.3758 0.9216
28.169 0.2708 -0.8810 -0.3879
3
4.264
15.084 0.6618 0.7077 0.2472
0.015 -0.0030 -0.3272 0.9449
-2.306 0.7496 -0.6261 -0.2144
(Radical IT) 4 -46.418 -86.173 0.898
0.438
0.053
-47.623 -0.096
0.077
0.992
-5.457 -0.430
0.896 -0.1U
5 43.477 55.746 0.3148 0.9436 -0.1023
40.159 -0.2526 0.1872 0.9493
34.527 0.9149 -0.2730 0.2973
6
3.609
14.030 0.7826 0.6132 0.1071
-0.013 -0.4118 0.3810 0.8278
-3.079 0.4668 -0.6919 0.5507
a
The calculations should be compared to the experimental results
listed in Table 1.

component of the a-tenson aa = (ci — ci) cos2 a ' + cz, with
C] — 42.9 mT and c-> = —2.3 mT. Inserting So for radical I
(cf. Table 1) results in a predicted s-character of cos 2 a ' =
0.009 757, in fair correspondence with the above calculations
resulting from a dipole analysis. However, for radical n, the
isotropic value reported here suggests an adjustment of a to
- 2 . 1 mT.
It is important to bear in mind the severe approximations
included in this three-center model. We therefore did not put
effort into further refining it, e.g. by considering a diagonalization of the theoretical model tensor with subsequent iteration
on the s/p-character. Instead, we employed MO calculations
of the tensor.
4.5. Geometry of Radical I. UHF-INDO MO Calculations of the a-Tensor. The UHF-INDO MO calculations
reported here were performed using the Fortran77 programs
UHFINDO and ANADIP developed by Pople and Beveridge37
and Edlund.38 The calculation of effective nuclear charges is
due to Morton.28
As the program ANADIP could not handle d-orbitals, the
chemical structure and composition of the molecule had to be
slightly modified. The sulfur atom was exchanged with a carbon
atom, and the three oxygen atoms Oi, O2, and O3 were
exchanged with hydrogens. One angstrom C—H bond lengths
were assumed for these bonds. For the other nuclei, except
the a-proton H12, the crystallographic coordinates were employed.
Geometry optimization of the radical was not attempted.
Instead, we continuously rotated the C - H a fragment through
all orientations within the plane spanned by the crystallographic
Ci —Hi 1 and Ci—Hi: directions. The best fit to all the isotropic
coupling components was obtained at an orientation separating
C | - H c from its initial orientation C|— Hp. by 62°. This
orientation corresponds to a near sp2 case, where the LEO, as
obtained from diagonalizing the spin density matrix on Ci, was
separated 90.4° from C|-H Q and 3.62° from the normal to the
Ci—Ci —O4 plane. For this orientation, the isotropic components
of couplings 1-3 were estimated to be -47.6, 52.9, and 6.96
MHz, respectively. This should be compared to the values in
Table 1. However, two of the a dipole tensor principal axes
failed to fit the experimental tensor by about 20°.

The best fit to the experimental a-tensor principal axes was
obtained when C|—Ha was oriented at a 72° separation from
Ci— H11 and a 45° separation from C1-H12. The theoretical
a-tensor then had principal axes deviating by less than 5° from
the experimental ones. Table 2 compares the experimental set
of tensors for this orientation with those calculated for this
orientation. It is seen that the principal axes are well reproduced,
while isotropic components are generally too small (The 14N
tensor was also calculated and is compared to the experimental
tensor in the following paper in this issue23).
Diagonalization of the spin density matrix centered on Ci
revealed a spin density of 0.753 in a resultant LEO directed
82.8° from the C.-Ha bond and 6.38° from the normal to the
crystallographic Ci—Ci—O4 plane, which is its assumed sp2
orientation. Thus, the orientations Ci - H a and the LEO are even
closer to each other than suggested by the three-center model.
The calculations also show that the geometry need not deviate
far from a sp2 configuration to result in an a-tensor that
corresponds poorly with the predictions based on planar
geometry.
The calculations have tacitly assumed the C|—Ha distance
to be given by crystallographic data. As explained in section
4.5, this is not necessarily correct. By altering this bond length,
the calculated parameters are slightly altered.
4.6. Radical n UHF-INDO MO Calculations. For radical
II, the geometry is assumed to be planar and the Ci—Ha
orientation to be described by the axis corresponding to the
numerically smallest principal value of the a hyperfine tensor.
Employing this orientation to recover the Hi2 coordinate in
radical H, we calculated the isotropic and dipolar couplings to
H12, H21, and Hi;, which should be compared to experimental
couplings 4—6. The computed values are listed in Table 3. Both
principal values and axes correspond fairly well to the experimental observations. The calculations revealed a U N coupling
of about the same size as that of radical I. The comparison to
experimental results is made in the subsequent paper.23
4.7. Oxygen Lone Pair Repulsion as a Probable Cause
of Bending. Having observed that Radicals I and II possess
the same primary structure but different geometries, the
explanation is sought as to why radical I does not rehybridize
to a planar configuration while radical II does.
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Figure 12. Proposed mechanism for bending in radical I: The
Coulombic repulsion from one of the lone electron pairs centered on
oxygen Oj, neighboring the radical center Cu prevents radical 1 from
entering the sp2 configuration upon radical formation. The hypothesis
is supported by the observation from crystallographic data indicated
in part a that the hypothetical sp2 orientation of the lone electron orbital
of radical [ is parallel to one of the O< lone pairs. As indicated in part
b. it is observed from crystallography that in radical U the rehybridization misses the oxygen lone pair by 12°.
Bending in oxy-substituted alkyl radicals has been widely
reported in the literature. As is commented on in the introductory section, the geometry is explained by the electrostatic
repulsion exerted on the LEO by the high charge density in the
two lone electron pair orbitals of the neighboring oxygen atom.l6
We suggest that the same mechanism is responsible for the
incomplete rehybridization of radical I in the present report.
The parent molecules of radicals I and II, i.e. A and B, have
slightly different internal geometries. The explanation for the
difference in bending between the two radicals is attributed to
this fact.
It is assumed that the oxygen neighboring the radical center,
O4, is completely sp3 hybridized, with the O4—S bond, the O4—
Ci bond, and the two lone pairs forming a tetrahedron. The
lone pairs, LP1 and LP2, are then oriented 54.7° above and
below the Cj—O4—S plane, as indicated in Figure 12a. The
crystallographic directions C|— Hn and C i - H u are also included in Figure 12a, along with the normal n to the Ci—Ct —
O4 plane, which is the sp2 orientation of the LEO. We observe
that the direction of n is almost exactly parallel to one of the
oxygen lone pairs. This implies that the sp2 rehybridization is
prevented by the enhanced oxygen repulsion. The lone electron
orbital, tending to reach the normally energetically more
favorable sp2 orientation along n, is prevented from reaching
this orientation by the enhanced electrostatic repulsion exerted
by the oxygen lone pair LP1 occupying the parallel orientation.
Turning to radical n, the corresponding directions are
inscribed in a similar way in Figure 12b. It is apparent that sp2
rehybridization of radical II results in a separation of the LEO
and the closest oxygen lone pair of about 12°.
We suggest that this marginal difference between the
geometries of the respective parent molecules is responsible for
the difference in rehybridization observed in radicals I and II.
This assumption has recently been supported by Sanderud,4
reporting bending in a similar radical, where comparably small
separations of n and oxygen lone pairs occur.
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N Quadrupole and Hyperconjugative Hyperfine Coupling in 2-Aminoethyl Hydrogen
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Single crystals of 2-aminoethyI hydrogen sulfate (AES), H3N+CH2CH2OSO3~, were X-irradiated at 295 K
and studied using X-band EPR, ENDOR, and FSE (EI-EPR) spectroscopy. Results of the analysis of I4N
interactions in the radical H3N+CH2CHOSC>3~ are reported. A program was developed for the analysis of
the I4N hyperfine and quadrupole coupling tensor from single-crystal ENDOR data. An error propagation
routine was developed that represents a refinement of those previously reported in the literature. The signs
of the hyperfine coupling tensor principal values were deduced from interpretation of the quadrupole tensor
employing the Townes—Dailey approach. The large positive hyperfine coupling to thejS-position 14N nucleus
is attributed to hyperconjugation. This is confirmed through UHF-INDO calculations with subsequent
calculation of the complete hyperfine coupling tensor. The /8-I4N isotropic interaction is described by a
Heller and McConnell type 'cos20* rule analogous to the relation observed for ^-protons, /J-"F, and y8-3'P.
The experimental estimates for the parameters So and 82 are supported by other recent observations and by
the UHF-INDO calculations.

1. Introduction
EPR, ENDOR, and field-swept ENDOR (FSE) studies of
single crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate (AES, cf. Table
1) X-irradiated at 295 K have revealed the presence of two
carbon-centered radicals of identical chemical structure,
HJN+CHJCHOSOT, exhibiting different chemical forms.' One
form occurred in site A of the asymmetric unit, and the other
form occurred in site B. A consideration of the geometry of
these radicals showed that while one of them is a planar
jr-radical. the other does not completely rehybridize into an sp2configuration. The incomplete rehybridization was attributed
to the Coulombic repulsion of the lone electron orbital (LEO)
from one of the lone pair orbitals of the neighboring oxygen.'
The present paper presents the UN ENDOR, EPR, and FSE
investigations of these radicals. A method of analysis has been
developed that fits Weil and Anderson2 first-order perturbation
theory single ENDOR transitions to single experimental transitions using a nonlinear fitting routine. An error-calculation
routine that represents a refinement to those reported in the
literature is outlined and employed.
The present work reports the presence of a large positive
hyperfine coupling (hfc) to the I4N nucleus in the /J-position of
the radicals. The sign of the hfc is deduced from considerations
of the 14N nuclear quadrupole coupling (nqc) tensor. The hfc
tensor is discussed in light of UHF-INDO calculations of the
spin-density matrix of the radicals.
The isotropic coupling is attributed to hyperconjugation. This
mechanism of spin transfer to the yS-position nuclei is well
• Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed.
' The Fortran77 program NQENDFTT employed in this analysis is located
on an anonymous ftp server and may be downloaded by binary file
transfer from the address fidibus.uio.no (IPI29.24O.22.18) under directory
\outgoing\esrlab.
:
University of Oslo.
5
Linkoping University.
s
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known in the case of/S-protons,3 ^-"F 4 , and /3-3lP,5~7 where
the characteristic zeroth- and second-order dependency of the
isotropic coupling upon the dihedral angle formed with the lone
electron orbital manifests itself. The sign and magnitudes of
both dipolar and isotropic couplings observed in this report are
well described by UHF-INDO calculations. UHF-INDO calculations conducted for different radical geometries also suggest
the expected Trleller and McConnell'-type of dihedral angle
dependency.3
Reports of I4N nqc tensors observed in organic radicals by
means of ENDOR spectroscopy are still relatively few.8 The
quadrupole tensor reported here is compared to a selection of
others reported, and this discussion forms the basis for deducing
the sign of the hfc tensor.
2. Experimental Section
The growth of single-crystal samples of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate, X-irradiation of the samples, and the crystal
structure were described previously.1 The results reported here
refer to the orthogonalized a, b, and c* axes of the B2]/a
nonprimin've crystal system, where the direction of c* is chosen
as the normal to the (a.b) crystallographic plane. The Pljn
primitive crystal system has been investigated by X-ray diffraction methods by Munns et at.,9 who lists all nuclear
coordinates in this frame. These coordinates were transformed
into the B2,a working frame as described in the preceding paper
in this issue.' The two molecules present in the crystalline
asymmetric unit are referred to as A and B according to the
convention of Munns et al.9
3. Methods
3.1. Method of Analysis, The analysis of single-crystal
ENDOR data was conducted in terms of the standard spin
© 1995 American Chemical Society
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TABLE 1: Principal Values (in MHz) and Axes of "N Hyperfine (hf) and Quadrupole (nq) Coupling Tensors observed in
Radical I in Single Crystals of 2-Aminoethyl Hydrogen Sulfate X-Irradiated at 295 K"
O,
„ „ a H2

„„

-O3-S-O4—C,—C 2 —N-H,"

II

I

O2

I

I

H 12 H H H3

eigenvectors
isotropic value

principaJ values

26.336 (007)

30.624(013)
24.313(011)
24.070(011)
0.482 (004)
-0.264 (004)
-0.218(005)
N-C,

M

N hfc tensor. T

M

N nqc tensor.Q:

(Traceless)

crystallographic data, molecule
A in the B2i/a svstem

N-C2

+0.468 (001)
±0.094 (043)
-0.879 (005)
-0.268 (005)
-0.535 (052)
±0.801 (035)
0.6559
0.1812

±0.381 (002)
-0.919(005)
±0.104(045)
±0.388 (005)
T0.821 (027)
-0.418 (053)
0.5018
0.3767

-0.798(001)
TO.383 (022)

-0.466(018)
-0.882 (002)
-0.199(030)
T0.428(014)
-0.5640
-0.9084

° In parentheses are reported the estimated errors in principal values and axes, starling with the least significant digit.

Hamiltonian:
9T= jSB-g-S + S-T-I - gJnB-l + I-Q-I

(1)

where all symbols are defined according to their usual meaning.10
A method was developed to perform simultaneous fitting of
a hfc and a nqc tensor to single-crystal ENDOR data for a
general g-tensor. The method considers the first-order perturbation theory expression of Weil and Anderson,2 which makes
no assumption of the relative magnitude of the nuclear Zeeman
and hyperfine terms. Linear fitting routines that employ this
theory for general g-tensors have been reported previously.11
A common disadvantage of these is that they all require the
favorable situation where pairs of transitions of the type [msMi>
— |ms^Wi - 1), and |-ms,-A?i) — \—mi,—M\ + 1) are known
for every field orientation that is to be included in the analysis.
Moreover, they are to some extent approximate in neglecting
certain terms of the theory in comparison to others. One
approach assumes that the nuclear Zeeman term is greatly
exceeded by the hyperfine tensor. Another fits to the data the
expressions )?-(g-T + T-g)-i7 and Jj-(g-T-Q + Q-T-g)-? (17
being the unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field),
from which the tensors T and Q cannot be accurately obtained
unless they are uniaxial and g is either uniaxial with them or of
negligible anisotropy. In this work, it was desirable to fit to
data specific transitions, and with regard to future work,
consideration of a general g-tensor is needed. Therefore it was
decided to fit the theoretical Weil and Anderson2 ENDOR
transition frequencies, y, to single transition ENDOR data:

y = E(msM,) -

Q. For the fitting, the Levenberg—Marquardt nonlinear fitting
routine was employed in the form of a Fortran77 library
routine.'2 The additional information needed by this model is
the derivatives of y with respect to the tensor elements of T
and Q. Two modes of operation were included, one fitting a
general rank-two Q-tensor and the other confining Q to
tracelessness, fitting only the five parameters Q\i, Q]2, Q13, Q22,
and 223- The two modes of operation require slightly different
calculations of the derivatives of y with respect to Q.
The derivatives are easily calculated analytically by repeated
use of the chain rule.13 For a general Q, they are found to be
(implicit summation notation)

(5)
where the 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 matrices I\ II, and A are defined as
2ms

IT",, =

, - 1) = G(ms) +

fl=V

(2)
where
(6)

G(ms) =
(3)

For a nqc tensor confined to be traceless. the derivatives with
respect to the five parameters of Q are

and
9y
A = —rg-T - vE, g' =

(4)

Here, the model v is nonlinear in the tensor elements of T and

where A now is

(M, - 7,)

(7)
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#1

3.2. Propagation of Error. The underlying assumptions
for estimating the uncertainty in the tensor elements are that
the measurement errors are normally distributed with an assumed
variance o2, in each data point >»,-, that these errors are
independent, and that the sample size is great enough that the
uncertainties in the fitted parameters do not extend outside a
region in which the model could be replaced by a suitable
linearized model.12 In this case, the approximate covariance
matrices of the T and Q tensor elements are obtained directly
from the Levenberg—Marquardt routine as the inverse of the
curvature matrix at the chosen degree of convergence.
The propagated error covariance matrices of the principal
values and axes of T and Q are within the linear approximation14

3A-

dX,

(9)

where {at} are the six parameters of the hfc tensor T or of the
nqc tensor Q, the set {A/} is the principal values of the tensor,
and y'm is the mth cosine of the ith principal axis.
These expressions were employed by Fouse and Bemhard.15
They did not, however, describe an analytic method of obtaining
the required derivatives. An exact method for doing this was
presented by Nelson,16 exploiting the termwise equality between
two convergent power series representing the same quantity,
i.e. the Taylor expansion and the perturbation expansion. We
have arrived at the same results using implicit differentiation
of the eigenvalue equation.13 In his calculations, Nelson16,
however, neglects the covariance in the tensor elements, i.e.
retains only the diagonal terms of the covariance matrix.
We employed Nelson's expressions for the derivatives upon
calculating the uncertainty in the principal values and axes
reported here, but employed the full covariance matrix as
indicated in eq 9, following Fouse and Bernhard.ls
For the model where Q is confined traceless, the Levenberg—
Marquardt routine calculates the variances in the five parameters
Qii.2i2.2i3, Qn> and 2 a . We then consider the six parameter
set Qn, Q\i, &)3, Qn, 2/23, and 2^3 related to the five
parameter set by the linear transformation Qw = 2n> .... Q'23
= 2i3, and 2*33 = —<Sn — Qn- The propagated variance matrix
of the six parameter set is then given by

2yQ-kl)

= -C(Qu,Qk)

10

40

20

50

60

Frequency / MHz

(b)

12

14

16

18

20

Frequency /MHz

da.

33,

#5 #4

(a)

10

da,

aak

#2

"N-coupling

Id * 33

- C(2j,,Q t/ )

V<2'33) = -C(s2,,,e n ) - C(2,y,<222)
2j,) (10)
by virtue of elementary statistics.14 This covariance matrix was
then employed in the calculation of the variance in the principal
values and vectors of the nqc tensor according to eq 9.
4. Results
4.1. Fitting to the ENDOR Data. As described in the
preceding paper in this issue.' 1—60 MHz ENDOR spectra were

Figure 1. ENDOR spectra [(a) 10-60 MHz; (b) 10-20 MHz] from
single crystals of 2-aminoethyI hydrogen sulfate X-irTadiated at 295
K. The ENDOR resonances labeled I, 2, 4. and 5 result from proton
couplings investigated in the preceding paper in this issue.1 Resonances
1 and 2 are assigned to radical I, while 4 and 5 are assigned to radical
II. The four resonances labeled a - d result from the hyperfine (hf) and
quadrupole (nq) couplings to the "N nucleus of radical I. The
resonances labeled A and B result from the hfc and nqc to the "*N
nucleus of radical II.

recorded throughout the three orthogonal planes (a,b), <b,c*>
and (c*,a>. A 10-60 MHz spectrum recorded in the (c*,a>
plane, 140° from c*, is shown in Figure la. Four of the 2 x 3
proton couplings observed to originate from the two carboncentered radicals, I and II, are identified in this spectrum.1 The
four most intense lines in the 10—20 MHz region (cf. Figure
lb, lines marked a—d) are two doublets separated by twice the
nuclear Zeeman frequency for 14N. These lines were observed
at all field orientations throughout the three orthogonal planes
investigated, and revealed a constant separation of the two
doublets. They are therefore attributed to the hyperfine coupling
to the U N / = 1 nucleus, each hyperfine line additionally split
into a doublet by the nuclear quadrupole interaction. In the
planes containing the twofold screw axis b, i.e. <a,b) and (b,c*>,
a total of eight lines is observed due the site splitting expected
from the crystal symmetry.17
This 14N coupling was analyzed in terms of the hyperfine
and quadrupole tensor using the procedure outlined above. From
the EPR spectra from the carbon-centered radicals reported in
the preceding paper in this issue,1 the g-tensor is assumed to
be isotropic and of free spin value. The "Schonland ambiguity"18 was solved in part by physical argument, demanding a
near traceless nqc tensor when performing the analysis without
constraining it, in part by comparison with crystallographic
directions and in part by demanding equal sense of rotation in
the <c*,a) plane as that chosen for the proton tensors obtained
from the same experiment, as reported in the preceding paper
in this issue.1
The tensors obtained from the analysis with principal value
signs assigned according to the investigations of section 4.2
below are listed in Table 1. This fit was performed confining
Q to tracelessness and resulted in a root mean square (rms) error
of 0.056 64 MHz. while fitting to a general Q resulted in the
insignificantly lower rms error of 0.056 60 but left a trace of
0.004 MHz. As a starting point for the error propagation
calculation, a random error in each measurement of a, = 0.2

16S70
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Figure 2. Experimental (•) ENDOR data and theoretical resonance
frequency variations for the MN hfc and nqc in radical I, formed in
single crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at 295
K. The resonance frequency was calculated in three planes of
observation.
MHz, which is approximately half the ENDOR line width, was
chosen to represent the uncertainty arising from spectrum
resolution.
The results of the fitting of T and Q are shown in Figure 2,
where the experimental observations are compared to transition
frequencies calculated from the tensors in Table 1.
4.2. Radical Assignment by FSE (EI-EPR) Spectroscopy.

Field-swept ENDOR, FSE (EI-EPR), spectroscopy was conducted for several orientations in the (c*,a) plane. Figure 3
shows the FSE spectra obtained by monitoring the four 14N
ENDOR lines at the 140° orientation. The spectra obtained off
the four proton ENDOR lines 1, 2, 4, and 5 reported in the
preceding paper in this issue1 are included for comparison. In
Figure 3 it is observed that the 14N FSE spectra show striking
similarities with the proton FSE's I and 2 (apart from the fact
that a line is missing—this will be discussed below), belonging
to radical I induced in molecule A of the crystal asymmetric
unit.' This indicates that the analyzed 14N couplings should be
assigned to radical I.
4.3. Determination of Signs of the Hyperfine Tensor
Principal Values. The signs of the hfc tensor principal values
were obtained from a Townes and Dailey19 analysis of the
electric quadrupole tensor in combination with an experimental
bit and nqc relative sign test.20 The two cases needed to be
considered here are either all hfc principal values positive or
all negative. The relative sign of the hyperfine tensor principal
values and the nuclear quadrupole term ?(ms) defined in eq 3
may be obtained from ENDOR (or FSE) experiments inducing
ENDOR (or FSE) from different EPR observation fields (or
ENDOR observer frequencies).
The concept of the technique is illustrated in Figure 4b,
which is constructed assuming that both the hfc principal
values and nqc term are positive at the specific orientation. It
is apparent that, by monitoring the low-field EPR transition,
only the inner pair of ENDOR transitions (i.e. the second
lowest and second highest) will be detected. Likewise, by
monitoring the high-field EPR transition, only the outer pair of
ENDOR transitions will be detected. This experimental result
is also predicted when both signs are negative (cf. Figure
4a). When the signs of the hfc principal values and the nqc
term oppose each other, it is, however, observed that the result
of the experiment is the opposite: by monitoring the lowfield EPR line, only the outer ENDOR lines should be detected,
etc.
Quite analogously, observing FSE by monitoring one of the
inner pair of ENDOR transitions should according to Figure 4
lead to the detection of only the middle and low-field FSE
transitions. By monitoring the outer pair of ENDOR transitions.

f

M

pm«xi*S

Figure 3. FSE (EI-EPR) spectra (11.8 mT) from single crystals of
2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at 295 K. The spectra were
recorded monitoring the various ENDOR resonances from the 10—60
MHz spectrum shown. The field orientation is as indicated in the
accompanying rotation diagram, 140° from c* in the <c*,a) plane. The
ENDOR resonances 1, 2. 4. and 5 are labeled according to which
ENDOR-analyzed coupling listed in the preceding paper in this issue1
they originate from. Couplings 1 and 2 belong to radical I. while 4
and 5 belong to Radical II. FSE spectra from the four ENDOR
resonances a—d resulting from the coupling to a I4N nucleus in radical
I are also included.
only the middle and high-field FSE transitions should be
detected. As for ENDOR, the opposite is observed for opposing
hfc principal value and nqc term signs.
Figure 5 shows the 1 0 - 2 0 MHz ENDOR spectra recorded
by monitoring the low-, middle-, and high-field lines in the 11.8
mT EPR spectrum for the orientation 140° into the (c*,a) plane.
It is observed that the experiments fit the predictions indicated
in Figure 4, namely the detection of the inner pair of ENDOR
lines by observing the low-field EPR transition, etc. The
ambiguity of hfc and nqc tensor principal value signs has been
reduced to two possibilities: one where the hfc tensor and the
quadrupole coupling term at this specific field orientation both
are positive and one where they both are negative. In each case,
the four experimental ENDOR lines may be uniquely labeled
with first-order quantum numbers, resulting in a complete
determination of the quadrupole tensor principal values (either
the signs listed in Table 1 or the signs reversed). It will be
shown in section 5.1 that the Townes and Dailey 19 interpretation
of the nqc tensor strongly suggests the signs listed in Table 1.
The resulting nqc term at the investigated orientation is positive.
When this fact is considered in combination with the experimental results reported in Figure 5, the conclusion is that the
I4
N hfc tensor is positive.
Figure 6 shows the 11.8 mT FSE spectra recorded by
monitoring the inner and outer pairs of 4 N lines in the 10—20
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(b)

Figure 4. I4N relative sign test Energy level diagrams describing an s = Vj electronic system interacting with a / = 1 nucleus. Diagram a assumes
negative hfc tensor principal values and a negative nqc term at the specific orientation investigated. Diagram b assumes positive hfc principal
values and a positive nqc term. Inner and outer ENDOR resonances are denoted I and 0 , respectively, while low-field, central, and high-field EPR
transitions are designated L. C, and R, respectively.

-AV
EPR

"N,b

342 344 346 348 350
Reid / mT
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18 20
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Figure 5. UN ENDOR relative sign test. ENDOR spectra (10-20
MHz) from single crystals of 2-aminoeihyl hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated
at 295 K obiained by monitoring the low-field, central, and high-field
lines in the EPR spectrum (left). The 11.8 mT EPR spectrum was
recorded at the field orientation 140° from c* in the (c*,a) plane. The
four most intense lines in the ENDOR spectrum, i.e. the lines labeled
a—d. result from the coupling to a U N nucleus in radical I. The two
lines A and B result from an analogous coupling in radical II.
MHz ENDOR spectrum for the same orientation, 140° into the
(c*,a) plane. The experiment confirms the predictions of Figure
4, namely the detection of only the middle- and high-field EPR
transitions when the outer pair of ENDOR transitions are
monitored, etc. The FSE experiment thus agrees with the
ENDOR experiment of Figure 5. A transition "stick' diagram
is included in Figure 6 for illustration purposes.
4.4. Second 14N Coupling. Given that radicals I and II have
equivalent primary structures and closely related geometries,
the presence of another I4N coupling of comparable magnitude.

II flf Mff
Figure 6. WN FSE (EI-EPR) relative sign test at the oriemaiion 140°
from c* in the <c*.a) plane. FSE spectra (11.8 mT) obtained by
monitoring the lowest (a) and second lowest (b) ENDOR lines resulting
from the coupling 10 the HN nucleus of radical I, formed in single
crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at 295 K. The
FSE spectra from the 14N resonances are compared to that of one of
the proton couplings (!) from the same radical. The spectra are identical
to those of Figure 3. A suck model of the couplings observed in radical
I is included for illustration purposes.
associated with radical II, is anticipated. The FSE spectrum of
the proton tensors of radical II also requires this1.
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Figure 7. Experimental ENDOR resonance frequencies resulting from
the two U N couplings observed in single crystals of 2-aminoethyI
hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at 295 K. The resonance frequencies of
the UN coupling of radical I (•) are compared to those of the IJN
coupling of radical II (O) in the (c*,a) plane. Theoretical resonance
frequency variation as calculated from the tensor data in Table 1 is
included (—).
In the 10—20 MHz region of plane (c*,a), another set of two
doublets constantly separated by twice the nuclear Zeeman
frequency of i 4 N shows angular variations that closely resemble
those of the above discussed I 4 N coupling (cf. Figure lb, lines
marked A and B). The angular variations of the two I4 N
couplings are compared in Figure 7. To be certain of the origin
of these lines, an ENDOR relative sign test as described in
section 4.3 was conducted. The result of detecting 1 0 - 2 0 MHz
ENDOR with different EPR observer fields for the field
orientation 140° into the (c*,a) is shown in Figure 5. By
observing the low-field EPR line, the intensity of the outer
ENDOR line (A) is greatly reduced. Conversely, by observing
the high-field EPR line, the intensity of the inner ENDOR line
(B) is greatly reduced. This behavior indicates the assignment
of the lines to a coupling with a / = 1 nucleus with a I4 N nuclear
Zeeman frequency which shows the same relative sign of hfc
tensor principal values and nqc term at this orientation as the
I4
N coupling analyzed above (radical I).
The low intensity of these I4 N ENDOR lines and the fact
that the abundance of lines attributable to weak proton couplings
is high in this frequency region made it impossible to follow
the lines through sufficient orientations in the (a,b) and (b,c*)
planes to make a successful fit. It is nevertheless assumed that
this coupling may be assigned to radical II. FSE spectrum
simulations of radical H at the specific orientation investigated
using the observed ENDOR experimental points for obtaining
the EPR couplings confirm this.' Likewise, addition of
simulated FSE spectra of radicals I and II reproduced the EPR
spectrum when the i4 N EPR coupling of radical II was obtained
from the experimental observations of Figure 7.'

Figure 8. Geometry surrounding che I4N nucleus of radical I. formed
in single crystals of 2-aminoethyl hydrogen sulfate X-irradiated at 295
K. The quadrupole tensor discussion in the text refers to the coordinate
system inscribed and the bond angles rj. d, and ( defined ^indicated.
The pictorial representation is adapted
adapte from Boucher et air'

= cos a\s) + sin a.\p.)
<tNH3 = cos B\s) + sin^(cos

sin 6\px))

<I>NH1 = cos y\s) + sin y(cos -e cos J?|/>:> cos - e sin rj\px) + sin ^€|/\.))
<t>NH2 = cos y\s) + sin / ( c o s -<? cos r]\p.) cos -€ sin r;\p) - sin -<F|pv» (11)
where the hybridization parameters a, /3, and y are related to
the bond angles 5, e, and p? defined in Figure 8 according to
cos(6 -r- rj)

tan a =
tan 2 /S = •

cos rj cos 6
eosr7
cos(<5 + 77) cos <5

cos 5
tan" y = — cos((5 + 77) cos 77 cos 2 - e

(12)

The Townes and Dailey" approach neglects all contributions
to the quadrupole tensor other than those arising from the 2pT,
2pv, and 2p; components of the I4N valence orbitals. This
approximation renders the nqc tensor expressed as
2 , (Hz) =
- \)h

5. Discussion
5.1. 14 N Electric Quadrupole Interaction of radical I.
Figure 8 shows a schematic representation of the geometry
around the nitrogen atom of radical I. The sp J -hybridized
nitrogen valence orbitals <£>NC, <1>NHI, <J>NH2, and <t>NH3 are fully
described by the four orthogonalized directed valence orbitals 21

Here, the constant ao denotes the expectation value (r~>) in the
radial part of the !4 N 2p wave functions. Furthermore a"1, is
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the 2p,- coefficient of the nitrogen valence orbital k (i = x, y, z)
and the set {o*} is twice the square of the I4N valence orbital
coefficient in the bonding molecular orbital modeling the ktti
bond (assuming a RHF model). Hence, at is a number between
0 and 2. The factor before the sums is usually taken to be in
the range - 8 to - 1 0 MHz.22 Here, the value - 9 MHz is
chosen.20 Bottcher et al.2' have employed the directed valence
orbitals (eq 11) in the expression for the quadrupole tensor (eq
13). The result of doing this is shown here due to several
misprints in the original paper

1

- > . \

. . - > / • >

1

. • >

1

i l

TABLE 2: Table of Electronegatiyities for a Few Elements"
element
electronegativity
element
electronegativity
3.0
2.1
N
H
low
2.5
C
Cu
symmetry. The true populations cannot deviate much from this,
as the asymmetry parameter is low.
Consider a perfectly tetrahedral hybridization which is
obtained by inserting the tetrahedral angle ? (=slO9.472...) for
« and <5, and n — £/2 for ij in eq 11. This gives the atomic
valence orbitals

-i

- cos (5jaH3 + sin" ylcos" -^e sin r; - - cos r * cos" rj —

2 S J a V) ( < 7 H 1 + f f H 2 ) |
1., 2 / , _

,

1

= \\s)

\-J2\p}

-

sin2 yjsin2 r e — - cos2 ri

(15)
When inserted in eq 14, these yield the quadrupole tensor

d, = (-4.5 MHz) [- |

^

Qn. = (-4.5 MHz) f- ljc - j U j + |(ffHI +
L

&= =

"o[j sin 2 /? sin 2<5crH3 - sin2 y sin 2r) cos2 r«

o

o

oj\

o

J

fi_ = (-4.5 MHz) [|x c - ^ 3 - J(aHI + <7H2)j

,, + a^)] (14)

Bottcher ef al 2 1 combined an expression like this with the
experimentally obtained nqc tensor for the sp3-hybridized
nitrogen atom in their investigated radical in a set of five
independent equations in the four unknown orbital populations.
We have, however, not been able to reproduce the results
reported by Bottcher et al by employing their reported
experimental tensor.
In our case, an attempt was made to perform a linear least
squares fit on the overdetermined set of equations obtained from
inserting the elements of the quadrupole tensor of Table 1 into
eq 14 in order to obtain the four orbital populations CTc, am,
<7H2, and Ufo. This attempt failed, probably due to the near axial
symmetry of the nqc tensor, leaving the equations nearly linearly
dependent (The asymmetry parameter is 17 — 0.095, 7 being
defined as (flu - QbbVQcc. where \Qa\ < 1(2*1 < \Qa\23).
Rather, we employ the nqc tensor to obtain the signs of the
hfc tensor principal values. This can be done from the
discussion in section 4.3 when the sign ambiguity in the
quadrupole tensor principal values have been solved. Here, the
Townes and Dailey19 approach is used to solve this.
For the qualitative arguments needed, a few approximations
are introduced in order to keep the calculations tidy: The
crystallographic angles deviate only a few degrees from exact
tetrahedral symmetry. These deviations are ignored. Furthermore, the nitrogen quadrupole tensor symmetry axis deviates
only 6° from the crystallographic C ; - N bond direction, which
forms the z-axis of the local coordinate system in Figure 8. This
deviation is also ignored. To further simplify the analysis, the
populations of all the N—H orbitals are assumed equal from

Qv = (-4.5 MHz) [- JV3(<7H, - am)\
Qy: = (-4.5 MHz) [- \
= (-4.5 MHz) [- JV2(aH3 - i(

+ a ))] (16)

Denoting the (assumed) equal populationsCTHin the <J>NH valence
orbitals by A, and denoting the population <7c by c, eq 16 gives

Q- = (-4.5 MHz) j(c - h)
(17)
The sign of Q- may now be predicted from knowledge of
electronegativities. In Table 2, the electronegativities of a few
elements are listed.24
As a demonstration of the concept, a few examples from the
literature are examined. Some of these involve sp2-hybridized
nitrogen atoms, but this makes no difference in the analysis, as
the expression for Q~ is quite analogous.
McDowell and Naito23 have examined sp2-hybridized I4N and
observed the quadrupolar principal value of Q~ = —1.12 MHz
directed along the trigonal plane normal. This is the direction
of the bond to a Cu(II) atom, while one of the other bonds is to
a carbon and the remaining two involve protons. The extremely
low electronegativity of Cu(II) relative to that of N and the fact
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that the differences in these electronegativities are much larger
than the differences between N and C or between N and H
explain the negative sign of Q- by predicting a large population
of the nitrogen valence orbital part of the N—Cu(II) bonding
MO. The fact that Q~ is substantially larger in magnitude than
the one examined here is due to the fact that the difference in
electronegativity between N and Cu(H) is so much larger than
the difference between N and C or N and H. In fact, McDowell
and Naito's analysis ends up with a nitrogen valence orbital
population of 1.7 for the CufTJT) bond. Bottcher et al.2' examined
Cu(II) bonded to sp3-hybridized nitrogen and obtain the value
1.82 for the nitrogen orbital population for the Cu(H) bond,
predicted by their comparably large nqc tensor; Q- = —1.18
MHz. In both these cases, the other bonds involve different
atoms, C and H, explaining the deviations from axial symmetry
described by the asymmetry parameters 0.875 and 0.695,
respectively.
Poppl and Volkel20 have examined sp5-hybridized nitrogen,
with all four bonds to carbon atoms. Symmetry considerations
then predict about equal populations in these orbitals, which
explains the observed quadrupole tensor having a Q- about half
the size of the one examined here.
The quadrupole tensor examined here is nearly axially
symmetric and thus predicts equal populations for each of the
nitrogen valence orbitals bonded to hydrogen, which is reasonable. The somewhat larger electronegativity of C, compared
to that of hydrogen (cf. Table 2), indicates that the nitrogen
valence orbital population of the N—C bond is lower than that
of the N-H bonds; i.e., that c < h. From eq 17, this predicts
a positive Q-.
The experimental I4N relative sign tests conducted in section
4.3 resulted in two choices for the quadrupole tensor, one leaving
2c: positive and one leaving it negative. On the basis of the
above discussion, the first alternative was chosen and corresponds to the signs of Q reported in Table 1. As was pointed
out in section 4.3, this corresponds to a positive hfc tensor.
Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) studies of 14N are
common due to the role of nitrogen in amino acids and DNA
bases. It would be of great interest to compare the nqc tensor
reported here to reports of NQR studies of 14N quadrupole
tensors in NH3+ groups of other systems. We have, however,
not succeeded in finding any such reports among the latest years'
publications.
5.2. I4N Hyperfine Tensor of Radical I. Semiempirical
Interpretation. As observed from Table 1, the I4N hyperfine
tensor of radical I has a large positive isotropic component and
a dipolar component with near axial symmetry about an axis
deviating 18.0° from the N - C 2 bond and 12.0° from the nqc
tensor symmetry axis. Radical I, to which the coupling is
assigned, is formed by net dehydrogenation of the Ci atom of
the A molecule. Thus, the I4N atom occupies the /S-position in
the radical. The observed large amounts of positive spin density
at the /3-position 14N nucleus suggest similar mechanisms of
spin transfer as observed in couplings to ^-position protons,3
"F nuclei,4 or 3IP.5~7 Several mechanisms are normally
included when discussing the latter types of couplings.
The first mechanism considered is indirect polarization. The
magnitude of the isotropic coupling resulting from indirect
polarization has been calculated by Colpa and deBoer23 for the
/3-proton in C—C—H fragments to be very small, typically 1.82
MHz, and to be counteracted by direct polarization, which gives
a contribution of —4.92 MHz.
Coupling to the s-orbitals of a 14N nucleus cannot be expected
to be modeled well by a proton: Firstly, the radial part of the
Is- or 2s-orbital is different from that for protons. Secondly,
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there are two s orbitals present, not to mention the fact that the
nuclear g-factor scales the hyperfine interaction down by g^/
gu as 0.07. Considering the latter effect to be dominating, the
14
N coupling resulting from polarization is expected to be far
lower than what would have been if the nucleus had been
replaced by a proton.
A much stronger mechanism is hyperconjugation. For a
methyl group this phenomenon has been treated by e.g. Colpa
and deBoer25 or Heller and McConnell.3 The Heller and
McConnell relationship predicts the isotropic coupling to
j8-protons to be given by
aH = QX(B0 + 5 , cos2 6)

(18)

where pf is the lone electron orbital spin density. Bo is a constant
describing direct and indirect polarization, and B2 describes
hyperconjugation. According to Morton,26 reasonable values
of Bo and B2 are 0.5 and 126.0 MHz, respectively. /J-19F
couplings have been described by e.g. Gordy4 and Shiotani.27-28
As can be calculated from the crystallographic data listed in
Table 1, the dihedral angle formed by the crystallographic
directions Ci-N and C|-Hn (which is the hydrogen that is
lost upon radical formation) is below 1.0°. In radical I, due to
rehybridization, the dihedral angle formed by the lone electron
orbital and the C2—N direction (interpreting the intermediate
principal value axis of the a-tensor as the LEO) is 10.5°. In
radical II, it is 21.5°. Assuming, as for protons, atomic s orbitals
centered on N, on H21, and on H22 can be combined to an orbital
possessing Jr-type symmetry about the molecular C|—C2 axis,
the favorable overlap of this group orbital with the LEO suggests
the formation of a delocalized ^-type molecular orbital transferring spin density directly to the I4N nucleus.
In section 5.4 below, a 'Heller and McConnell'-type of
relation describing the geometry dependency of the isotropic
coupling to a /J-position I4N nucleus will be strongly supported
by UHF-INDO MO calculations. From the single experimental
coupling observed here, the size of B2 can be deduced if So is
assumed to be negligible. Indeed, taking the dihedral angle to
be 10-5° and the spin density to be 0.8, the value B2 = 34.1MHz
is obtained. From Figure 7 it is apparent that the I4N isotropic
hfc of radical H is up to several megahertz smaller than that of
radical I. This may be explained by the larger dihedral angle
in this radical. Indeed, the suggested value of 5j along with
the 21.5° dihedral angle predicts the value <JN = 24 MHz for
radical n. The hypotheses put forward here are supported by
recent findings by other authors. Sanderud29 has for a /?-14N
coupling in a similar radical found a good correspondence with
the value reported here. Employing both results, he arrives at
the values Bo = 1.0 MHz and B2 = 34.5 MHz.
The anisotropic component of the nitrogen hyperfine tensor
is nearly axially symmetric, with the principal values 4.28,
—2.26, and —2.02 MHz. The major spin density in the radical
is located at a distant atom, Ci, giving an axially symmetric
positive contribution to the anisotropic part of the hyperfine
interaction of about 0.3 MHz in the N —* Ci direction, as may
be seen by inserting the p = 0.8 spin density and the r = 2.48
A N — Ci distance into the expression for the point dipole
approximation of a I4N hfc tensor.
For a 14N 2s-orbital, a unit spin density gives rise to a 1811
MHz coupling constant.8 Thus, in order to produce the observed
26 MHz isotropic coupling constant, a 0.014 spin density in
the 2s-orbital is required- Assuming as an approximation sp3
hybridization, the s/p ratio of the N-C2 bond is 0.33. Hence,
it is expected that the 2p-orbital involved in the N—C? bond
should have a spin density of about 0.041. For a UN 2p-orbital
with unit spin density, the contribution to the dipolar tensor is
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(95.6, -47.8, -47.8) MHz with the symmetry axis directed
along the N - C j bond. Thus, a spin density of 0.041 would
give (3.92, -1.96, -1.96) MHz directed along the N - C 2 bond,
which deviates 35° from the N — Ci direction.
Obviously, these estimates are somewhat crude. Several other
effects have been disregarded. Firstly, spin polarization of the
Is core has been neglected. Secondly, the spin polarization of
the N—Ci bond is also expected to result in excess negative
spin density at the Ci end of the bond. Both effects tend to
lower the contribution calculated above from the 2s spin density
without altering its symmetry. Thirdly, even small alterations
in radical geometry affect the s/p ratio. Now, the mechanism
most important in the spin density transfer, hyperconjugation,
does not correlate the relative spin densities in the s- and
p-orbitals of the N—Ci bond to the s/p character of the hybrid
orbitals. Thus, the spin density in the p-orbital component is
less constricted.
The effective dipolar tensor resulting from these considerations is constructed by calculating the tensors resulting from
each of the two spin densities (the nitrogen p-orbital component
of the N—C? bond, and the LEO), adding them together, and
subsequently diagonalizing. This was done for different sizes
of N—Ci spin densities. The best result was obtained with a
(3.92, -1.96, -1.96) MHz N - C a bond contribution, which
resulted in a total dipolar tensor of the form (4.28, —2.27, —2.00)
MHz but which still left a deviation of 14° from the experimentally observed dipolar tensor. It may be assumed that the
molecular geometry has slightly altered to accommodate for the
rehybridization of Ci. The quadrupole tensor symmetry axis
deviates 6° from the C2—N bond but is expected (due to its
almost complete axial symmetry) to be aligned with the bond
direction. Taking the quadrupole tensor symmetry axis as the
C2—N bond reduces the discrepancy down to below 10°.
5 3 . 14N Hyperfine Tensor. UHF-INDO Calculations.
The isotropic component of the hfc tensor of radical I was
calculated using an UHF-INDO routine described in the
literature developed by Pople and Beveridge.31 The a-tensor
was subsequently calculated from the complete spin density
matrix using a routine developed by Edlund et aLn Gas-phase
optimization of the geometry has been attempted earlier with
no success.13 Instead, the a proton coordinates were manually
rotated through a vast number of orientations starting with the
crystallographic H12 position and remaining within the plane
orthogonal to the 0*—Ci crystallographic direction, as described
in the previous paper in this issue.1 At the orientation where
the optimum correspondence between the calculated and
observed a-teiisor principal axes was achieved, 72° from C| —
H11 and 45° from C\— Hi2, as was pointed out in the previous
paper in this issue.1 the I4N hyperfine tensor listed in Table 3
was calculated. When compared to the experimental tensor in
Table 1, it is noticeable that it fairly well reproduces the size
of both isotropic and dipolar components and that the symmetry
axis of the calculated dipole tensor deviates only 11.6° from
that of the experimental tensor. The two other principal axes
have large uncertainties attached to them (cf. Table 1), as they
correspond to nearly degenerate principal values.
The radical center is assumed to be planar for radical II.
Thus, the principal values of the a-tensor should describe the
Hi 2 orientation. We calculated the isotropic couplings for this
orientation using the above UHF-INDO method, with subsequent calculation of the dipolar couplings. The results are listed
in Table 3, which should be compared to Table 1. Other
orientations of H12 were also attempte but gave a poorer fit with
many ol the experimental parameters, especially those of the
a-tensor.

120 •

300

Dihedral Angle / deg.
Figure 9. Theoretical isotropic component of the 1JN hfc tensor (•)
of the planar radical n for different dihedral angles formed by the lone
electron orbital (LEO) and the Q—N bond. The hfc isotropic component
was calculated using the UHF-INDO MO program. The spin density
matrix was subsequently diagonalized to obtain the direction of the
LEO and the spin density. The data were fitted to a theoretical
expression of the Heller and McConnell3 type valid for /3-protons. The
theoretical variation of the hfc with respect to dihedral angle according
to the resulting expression is included as a solid line. Tne corresponding
calculation for one of the protons attached to the same carbon, Cj, is
included for comparison (•).
TABLE 3: Principal Values and Axes of 14N Hyperfine
Coupling Tensors of Radicals I and II of 2-Aminoethyl
Hydrogen Sulfate Calculated from UHF-INDO
radical

radical 1

radical II

isotropic value principal values
(MHz)
(MHz)

29.663

26.818

principal axes
<c*>

33.S37
27.785
27.668

-0.295 -0.336
0.870 0.293
-0.395 0.895

0.894
0.397
0.206

30.956
24.901
24.597

-0.273 0.540 0.796
0.472 0.796 -0.379
-0.838 0.273 -0.472

5.4. Indication of the Hyperconjugation Mechanism
through UHF-INDO. The programming tool employed in the
UHF-INDO calculations is not constructed to provide information about single-particle molecular wave functions. Thus, the
mechanism of delccalization of spin density through interaction
with a combination of N- and H21- and H22-centered orbitals
having p-type symmetry could not be directly observed without
large manipulations of the program structure. Instead, we chose
to investigate the dependency of the calculated I4N isotropic
coupling on the dihedral angle formed by the lone electron
orbital and the C2-N bond. We employed radical II for this
investigation, due to its planarity.
The direction of the LEO was obtained by diagonalizing the
UHF-INDO spin density matrix centered on Ci. The coordinates of the entire NH3+ fragment as well as H21 and H22 were
then rotated about the Ci—C: bond through different angles.
The I4N isotropic coupling was calculated for a system specified
by the coordinates resulting from the rotation. The corresponding dihedral angle was also calculated. The orientation of H12
indicated by the a-tensor was employed (cf. section 5.3). Figure
9 reveals a dependency upon the dihedral angle that fits the
Heller and McConnell3 relation nicely. A least squares fit was
performed on the constants p-Tflo, p'Bi, and <5 in the expression
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to data from the six sample orientations chosen. The result is
p'Bo = 0.686 MHz, prB2 = 33.1 MHz, and <5 = -4.07°. The
offset angle 5 was added as a quality test for the fit. Ideally,
it should be 0°, even for a nonplanar case. From the diagonalization of the UHF-INDO spin density matrix, the spin
density (f = 0.7% is considered, which gives Bo = 0.862 MHz
and Bi = 41.5 MHz. These values arc close to the experimental
values 1.0 and 34.5 MHz. Figure 9 compares the fit with the
dihedral dependency of one of the protons, H21, for which the
best fit revealed Bo = 3.62 MHz and B2 = 142MHz, which is
an overestimate of the expected' magnitude.
5S. Conclusions. Neglecting the small discrepancies in the
magnitudes and directions of the theoretical and experimental
tensors, it appears as though positive hyperfine couplings to a
14
N nucleus in the /3-posia'on, as is observed here, are well
described by UHF-INDO calculations. The apparent mechanism
is hyperconjugation as in the case of/S-position protons, I9F, or
J|
P. A 'cos2 0'-type relationship is observed to describe the
dependency of the isotropic UN hf coupling upon the dihedral
angle formed with the LEO. The strength of this interaction as
observed and calculated for the system AES implies that
couplings to /5-position I4N nuclei should be ENDOR observable
in all such radical species.
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The EPR behavior of the internal motion of the methyl fragment
in radicals is simulated using the Smoluchowski drift diffusion
model. EPR stochastic Liouville lineshape calculations using this
model are presented, allowing the exploration of the whole span
of conditions between the discrete-site-exchange and the steplessfree-diffusion limits and offering a unification of these two approximate theories. An accurate value of the correlation time for the
isotropic hyperfine interaction is calculated for the full ranges of
the parameters describing the system and is compared to those
given by the approximate models in the two limiting cases,
allowing for a discussion of their quality. Long and short correlation time limit spectra are reported and interpreted using analytic
models. For the isotropic hyperfine interaction studied here, no
broadening effects are observed under Redfield (strong narrowing)
conditions. This suggests absence of lifetime broadening effects in
agreement with site-model results. The addition of a cos ip term
in the hyperfine interaction is essential for pyramidal radical centres, as is demonstrated by simulation of experimental reports in
the literature.
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INTRODUCTION
The internal motion of the -CH3 methyl fragment of a
variety of radicals has over the years been subjected to numerous inquiries by EPR spectroscopists {1-10), At high
temperatures, frequent random interaction with a reservoir at
thermal equilibrium has been assumed, leading to stochastic
models of the dynamics (2,4, 7, 9). At low temperatures, a
quantum mechanical rigid-rotor model (5, 6, 8) has been
employed. EPR observable characteristics of this model distinguishing it from the stochastic models include mass dependence (9) and quantum effects such as tunneling. Models
have been proposed that take both stochastic and deterministic effects into account (8, 11). The present work concerns
the stochastic modeling of high-temperature experiments. In
previous inquiries, two different stationary Markovian models have been considered, depending on the strength of the

used (10).
In early theoretical work by Freed and Fraenkel (10), the
need for a model of diffusion in an external potential in
this kind of problems was pointed out. The motivation for
developing the program described here, which employs such
advanced diffusional models, was the possibility of modeling
experiments over a large temperature range involving a
methyl rotor moving in a small potential.
A stochastic model frequently used in describing rotational relaxation in solution or liquid state EPR (12-16) is
the Smoluchowski (17) process of diffusion in an external
potential. This model allows the unification of the two previously used models, as both the free-diffusion and the siteexchange model are contained in it as special cases.
Consider in general a bounded hindering potential with
several local minima. The Smoluchowski model expands
into the Wiener-Einstein free-diffusion process when the
potential barrier between the minima is greatly exceeded by
the temperature. When the barrier exceeds the temperature,
the model takes the form of an effective site-jumping model
between potential minima, with the jump rate 1/r given by
the Arrhenius relation

i*exp| - •

-

Vn,.n)

Here, Vmlx and Vmin refer to the potential maxima and minima, respectively. This behavior of the model has been demonstrated mathematically for the case of bistable or monostable potentials and particular initial conditions (18-22).
In the present work, it is observed even for periodic conditions and a C3l. potential, a result obtained by analytic and
numerical methods.

t To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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hindering potential compared to the temperature. A threesite exchange process has been applied to interpretation of
experiments at temperatures much lower than the hindering
potential barrier {2, 4,7,9). At temperatures exceeding the
barrier, a free-diffusion Wiener-Einstein process has been
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In the present work, the Smoluchowski process is employed in modeling the internal motion of the methyl group
in a radical of type R—C-CH3. The EPR lineshape calculation is achieved by incorporation of the model in the nonperturbative stochastic Liouville formalism introduced by Kubo
(23) and refined by Freed (24, 25). The effective Lanczos
algorithm (26) with reduced vector format of the complete
Liouville matrix is employed (27).

The theoretical EPR lineshapes presented in this work are
calculated within the stochastic Liouville equation (SLE)
framework. The expression for the continuous wave (CW)
EPR lineshape is worked into the equivalent but more convenient form of the free-induction-decay (FID) (27) lineshape,
where the initial density operator is obtained by a rotation of
the equilibrium density TT/2 about the y axis, thus rendering it
approximately proportional to S, at high temperatures. The
lineshape expression is (27)

= Re(5+p(uj)),

(2]

where p(u>) is the Fourier Laplace (FL) transform of the
density operator. It is obtained from the SLE (23-25)

dp(t)

[3]

at

The notation X' = [ J(, • • • ] is used, where X is the Hamiltonian. F is the Fokker-Planck (FP) operator for the stochastic process employed and will be defined below. FL
transformation of [3] yields
- T - iu)p(u)

=

l

r

GENERAL THEORY

(/•7T

The initial density operator is assumed separable in motional
and spin degrees of freedom. Assuming the stochastic variable is initially distributed at equilibrium, the overall FID
initial density operator is p 0 ~ P0S,, where Plt is the stationary solution to [7].
The Fokker-Planck equation employed is the Smoluchowski (17) equation

p(0).

r =Here, V(<p) is the potential energy of the rotor and £ is the
friction coefficient; £ = r/u> if r is the dissipative torque
and u> is the angular velocity of the rotor. An important
feature of the process, distinguishing it from the quantum
mechanical model of motion, is the independence of the
moment of inertia of the rotor. However, it is a projected
process, and the conditions for the validity of the approximation it constitutes are inertial dependent (28, 29).
The FP operator T is not in general hermitian, but can
always be cast into hermitian form by virtue of the transformation (15)
»-l/2
f —
— "o

)

[9]

-

-

/

•

The transformed FP operator is
A __ J_ I £

O *

j _

[4]

Denoting by \A), | B) the linear operators A, B in the Liouville space with the inner product

Submitting the FL transformed SLE to this transformation,
and inverting and subsequently resubstituting p(uj) yields
1

(A\B)

[5]

=

the lineshape expression becomes

/(«;) = Re S_

p, t)

•P'onp(O).

[11]

The lineshape expression now becomes (15)
1

[6]

i" - r

= Re(S.P,','

Here, p 0 = p(0) is the initial density operator. Let
t) be the conditional probability distribution function. Then,
the Fokker-Planck equation for the process is

dt

- f - iu

= TP(<po\<p.

t).

[7]

D

iM'-T

i"5,).

[12]

The Hamiltonian considered here is the spin Hamiltonian of
a p electron interacting with the /^-position methyl group
protons. The hyperfine interaction is approximated by its
isotropic component 2a cos:<p- The Hamiltonian is then
given by
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ft — u>\)$S- — 2- ^'niA,.

I

- U ? e ' 2 * + £„*"•

[13]

The numerical methods employed for inversion are greatly
simplified if the SL operator is complex symmetric. This
can be achieved if an orthonormal basis of real functions is
used. The real Fourier series basis of sines, cosines, and a
constant is adequate for this purpose:
, 1 -?— cos(tmp) \ in & N
L V7T

V2TT

[14]
[19]
The orientational cos v hyperfine-interaction term has been
expanded in irreducible tensors of the symmetry group of
the operator I", C3u (cf. Appendix A).
In radicals deviating from sp2 hybridization of the radical
center, it is found that the term a,cos ^ or
.._,

In the following, the sines are labeled by negative and the
cosines by positive values of m (cf. Appendix B).
In order to conveniently use the lineshape expression after
algebraic inversion of the Liouvillean, the distribution P i ' 2
should be expanded in the real Fourier basis. As the C^At
symmetry indicates, the expansion is
?-[v,Ii-coS3.-ii/j*r

must be added to the hyperfine coupling (30). It will be
shown that this term is necessary in some cases to produce
correct spectra for "stopped" rotors.
It is evident from examination of the Hamiltonian that the
SLE does not couple 5_ and 5+. Thus, the lineshape expression can be cast into the form of a diagonal element of the
inverted FL-transformed stochastic Liouville matrix (SL)
suitable for direct use with the Lanczos algorithm (15):
!(«» = RelS.P

1

_^

= Cg +

£

C(j

cos(3%). [20]

The expansion coefficients { cit} are
[21]
which can be related to the integer order associated Bessel
(32) functions L(V3/4kT):

P'o'2S-

[16]

- rc3m = iv

"UkTj '

A standard choice ( / / , 31) for the hindering C3 potential is
[22]
-S)}}.

- V3(l

[17]

Although no additional difficulty is introduced into calculations by incorporating 6 in treating this type of potential, an
equivalent, but more convenient, method is used in the present work. A new angle ip' -* tp - <p' - 5 is substituted,
introducing the offset angle +$ in the hyperfine term of the
Hamiltonian, but leaving 6 out of the FP operator, which
then becomes

9V3

9V}

kT d2
32<A-7"

[18]

THE TRUNCATION

PROBLEM

The motional basis is, in principle, of infinite dimension.
However, for most problems the lineshape expression calculated from an increasing finite basis converges at some point,
leaving the lineshape insignificantly dependent on the remaining basis functions. T h e S L matrix may thus, in practice, be truncated at some finite dimension.
The problem of finding the appropriate truncation level
may be solved by comparing spectra calculated using an
increasing number of basis functions and checking for convergence using a root-mean-square criterion. However, as
this is computationally time consuming, an a priori method
of finding the appropriate truncation dimension is sought. It
is shown below that, using real Fourier basis functions with
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increasing iabel number \m\ (cf. Appendix B), convergence
at some point is obtained.
Three effects must be taken into account: (i) the expansion of the square root of the equilibrium density function
P'o'2; (ii) the off-diagonal elements of the SL matrix introduced by the hyperfine interaction; (iii) the off-diagonal
elements of the SL matrix introduced by the potential. The
last effect is considered first.
By inspection of the FP operator, it is observed that if the
basis function label number m is numerically large, then the
real Fourier basis functions become eigenvectors of the FP
operator, with eigenvalue:

9Vf

[23]

When \m\ is slightly smaller, so that the off-diagonal elements are nonvanishing, yet much smaller than the diagonal
elements, second-order perturbation theory may be used,
giving the following correction to the eigenvalue:

cally lowest eigenvalue was checked for convergence. The
results support the above assumption.
The effect of the hyperfine coupling term of the Hamiltonian must also be considered, as it introduces off-diagonal
elements in the SL matrix on the same order of magnitude
as the hyperfine coupling a. Employing the above methods,
it is observed that the truncation level should in this case
always be chosen so that

M

[26]

Here, D = W7£ is the diffusion constant. To summarize,
the three criteria that all must be fulfilled for the mth basis
function to be removed from the calculation of the lineshape
are that, first, | m \ should exceed the convergence level of
the equilibrium distribution. Second, taking into account the
stochastic part of the SL, F, \m\ should exceed V3/kT.
Finally, taking into account the total SL, \m\ should also
exceed (alD)"2.
The Site-Exchange Model Approximation

Xi?'

By introducing the two independent variables X. = V^/kT
and D = kTI£, the transformed Smoluchowski operator [18]
becomes

= I
\4m2 - 9

256(kT)2 m2 -

•

[24]
f = -D[ - - \ cos

The assumption is made that if \^i/\'°> < 1, then the basis
function of label m is effectively an eigenfunction of the
stochastic operator and does not mix with any other basis
vector.
The lineshape expression depends on the elements of the
inverted SL matrix corresponding to nonvanishing components of P i ' 2 . If the expansion of P'o'2 converges at some
dimension k, then if \m\ > k, the basis vector m affects
the lineshape only through its coupling with k. If XjfVXj?'
< 1 is true for m, then the coupling is weak and the lineshape
is not affected by the removal of m from the basis.
Calculating with respect to orders of magnitude and assuming V3 > kT, the criterion becomes
\m\ t> — .
'
kT

[25]

These suggestions are supported by numerical investigations. It is observed that the ground state eigenvalue found
by diagonalizing the A, block approaches zero only after a
sufficient number of basis functions have been employed. A
numerical diagonalization of the A, block for an increasing
number of basis functions was carried out, and the numeri-

^X'-~

.

[27]

There are two independent parameters in the Smoluchowski
equation, D and \ . It will be shown that the latter can be
pictured as the "switch" between two approximate stochastic models. If X. > 1, die motion is characterized by random
jumps between potential minima, as in a site-exchange process. If \ <§ 1, the motion approaches that of a free-diffusion
process.
The parameter D, which only affects the eigenvalues of
the stochastic operator linearly and does not affect the eigenvectors, simply scales the time variable of these processes.
This can be observed by the rewriting [7] as
dP
= (D-'DP.
d(Dt)

[28]

Here, (D T ) is independent of D and t.
The development of the Arrhenius expression for site exchange from the Smoluchowski equation with potential wells
has been a problem of long-standing interest (18-22).
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Kramers (18) employed a bistable potential with absorbing
walls. Blomberg (20) considered a double-harmonic-oscillator potential. Weaver (21) used integration techniques with
a monostable potential with one absorbant and one reflective
boundary condition. Dattagupta (22) employed the variational principle with a bistable potential.
In need of a theory taking into consideration periodic
boundary conditions of more than two potential wells, a
somewhat different approach is employed here. A general
expression for the conditional probability density (15) is

[29]

needs to be considered here, although the extension of the
procedure is trivial (34). The three degenerate solutions are
thus ground state harmonic oscillators in each of the three
potential wells. Each solution can be made periodic by shifting the argument by 2?r any number of times and summing
the resulting functions. The result is

I e-'"2"*"

n = 0, ±1.

[31]

Note that the index n refers to the potential well in which
the wavefunction is centered. For/3 > 1, [31] can be approximated by the mathematically more convenient

where Gm(<p) and ym are the mth eigenvector and eigenvalue
n = 0, ± 1 .
[32]
U-P)
of r , respectively.
When \ > 1, Po can be approximated by a Gaussian
representation of a delta function about tp = 0 and ±2?r/3. This can be observed by second-order Taylor expansion of
The eigenvectors of T are negligible except in the proximity the cosine function and has been shown by Villain to be
of these locations. This motivates an approach widely used valid by Fourier coefficient comparison (33).
It is observed that, in the approximation of harmonic oscil(5, 11) in the study of the tunneling rate in the quantum
mechanical rotor model, namely, the second-order expansion lator potentials, the ground state {/„) is triply degenerate.
of the potential about each of these locations. Fjelds0 (34) Appropriate zero-order perturbation theory eigenfunctions
employed the method in a problem of a supersymmetric are found by diagonalizing f in this basis. Labeling diagonal
quantum pendulum of slightly different symmetry, but which terms as a = </,|f"|/,> and off-diagonal terms as V =
is otherwise mathematically equivalent to the Smoluchowski {/.if1 l/m), "> * ", the result is
diffusion problem considered here.
It will be shown below that this treatment is not directly
applicable for quantitatively determining jump rates, due to
yA = " + 2V,
A = -i- ( / - , + /o + / • , ) ,
v3
the overestimation of the potential barrier height caused by
the second-order approximation of the potential around each
= - (/-, + e*/o + €/.,), YE. = cc - V,
potential well. This is also expected to be the case in the
quantum mechanical model: The harmonic oscillator functions derived from a second-order potential expansion will
= -!- (/-, + e/o + £*/ + .). 7 E . = a - V. [33]
not produce correct tunneling frequencies.
v3
In the case studied here, adjustments will be made, making
it possible to extract the exponential behavior of the jump
Here, e = exp(i'2n73). The ground state eigenvalue of f,
rate predicted by the Arrhenius relation (18-22) at the cost
y A , is known from theory to be zero. Requiring this, the
of the accuracy of the preexponential factor. By expanding
cos 34> and cos 6<t> about locations <f> = 0, ±27r/3 and result
re- is T E ,E* = - D y ^ = 3VD.
Neglecting all larger eigenvalues from excited harmonic
taining terms up to second order, the eigenvalue equation of
f = —D'T is converted into the form of a quantum me- oscillator states, their influence on the conditional probability
chanical harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian (The constant being transient over the time scale of the observation, [29]
— 9X./4, for which the only effect is an addition to the eigen- and [33] give
values, has been removed from f" for clarity.)
P(k\mt) = GA(k)CAC") + eJV

o-

n = 0, ± 1 .

[30]

Here, 0 = }i\(\ + 2 ) .
As will be explained below, only the smallest eigenvalue

+

GEh(k)GEi(m)},

[34]

where k (and m) specify the potential well <f> = 2TT&/3.
Assuming further that the/n(<^> = 2nm/3) * &„„ and normalizing P, combining [33] and [34] gives
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..

0.02

[35]

which is the conditional probability for a three-site exchange
process of jump rate 1 IT = \ V | D (39). The overlap integral
Vcan be calculated from the normalized basis functions [32]
by Fourier expansion. The result is

1.430(V 3 /kT)'"y 10 " JV '* T

UJ

2.077(VJ/l<T)e-v'T

</Jf !/„>

/o(2/3)

The asymptotic approximation

UP)

1

15

of the modified Bessel functions (32) gives

20

25

Activation Energy, Vj/kT

</Jf !/„>
[37]
This equation has the negative exponential form parallel to
the Arrhenius relation (18-22).
Using the value /? » 9 \ / 4 obtained from the original
expansion of the harmonic terms in t, leading to [30], results in a gross overestimate of the magnitude expected for
the exponent \ . As has already been pointed out, the reason
for the failure is that the harmonic oscillator approximation
gives an overestimate of the actual barrier height.
Adjusting the harmonic oscillator frequency so that the
approximated potential consists of neighboring parabolas
still centered at the potential minima, but now intersecting
each other at the exact height of the actual cosine barrier,
provides a periodic C3V bounded model potential of correct
barrier height, although the geometry near the potential minima is poorly approximated.
Two neighboring parabolas separated by 2W3, e.g., y =
cp2 and y = c(y> - 2n73) 2 , intersect each other at the
height y = CTT2/9. If this approximate barrier height is set
equal to the actual cosine potential barrier height, V3, then
c = 9V3/7r2. Retaining only terms of second order in \ , and
inserting the parabolic potential approximation into [27],

FIG. 1. The lowest nonzero eigenvalue of the Smoluchowski FokkerPlanck operator for one-dimensional Brownian motion in a Cj, harmonic
potential. The natural logarithm of the negated eigenvalue is plotted against
the activation energy, V,, scaled in units of absolute temperature, kT. The
eigenvalue is scaled in units of D. The plot reveals the negative exponential
behavior predicted by the Arrhenius relation {18-22). Fining the data to
the expression a(VyW)*exp( - c V3/W) resulted in the values a = 1.430,
b = 1.191, and c = 1.010, the error being within the resolution of the
figure. Forcing the data into the more commonly assumed (9, 18-22) expression a(V,/(.-r)exp(-V]/Jtr) resulted in a = 2.077, the error still being
within the resolution of the figure. The differences between each of the two
fitting functions and the data are displayed in the top figure.

the form of Eq. [30] is again achieved, but with an adjusted
frequency 0 = 9\/n2. This value is rather close to the
expected \ . Assuming / 3 « X gives the jump rate

- == -VD « [ - \ 2 - —:
T

U

[38]

4

The second-order term dominating the preexponential factor
was not expected (18-22). Therefore, numerical investigations were made.
A logarithmic plot of the lowest nonzero eigenvalue of f
= — f7D, i.e.. 31 V |, as a function of \ obtained by numerical diagonalization is shown in Fig. 1. The result was fitted
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to an expression of the form (a\ + bk2) exp(-c\),
giving
a = 1.77, b = 0.0780, and c = 1.02, which is in acceptable
correspondence with the expected negative exponential behavior. However, the preexponential factor is not well represented by the above calculations, the most serious inconsistency being the second-order \ dependence in [38], This is
to be expected due to the severe discrepancy between the
approximate and the exact potential in the regions close to
the potential minima, where the exact form of the potential
is crucial to the eigenproblem.
A fit to the more generally assumed expression (18-22)
a\e~x gave a = 2.08. The error in this fit is small enough
to be unresolved at the resolution of Fig. 1.
To summarize, it is observed that the exponential dependence [1] of the jump rate on the potential height is also
valid in a C3V> periodic potential of three intersecting parabolas, where the barrier height is considered to be the height of
the intersection between neighboring parabolas. In a cosine
potential, [1] is observed to still hold, while the preexponential factor is changed from a second-order potential dependency to a first-order potential dependency. Furthermore, it
is observed that employing a second-order expansion of the
potential about each potential minimum does not produce
numerically correct jump rates (or tunneling rates in the
similar quantum-mechanical model).

1e+12
1e+10 -i
1e+8
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1e+6 m

2
o

1e+4
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1e+2 1e+0 1e-2
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1

10

100

Activation Energy, V^kT
FIG. 2. The cos 2<p correlation time in the one dimensional Smoluchowski model of Brownian motion in a Civ harmonic potential ( — ) , scaled
with the inverse diffusion constant D"', plotted against the activation energy
scaled with absolute temperature, V,lkT. It is compared to the correlation
time predicted by the free-diffusion model ( • • • ) , r c = MAD. and that
predicted by the jump model, TC = l/( —>i), either assuming the first
nonvanishing eigenvalue to be of the Arrhenius () form (9, 182 2 ) , - 7 , = 2.077D(V]/W)exp(-V)/it7"), the exact numerical constants
taken from Fig. 1. or calculating the exact value of y, numerically ( - - - ) .

Correlation Time
In the discussion below, the correlation time of the cos
2<p part (10) of the hyperfine coupling is needed, as this is
the time scale of the motional averaging of the coupling.
The correlation time is in general the motional-dynamics
characterization parameter sought in relaxation and lineshape studies. The correlation time is calculated here for a
general choice of parameters in the Smoluchowski process
employed in this work using the following numerical procedure.
Consider the correlation time expression for an arbitrary
orientation-dependent function g[<p(t)]:

(g~) Jo

[39]

Here, 7 m are the eigenvalues of the FP operator, TPm =
ymPm. The numbers gm are defined according to

j
XJ^Pi'^tC.f^stv),

[40]

and are independent of D. It is assumed that g(f) is chosen
so that go = 0- Equation [40] follows from the expansion

of the delta function and the conditional probability into the
eigenfunctions of the FP operator F. Since — ym « D, then
T j i / ) " 1 . Choosing the probability distribution at time i =
0 to be the equilibrium distribution / V v ) a n d assuming real
eigenvectors gives
.=

I d<pP0

U

I

[41]

By Fourier expansion of P'on and Gm, the expression can
be evaluated numerically. In Fig. 2, the correlation time of
cos 2ip is plotted in units o f / ? " ' against \ . Also shown are
curves for the more commonly employed models of free
diffusion and site exchange.
As it has been shown above, the exchange rate [IT is
given by - 1 / 3 times the absolute value of the first nonvanishing eigenvalue 7, of the Smoluchowski operator. It can
then be shown (10) that the cos 2ip correlation time is given
by l/3r, or the inverse of - 7 , . This value is calculated
numerically and plotted in Fig. 2.
The standard procedure in employing site-exchange models ( / / ) is, however, not to evaluate - 7 , exactly at all
choices of \ . but rather to fit experimental spectra recorded
at a range of temperatures to exchange rates, assuming these
to be given by an Arrhenius type of relationship Ae ~ v>'tT
(18-22). where A is temperature independent. Above, the
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exact values of —71 for \ > 10 were fitted to an expression
of this type, giving A = 2.08 D\. The error in extending this
asymptotically obtained expression into the region of X <
10 is observed in Fig. 2. The correlation time is greatly
overestimated by the exchange model compared to that of
the exact Smoluchowski model.
The correlation time calculated from the free-diffusion
Wiener-Einstein model (10) is l/(4£>) which is also plotted in Fig. 2. Instead of approaching this value at small
values of X, the reciprocal of the first nonvanishing eigenvalue approaches \ID, the Wiener-Einstein operator eigenvalues in general being -Dm1, m = 0, ± 1 , ±2, . . . .
LIMITING CASES

on x through / = f{x).
by

The distribution />(/) is then given

[45]

The transitions v are dependent on the stochastic angle f.
The expected low-temperature spectrum is the distribution
of transitions P{v). This is the sum of the distribution of
each individual transition.
First, consider the case where the potential is absent, Vj
<§ kT. Then, />(</?) = 1/(2TT). The distributions are calculated using the above formula and are observed to be

In the limit of long correlation time, i.e., small D or low
temperature, the two cases X > 1 and \ <? 1 are considered
separately. In this limit, a "powder"-type spectrum consisting of superimposed spectra from each individual stopped
rotor in the sample is expected.
For simplicity, consider only the hyperfine interaction in
the secular approximation, and set the hyperfine coupling
constant a equal to 1. The energy levels are

I 2
2'2

1

[42]
where An(tp) = 1/2 cos2((p + n2ir/3). Four of the eight
EPR transitions are
v, = A,(<p) + A-,(<p) + A0(ip),
i>2 = At(<p) + A-i(ip) -

/I I 3

2

27T Vl - ( i
1

1

2

3

The distributions of the other four transitions, which are
the distributions P(-vi)
to P(-vt)
are also added. The
unnormalized result is

A0(ip),
1

P(u)
+A0(<p).

22' '22

\

-

•,

1/1

1

3

2'

2/'

Vi - (i -

[43]
1

The remaining four are the negative values of these. When
written in units of the hyperfine coupling constant a, the
transitions are

:

vi - a +

:

Vi-(^-.

P{v)
_ 3
~ 2 '

1

+ -7

Vi - (i + i/) 2 '

~2 ~
~ 2 ~

+

2

[47]

cos

_ 1
^4

2'

2TT
COS

[44]

Consider a general stochastic variable x, with distribution
P(x). Consider also another stochastic variable /dependent

The spectrum calculated by using these formulas is shown
in Fig. 3a. It should be compared to the low-temperature
spectrum calculated using the SLE outlined above, which is
shown in Fig. 3b.
It is observed that the 3b spectrum shows an approximate
3:1:1:3 ratio between the line amplitudes. However, the area
under each transition line is equal. Thus, by adding extra
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P(<p). Using [9, 46, 47], it is observed that (v is in units
of a ) :

-2a

0a

-1a
v

1a

2a

~ v 0s

Vl -a

3430

9520

9560

9600

+ v)2

r

cosh

Transition Frequency / MHz

FIG. 3. Calculated rigid-limit EPR absorption-frequency spectrum of a
single electron coupled to a free-diffusional methyl rotor, (a) Analytically
calculated powder spectrum using the secular approximation. Transition
frequency is in units of a, where the hyperfine interaction is la cosV, and
the electron Zeeman frequency is set to zero, (b) Spectrum calculated
using the stochastic Liouville equation (SLE) with the Wiener-Einstein
stochastic-process mode!. The electron Zeeman frequency is 9601.6 MHz,
nuclear Zeeman frequencies are standard proton values, and the hyperfine
coupling parameter a is 30 MHz. The diffusion constant, D = kTI£, is 0.01
MHz. The intrinsic broadening is set to 5 MHz.

intrinsic broadening to model other relaxation mechanisms,
the line amplitudes can be brought to a 1:1:1:1 relationship.
Heller (3) reports an experimental 1:1:1:1 spectrum in xirradiated methyl malonic acid from the CH 3 C(COOH) 2 radical at 4.2 K. He claims an almost nonexistent potential
barrier in this radical. The same intensity ratio is also predicted by the quantum mechanical free-rotor model at low
temperatures (3). The correspondence is not trivial, since
in the quantum-mechanical case, the Pauli principle for the
nuclei must be taken into account to produce the correct
spectrum. Such considerations are not made in the classical
treatment in this work.
Second, the case is considered where a substantial potential barrier has stopped the rotor, V, i> kT. In this case, the
stopped rotors reside mainly in specific orientations, which
are the potential wells tp = 0, ±2?r/3. This situation is described by the assumed equilibrium distribution of angles

-(V)
\kT

/3
A/4

[48]
Because the result is nonnormalized, numerical constants
have been removed for clarity. The spectrum obtained from
using these formulas for a potential of 20fc7"is shown in Fig.
4a. It should be compared to the low-temperature spectrum
obtained from the SLE Uneshape calculation presented here,
shown in Fig. 4b.
The processes studied in this work do not broaden the
outer and inner lines of the commonly obtained 1:2:1:1:2:1
multiplet. However, by adding an intrinsic broadening representing relaxation due to other sources, the absorption spectrum shown in Fig. 4c is obtained from SLE.
In the limit of short correlation time, i.e., high temperature, motional equilibrium is effectively maintained during
the progress of the experiment and the observed magnitudes
of the hyperfine interactions are the averages of the { COS;(</J
- 27rm/3). m = 0, ± 1) functions in the equilibrium distribution, all equal to \ regardless of potential depth. The expected
spectrum of 1:3:3:1 ratio is obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.
By spectrum calculations for reciprocals of correlation times
up to lOi/os. shown in Figure 6, it is observed that the spectrum does not possess any motional broadening whatsoever
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FIG. 5. Calculated extreme-narrowing-limit EPR absorption spectrum
of a single electron coupled to a free-diffusionai rotor. The spectrum is
calculated using the stochastic Liouville equation with the Wiener-Einstein
stochastic-process model. The electron Zeeman frequency is 9601.6 MHz,
nuclear Zeeman frequencies are standard proton values and the hyperfine
coupling parameter a is 30 MHz. The diffusion constant, D = kTl$, is
10,000 MHz. The intrinsic broadening is set to S MHz.

At a fixed potential of 10 kT (X = 10), the correlation
time is r c = 103/£>, observed from Fig. 2. The expected
size of D for maximum broadening is therefore 4 x 10"

9480

9520

9560

9600

Transition Frequency / MHz

FIG. 4. Calculated rigid-limit EPR absorption spectrum of a single
electron coupled to a diffusional rotor in a 20kT CSu harmonic potential, (a)
Analytically calculated powder spectrum using the secular approximation.
Transition frequency is in units of a, where the hyperfine interaction is la
cosV. and the electron Zeeman frequency is set to zero, (b) Spectrum
calculated using the Stochastic Liouville Equation with the Smoluchowski
stochastic-process model. Electron Zeeman frequency is 9601.6 MHz, nuclear Zeeman frequencies are standard proton values, and the hyperfine
coupling parameter a is 30 MHz. The diffusion constant, D = W7{, is
0.005 MHz. The intrinsic broadening is set to I MHz. (c) As(b), but now
with 5 MHz intrinsic broadening and with the potential increased to 100
kT to enhance resolution. The expected 1:2:1:1:2:1 sextet is observed.

when the reciprocal of the correlation time approaches and
exceeds the electron Zeeman frequency fos. Thus, "lifetime
broadening" effects associated with other relaxation mechanisms are not observed with this model.
As is well known (35-37), the transition between the
motionally averaged high temperature and the rigid-limit
low-temperature spectrum occurs around the condition r j '
~ a, at which the inner lines of the spectrum attain maximum broadening.

9440

9480

9520

9560

9600

Transition Frequency / MHz
FIG. 6. Calculated EPR absorption spectra of a single electron coupled
to a free-diffusionai rotor. Spectra are calculated using the stochastic Liouville equation with the Wiener-Einstein stochastic-process model. The electron Zeeman frequency is 9601.6 MHz, nuclear Zeeman frequencies are
standard proton values, and the hyperfine coupling parameter a is 40 MHz.
A range of values are chosen for the diffusion constant, giving a spectrum
of correlation times surrounding a"1 and the electron Zeeman frequency,
fo*. It is observed that maximum broadening and breakdown of hyperfine
structure occur at correlation time TC ~ a"'. It is further observed that no
broadening change is observed near the condition //,*' ~ r c . Intrinsic broadening is set to 5 MHz, and for correlation times r 7 ' > 0 . 1 ^ , this is the
only broadening observed.
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FIG. 7. Calculated EPR absorption spectra of a single electron coupled to
a diffusionaj rotor in a lOkT, C ]v , harmonic potential. Spectra are calculated
using the stochastic Liouville equation with the Smoluchowski stochasticprocess model. The electron Zeeman frequency is 9601.6 MHz. nuclear Zeeman frequencies are standard proton values, and the hyperfine coupling parameter a is 40 MHz. A range of values are chosen for the diffusion constant,
giving a spectrum of correlation times surrounding a~'. It is observed that
maximum broadening and breakdown of hyperfine structure occur at correlation
time r c — a~l. Intrinsic broadening is set to 5 MHz.

MHz. In Fig. 7, spectra recorded for choices of D surrounding this value are shown. Motional averaging is indeed
observed to occur at this value.
In Fig. 6, the situation V3 = 0 is considered, giving an
expected correlation time of 1/(4D). The motion is then
free diffusion. As for the previous case, the spectra still
reveal maximum broadening around the condition r J 1 ~ a.
The inner pair of lines is merged to a single broad line under
this condition.
DISCUSSION
Temperature Dependence of the Correlation Time
The present work suggests that there is a complicated
relation between the correlation time and the temperature.
In a wide experimental temperature range, it is possible that
using only one of the limiting models is insufficient to describe the correct temperature dependence. In the relatively
"small," but practically significant, region 0.32 < V}/kT <
5.62, {Fig. 2), neither of the two approximate models, i.e.,
the stepless diffusion or the jump model may be applied. As
an example, for a potential of 200 K, this corresponds to a
temperature range of 35.6 up to 625 K.
In the jump-rate limit, the relation A = 2.08DV,/kT for the
Arrhenius preexponential factor is obtained. If D = kT/£ is
inserted, it is observed that there is no explicit temperature
dependence left. The preexponential factor is, in general, dependent on the number of degrees of freedom of the motion,
giving for example A = D(Vx/kT)-"2 for a three-dimensional

rotational-diffusion model (39), which results in an overall
explicit temperature dependence. Note that the friction coefficient may contain an implicit temperature dependence, as for
liquids, where the dependence is exponential (40).
Turning to the low potential limit, it is observed that the
correlation time given by the free-diffusion model is r c =
11 (AD). According to the above discussion, there is a linear
temperature dependence in D, as well as a possible exponential dependence. What is important is that neither the jump
model nor the first eigenvalue of the Smoluchowski FP operator is correct here. The first greatly overestimates the correlation time, while the latter approaches a value four times
larger than the free-diffusion value.
Bent Systems
In order to test the model on a realistic case, an experiment
on irradiated acetic acid by Erickson et al. (9) is considered.
The radical observed is CH3COOD ". For this system, previous investigations (30, 38) concluded that the radical geometry is nonplanar, so that the expression for the isotropic
hyperfine interaction must be modified (30) by adding the
term appearing in [15].
Erickson et al. report the three 77 K hyperfine couplings
to be 0.0, 6.0, and 32.5 G. Assuming the methyl proton
dihedral angles to be separated by 120° and assuming the
form [13]-[15] of the hyperfine interactions, three equations are constructed, which are solved for the common hyperfine coupling parameters a, a,, and the offset angle 5,
giving a = 12.8 G, n, = 8.06 G, and 5 = 108°. Fitting the
data to the regular Heller-McConnell-type expression [13]
and [14], with only zero- and second-order terms, results in
anomalous values of the parameters. In particular, a must
be large and negative or a substantial and negative zeroorder constant ao must be included.
Using the above calculated values in the lineshape simulation algorithm described in this work, the 77, 112, 132, and
the 152 K spectra shown in Fig. 8 were obtained. They
should be compared to experimental spectra along with the
potential of Vj = 2.2 kcal/mol given by Ericksson et al. (9)
using a three site-exchange model, reported in the original
paper. The experimental results were successfully simulated
by the value of the potential found by Erickson et al., showing that the site-exchange model is a good approximation.
However, the present theory provides a more fundamental
description of the structure and the dynamics by offering
an interpretation of the empirical parameters used in the
Arrhenius equation and in the diffusional limit.
CONCLUSIONS
It is observed that in the SLE formulation of the EPR
lineshape from an unpaired electron spin coupled to a methyl
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APPENDIX A: SYMMETRY CONSIDERATIONS
152K
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3380
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Field / Gauss
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FIG. 8. Calculated EPR derivative magnetic field spectra of the radical
CHjCOOD" in irradiated acetic acid-d, at 77, 112, 132, and 152 K using
the stochastic Liouville equation with the Smoluchowski-process model.
The activation energy used is 2.2 kcal/mol after Erickson et al. (9), and
the friction parameter is chosen as £ = 40 to give optimal correspondence
with experimental results (9). The electron Zeeman frequency was 9601.6
MHz, and the hyperfine coupling expression (JO) 2a cos2(<p + 5) +
<3icos(^> + S), with a = 12.83 G, a, = 8.057 G, and 6 - 108.3°, was used.

rotor, the Smoluchowski process of Brownian motion in
an external potential offers a unification of the previously
employed processes, i.e., the site-exchange and the steplessfree-diffusion models.
The cos 2<p correlation time, on which motional averaging
and linewidths are strongly dependent, is poorly represented
by the extension of the free-diffusion model to low temperatures compared to the potential. Likewise, the extension of
a site-exchange model into conditions of high temperature
compared to the potential is inconsistent with the correlation
time as calculated from the Smoluchowski model.
This work shows that quantitative calculations of the jump
rate based on second-order expansion of the cosine potential
are erroneous due to the overestimation of the actual barrier
height. Numerically, the regular expression for the jump
rate of the Arrhenius type [1] (18-22) is found, with a
preexponential factor of approximately 2.08 DV2lkT.
It is seen that the maximum broadening of inner lines
when Tel ~ a in the free-diffusion case is accompanied by
the breakdown of the inner doublet. We have not found
experimental reports in the literature supporting this observation.
Even though the nonsecular terms of the Hamiltonian are
included, no lifetime broadening effects (41) are observed
for the high-field simulations of this work, in agreement with
the regular behavior of exchange of isotropic systems within
the simpler lineshape models of site exchange and within
the Redfield relaxation theory.

The symmetry group of the stochastic operator is C Jt .
This includes the C} rotations 0 and ±2TT/3, as well as the
parity operator Pf(y>) - f(-f)
= g(f), which also is the
reflection operator about the line <p = 0. The reflections
about <p = ± 2 - / 3 are the combinations of the remaining
two C3 rotations with the reflection operator.
There are three representations, A,, A2, and E, of which
the last is two-dimensional. As a representation of the subgroup C3, both A, and A2 are identified with the symmetric
representation of C 3 , A,. The E representation of C3w can be
reduced to the £ a © Eb representation of C 3 .
Using projection operators, the components of a general
complex Fourier basis function transforming as the basis of
the irreducible representations are found. The basis for the
A, representation is 1/V2;r U {(1/V7r)cos 3rmp\m 6 N],
for the A2 it is {(l//Sr)sin 3mip\m € N], while it for E is

{{\ljir)cos[(lm

± \)<fi]\m £ N) V {(l/VJr)sin[(3m ±

A high degree of approximate degeneracy will occur between A, and Az levels as the representation matrices differ
onlyby six elements; denoting by index 0, the constant
1/V27r and indexing other basisfunctions by the integer m,
they are the (0. 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), ( 1 , 0 ) , (2, 0), and (1,
1) elements.
APPENDIX B: BASIS TRANSFORMATIONS
The real Fourier basis, which is employed, is not as convenient for practical calculations as the complex Fourier basis.
The real Fourier basis can be related to the complex basis
by the general formula

1,

m> 0

-1,

m < 0.

0,

m =0

[49]

The cosine basis function are labeled here by m > 0, while
the sine basis functions are labeled by m < 0.
The SL operator can be transformed to this basis from the
complex basis by virtue of

Here, LRe and Lea refer to the real and complex bases, respectively, and R is given by
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Abstract
The quantum mechanical Liouville equation for the general ^ C - C X 3 rotor is employed to obtain low temperature
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra exhibiting E-line splittings arising from the spin-rotational coupling in the
hyperfine interaction. Analytic expression for the low temperature EPR spectrum for the general C3-symmetry rotor is
presented. Analytic spectra for / = 1/2, 1 and 3 / 2 nuclei-containing rotors are discussed in detail. Intensities and positions
of first order transition sidebands are given for the general system and explicitly discussed for / = 1/2 and 1 systems, with
high accuracy determination of tunnelling frequencies and potential twist angles from low temperature experimental data as
possible applications. Anomalous A/E mixing effects on the EPR spectrum in the transition region between tunnelling and
stopped rotor conditions are demonstrated for / = 1/2 and 1 systems and a particular choice of twist angle. © 1998 Elsevier
Science B.V.

1. Introduction
A common electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) observation in solids is the hindered rotational reorientation of radicals or fragments of such.
At higher temperatures, especially for large molecules, classic treatment of the molecular degrees of freedom
is sufficient. The frequent thermal interaction with the reservoir can be taken into account by modelling the time
development of dynamical variables as stochastic processes [1].
At reduced temperatures, effects of a quantum mechanical nature become frequent, advertising the need for
quantum mechanical molecular dynamics models: Firstly, the Pauli principle restricts the molecular wavefunction [2]. Secondly, isotopic substitution becomes noticeable as the motion is directly affected by the moment of
inertia, a feature absent from the stochastic models [3]. Thirdly, tunnelling across the potential barriers becomes
the dominant motion of the molecule [2,4]. The present work will be concentrated on the study of this limit.
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One of the most commonly studied systems is the methyl fragment undergoing hindered rotation in a
crystalline and molecular field [4]. In many observed systems, the potential barrier set up by these fields is small
enough to make tunnelling feasible at low temperatures [4].
While tunnelling methyl rotors have been subjected to numerous EPR inquiries [2,4], fewer EPR reports are
found on deuterium-substituted methyl rotors. In anticipation of experiments on deuterated systems exhibiting
tunnelling effects, the present work deals explicitly with the detailed theoretical examination of the EPR
spectrum of such systems.
A general framework that handles systems of any nuclear spin is developed in the present work. The analytic
EPR spectrum from rotors containing nuclei of general type is reported. The systems / = 1/2, 1 and 3/2 are
discussed in detail as examples.
First order transition sidebands exterior to the central spectrum have been observed experimentally in methyl
rotors and have been shown to provide valuable and accurate spectral information in terms of tunnelling
frequency and potential twist angle [5-7]. In the present work, the positions and intensities of such sidebands
are reported for the general ^ C - C X 3 rotor. In anticipation of possible deuterated methyl rotor experiments, the
sidebands are explicitly discussed for this case.
While the typical methyl quantum rotor 1:1:1:2:1:1:1 EPR septet has been frequently discussed [2,4], the
region of transition from this spectrum to the stopped rotor spectrum as the hindering potential is increased, has
not been paid much attention to. It is examined in the present work how the A/E-level mixing occurring in this
region affects the spectrum of the / = 1/2 and 1 rotors.
In the present work, a quantum inertia] EPR lineshape model suitable for rotors isolated during the
experiment is employed [8]. This model assumes reservoir interactions to be negligibly infrequent in the time
scale of the experiment and is thus suitable for low temperatures, below which spectra do not reveal noticeable
variation with temperature.

2. EPR lineshape calculation [8]
The calculations presented in this work pertain to continuous wave (CW) EPR experiments in which a
continuous microwave field introduces transitions between electron magnetic energy levels split by an external
magnetic field. However, for the low microwave power normally used, the linear response approximation is
valid, guaranteeing the equivalence of the CW spectrum to the Fourier-Laplace transform of the free induction
decay (FID) spectrum [9,10].
In the FID experiment, a short pulse rotates the equilibrium spin density 90° into the plane perpendicular to
the external magnetic field. The perpendicular magnetization thus created, subsequently decays rotatingly back
into the equilibrium distribution parallel to the field. The lifetime of the decay process is T2 and it originates in
irrationally narrowed reservoir interaction processes not explicitly studied here. The perpendicular magnetization
is experimentally recorded in the decay process.
After the 90°-pulse, the spin density operator is:

(I)

The isolated quantum-rotor model assumes the rotors initially to be in thermal equilibrium with the reservoir at
temperature T. It is assumed that T is sufficiently low for reservoir interactions to be negligibly infrequent at the
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time-scale of the FID experiment and the spin density thus develops under the exclusive infiuence of the
Liouville equation [2] for the ^ C - C X 3 rotor:

h2

92

H» —
R

7 + ?V,(1 ~ cos3<p)
21 d<p2

2

W

Hz=O>oSt + L
n-

T)

(2)

A*

-I

I
n- - 1

Here, pit) is the electron spin density operator, S and I are electron and nuclear spin operators, V3 is the
potential barrier depth and H* = [H,...]. The orientation dependence of H has been subjected to a
transformation, so that the potential twist angle, a, appears in Hhf and not in HR [1]. The Hamiltonian H
pertains to the coupling of the unpaired electron situated on C to an external magnetic field, accounted for in
Hz, and to the three /3-position nuclear spins of type X, accounted for in Hb(. The latter coupling is dependent
on the orientation [2] of the C3-symmetry fragment -CX 3 with respect to the unpaired electron p-orbital. The
fragment is assumed to be able to rotate any angle <p about the C-C bond, hindered by a potential
V3(l — cos3<p)/2, through which it may tunnel.
The CW-EPR absorption spectrum is obtained as the Fourier-Laplace transform of the FID-EPR absorption. The FID decay rate 1/T2 corresponding to the CW linewidth is included as an empirical parameter:

According to the Pauli principle, the overall nuclear wavefunction must have a definite parity with respect to the
interchange of two nuclei. The C3-rotations are equivalent to two subsequent two-particle interchanges. The
wavefunction must thus transform according to the totally symmetric C 3 representation [2]. Therefore, all
calculations are performed within this subspace by representing H in a totally symmetric basis. Furthermore, a
real basis is chosen to improve calculation performance.
The nuclear spin state is denoted by the Itn eigenvalue for each of the three nuclei in a bracket
% = lm_m o /M + ). The first quantum number appearing in the bracket always regards nucleus n— — 1, the
second one nucleus n = 0, and the third one nucleus number n— + 1. By applying the rotations R + (2TT/3) and
R_(2TT/3),
the configuration TJ0 = \m_mom+) is changed to TJ+ = \m + m_m0) and TJ_= \mom+m_), respectively. The spin states are more compactly expressed as -f)r = \Ylj m ; _ r ) , where j runs from — 1 to 1. The effect
of the operator /.„ to the state rjr is in this notation:
l:tV, = m1-rVr

(4)
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A real, complete and orthonormal basis spanning the overall C3-symmetric subspace is:
2-rrk

\

(

Itrk

* * =

1
-7=sin|jfc|<p,

k<0

V1T

i
-j=cos\

k\tp,

k>0

Only triples (m_,mo,m + ) that are not interrelated by cyclic permutations give unique basis-functions. When
diagonalizing H in this basis, eigenvectors {\rn)} possessing correct exchange symmetry are obtained.
Expanding Eq. (3) in the eigenvectors of H gives:
Re<5 + ( co)) = ) • £ <m|S
-

L{<n\Sjk)(k\S+\m)

-<k\S+\nXk\SM))e~Et/kT]

]

3. The EPR spectrum of the general ^ C - C X 3 quantum rotor
In order relate the spectra calculated with the outlined numerical procedure to system parameters of physical
interest, it is desirable to have, to some approximation, analytic results to compare with. The EPR Spectrum of
the ^^C - C X 3 rotor can be calculated analytically for any X if three approximations are imposed:
The first is the secular approximation, assuming that terms in the products aS • I n other than aS, /.„ have
negligible effects. This is based on the condition that co0 » a which normally is the case in the experiments
considered here.
The second is the harmonic approximation. This assumes that the periodic potential V3(l — cos3<p)/2 may
be approximated by its second order expansion in (p about each minimum. The ansatz wave functions thus
created are harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions centred in each well. According to degenerate perturbation
theory, the correct zero-order states are the linear combinations of the ansatz states that diagonalize the
remaining part of HR. These are the irreducible representations of the C3-symmetry group.
The third approximation is the A + 2E approximation. This assumes that only harmonic oscillator ground
states contribute to the spectrum. Thus, only the single A-symmetry state and the two £-symmetry states of the
zero vibrational levels are considered. This is valid for temperatures sufficiently low for higher levels to have
negligible populations.
3.1. Representations
The basis set employed for each space is the set of irreducible representations of the C 3 symmetry group.
Localized spatial wavefunctions corresponding to the three nuclear positions separated by 120° are chosen and
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labelled by index / _ , / 0 and / + . The effect of the action of the right- or lefthand 120° rotation operator,
R ±(2ir/3), is (employing the notational rule / 2 = / _ , , / _ 2 =/+1)R±{2Tr/3)fn(<p)=fn(<p

+ 2ir/3)=fn±l(<p)

(7)

From the functions {/„}, projection operator methods give the following basis vectors of irreducible C 3
representations:

^ - • ^ ( / o + «/+ + «'/-)

(8)

Here, e = exp(i2-7r/3). Using the nomenclature Fo — FA, F+l = FE and F_ t = f£j, this is expressed as:

v3B > _ i
The result of applying any multiple of rotations to a spin state is formalized as:

Spin-space irreducible representations of C 3 are:

E

k

(II)

Recall that jfc = 0, — I, + I refer to representations A, Eb and £ a , respectively.
Nuclear spin operators transform as:

Izn will in the following be abbreviated by /„. Combinations of {/„} that are C3-irreducible tensor operators are:

Jk=

E e-*-/.

(13)

The spin-space C 3 Wigner-Eckart theorem follows from Eqs. (4), (11) and (13):
<MjJh\Mc) - (m0 + e-bm++ ehm_)8a,b+c

(14)

Recall that an index attaining a value / = ± 2 , by convention represents the index / = T.
The operators OQ - 1, O + = exp(2iip) and O_ = exp( —2i^>) transform according to irreducible representations A, Ea and Eb, respectively. In the present notation and secular approximation, the hyperfine interaction
becomes:
Hhf= £
n= - I

2TT
\
2
2acos
zn
2 a cos- \<p-n~+a\SJ
cp — r,

I
I ..
1
= aS\jQO0 + -t-i2aOJ++~tnaO+J_\

(15)
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For three identical nuclei, the Pauli principle allows only the following three nuclear basis functions, which
all are invariant under an even number of two-particle permutations, i.e., all totally C3-symmetric:
\[f = p M
^.

+

= F.M+

(16)

In the case of a strongly hindered rotor, the states {/„} in Eqs. (7)-(9) are harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions
centred in each of the three potential wells. The Wigner-Eckart relation of the spatial nuclear basis is:
= Sah+C{&al"1')

{Fa\Ob\Fc)

(17)

Here, (exp(i2£><p)> is the expectation value of exp(i2£xp) in the harmonic oscillator ground state in the
<p — 0-centred potential well.
In this representation, the matrix of the Hamiltonian divided by the electron magnetic quantum number, ms,
is (The nuclear Zeeman term £ <a 1 is omitted):

2A/ms
G
G"

G*
- A/ms
G

G
G"
~A/ms

(18)

Here, F= o(m0 + m + + m_) and G = {a/2Xm0 + e 'm++ e m . ) ( e " i 2 ' ) e " i 2 t > . |34| is the tunnelling frequency, where A = (fn\HR\fn±v)
is a negative quantity. It will be shown in Section 3.5 that (exp( — i2<p)> is a
real quantity.
In the case of an unhindered rotor, the above outlined notation is fully adequate, the convenient choice of
spatial nuclear basis functions being {e' m V V^Jr}, which may be written as:
1

1

(19)

'2TT

Thus, e1"1*/T/2TT is the irreducible representation A when m = 3k, Ea when m = 3k— 1 and Eb when

m = 3k+ 1.
Taking into consideration only the three energetically lowest rotational states, the m = 0 and + 1 , the Pauli
principle allows the combinations:
1
* no

2lT

Mo

1
)/2TT

(20)

'

1

In this basis, the free rotor Hamiltonian matrix divided by ms is:
1

'0

0

0

0
0

B/ms
n

Q'
B/ms

(21)

In Eq. (21), B = A2/2I, T = a { m 0 + m + +m_) and Q = a{mQ + e*/« + + e m . ) / 2 .
The complete orthonormal basis set of correct symmetry is given by the joint set of the states ^m, '?_,. and
^ _ obtained for each combination of spin triples (m_, m0, m + ) not inter-relateable by cyclic permutations.
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3.2. Perturbation theory
Representing G by G = |G|e' s where g is a real number, the correct zero-order states and their respective
first order energies are:
<o0ms

, ±\G\ms
|G|«||'
(22)
-2a

cos

o + m\+ nr_ — mom_ — mom+ — m_m+

sin

2

++

m2++ m2_ — mom_—

-2a
mom+ — m _m+

First order states are:
1

f *?>

IG1 2

2

1 +ISA2
1
1H

(23)

\GV

\G?

. ,3g

1+
Second order energies are:
2|G| 2

Ef = 2A + a>om,
2\G\2
s

+ Fms + \G\ms

<f)= — A + co0ms +• f m , — \G\ms

3g
m 2 cos 2 —

2|G| 2 n2
3g
— m s\n~ —

(24)
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For the free rotor, the eigenvalues are exactly (within the approximation of neglecting mixing with higher
rotational states):
1

-+e

± - ^ 1 -

_.o/2

+- e

.a

(25)

)'

±~

+(o0ms+

ms_

ms

Here, w is defined by {l = \I2\e"°.
3.3. First order transition sidebands
To first order in states, the transitions between the zero-order states of the same nuclear configuration are no
longer the only ones allowed. If the probability for the zero order transitions are set to unity, the first order
transitions between ^ " ( m , = + 1/2) and if>l+\ms = + 1/2) and between ^ " ( m s = ± 1/2) and ^\mt
=
+ 1/2) have intensities:

1
2

(•

+

IGI
ISA2

IGI
(

1 +

3gg
s — and
2

2|G|2
2

ISA

2

9A

cos2
2

2|G| 2 , 3 *
-sin

1
\G\l

1+

3g\

9A*

Ti^ s i n 2
(26)

The central spectrum transition probabilities are accordingly reduced to:

1 A:

\G\2

IGI'2 y

1 -

\SA j

,3*

1-

\G\2

,3*
(27)

IGI2 \ 2
1+
1842

1+

\G\2

\G\2

2

T

As will be examined in the following section, the position and overall intensity of sideband transitions may be
employed to obtain the tunnelling frequency and the relative intensity of the sideband transitions may be used to
determine the potential twist angle. Experimentally, methyl rotor sidebands have been observed by EPR/ELDOR
and used for this purpose [5,7]. In the present work, the corresponding sidebands for 7 = 1 systems will be
explicitly discussed, suitable, e.g., for the interpretation of spectra from deuterated analogues of methyl-rotors.
3.4. Complete diagonalization, A/E

mixing and the stopped rotor spectrum

The exact diagonalization of the 3 X 3 Hamiltonian matrix yields the eigenvalues [11]:

mt2y|G|2 + (A/m,)2

cos

* = 0,±l

A/my

+|G| 3 cos3g

2

\V2

(28)

When the potential depth is very large, V3 » fr/2 /, the tunnelling frequency approaches zero, and the rotor is
stopped at its twist angle a. The spectrum is then that of three stationary nuclei separated by 120°. According to
Eq. (15), the energy levels of such a rotor can be written as:
E = a>nms + m s YL 2 a c o s 2 \<p — n
n--1

\

1-a j
3
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^

l

= ajoms + ams\(m0 + m+ + m_) + -t

Ha,

.

^

'

'ia(m0 + e m T + e m . ) + - e
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12./

•

(mo + em++e

>

m_)
(29)

In this formulation, all three C3 permutations of the indices have to be included. This gives two additional
solutions a)oms + ms(r+ 2|G|cos(g ± 2TT/3)X
By setting A = 0 in Eq. (28), the identical result is obtained, thus showing that the mixing of A and E states
allowed when the tunnelling frequency is small is the mechanism of the transition to the stopped rotor spectrum.
As this condition is approached, the sideband transitions increase in intensity and move into and mix with the
central spectrum creating severe distortions that eventually constitute the stopped rotor spectrum.
By using Eq. (28) for the set of all triplets (m_, m0, m + ) not inter-relateable by C 3 permutations, the EPR
spectrum of the general ^C-CX3 rotor may be constructed exact within the secular A + 2E level model.
3.5. Zero-point vibration
From Eqs. (24) and (28), it is observed that perturbation theory resonance frequencies depend to the first
order on \G\, and to higher orders on G. Introduced in Eq. (18), G was shown to contain the factor
(exp( —i2<p)), which is the expectation value of exp( — i2<p) in the ground state harmonic oscillator wavefunction centred in the <p = 0° potential well. This factor is expected to be close to unity, which is the value assumed
for simplicity in the following sections of the present work.
The central proton spectrum, discussed in Section 4.1, consists of an £-line doublet centred on each of the
two inner A-lines of the A-quartet. The internal splitting of each doublet is Aoj = a8, where 8 = \(e~[2lp)\. If
8=1, one line from each £-doub!et merges in the centre to a double intensity line at <o0. If 5 < 1, however, the
central line is split in two components by A u> = a(\ —8).
The dependence of this splitting on the potential and moment of inertia has been calculated previously [2]
within the accuracy of second order expansion of e~' 2 *. In the present work, the analytic calculation of (e~ l2v> )
is performed without such limiting approximations.
Two methods are used, both giving similar results. The first is faithful to the tradition of previous EPR works
and employs Harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions. The second preserves the symmetry of the angular oscillator
by employing wavefunctions of the correct periodic symmetry [1].
Consider the Hamiltonian HR = -BB2/3<p2 + 1/2V3(1 -cos3<p), where B = h2/2l. A second order Taylor
expansion about each potential minima gives an approximate representation of the Hamiltonian of a strongly
hindered rotor as a Harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian:

(30)
Denoting the eigenfunctions by \n), where n is a nonnegative integer, the corresponding eigenvalues are given
by 3 v BV 3 (n+ 1/2).
Since the state |«) has a definite parity, (nle'^^ln) = (n|cos /tipln), which is real for any k. The matrix
element <n|e'**'|«> for general n is:

T k2V

L

(31)
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Considering only the ground state, this simplifies to:

<0|e'**|0>=exp

T k2

(32)

For the special case of k = - 2 this yields <0|e"i2¥>|0> = exp(- f \JB/Vi).
The coordinate space representation of the harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions employed in the above
calculations is:
y"<p
/ „ ( ? ) = <¥>!«> =

ifir2nn\

(33)

Hn{y<p)

for the (p = 0 centred oscillator and analogously for the <p = ±2TT/3

centred oscillators. In order to preserve the

Q.
X
V

70

Fig. 1. Calculations of the expectation value <exp(2i<p)) in the ground state harmonic oscillator eigenfunction centered in the <p = 0°
potential well for different values of V 3 / S , where V, is the potential barrier depth and B = fc/2I is the kinetic constant. The solid line
plot represent calculations assuming standard wavefunction as in Eq. (32). while the dotted line plot represent periodified wavefunction as in
Eq. (39). The small inset shows the difference between these two results.
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V3=950 K, |3A|=16 MHz
V3=900 K, |3A|=22 MHz
V3=850 K, |3A|=32 MHz
Vs=800 K, |3A|=46 MHz
— - V3=750 K, |3A|=67 MHz
V3=700 K, |3A|=100 MHz

Vj=600Kfl3A|=232 MHz

JLAXAJUJ

v ,=100

K, |3A|=55 GHz

V3=0K
3300 3320 3340 3360 3380 3400 3420 3440 3460 3480 3500

Field / Gauss

I

1
a

Fig. 2. Low temperature quantum-inertiai EPR lineshape calculations for the ( / = 1/2) methyl quantum rotor with hindering potential
barrier depth in the range V3 = 0-950 K. Ground state tunneling frequencies corresponding to the employed potential depths have been
calculated by numerical diagonalization of the motional Hamiltonian (ffs in Eq. (2)) and are reported for comparison. A potential twist
angle a = 0°, a hyperfine coupling constant a = 25.3 Gauss, a field of 3400 Gauss and a temperature of 10 K were employed as parameters.
A methyl rotor moment of inertia with 1.09 A bond lengths was used.

periodic symmetry of the angular oscillator, wavefunctions outlined above can be made periodic by virtue of the
following transformation [1,12]:
exp|

5 L _

'-\Hn{y{<p+2Trk))

For high potential barriers, V 3 » B, this representation can be replaced by a more convenient form based on
trigonometric functions [12]. For the ground state this gives the simple expression [1,12,13]:
/,(?)(xe':tGS'

(35)

The functions centred on the tp = ± 2 i r / 3 potential wells are obtained by simple translation. The Fourier
decomposition of these functions is given by:
(36)
Here, Im(x) is the hyperbolic Bessel function of order m. The normalized function is obtained from this:

07)
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The expectation value of e'** within this approximation is (if k is an integer):
•

(38)

.2-y-cosp r
6

For the special case of k = 2 (Note that <e~i2(P> = (e' 2 *')), this is:
(39)
A numerical comparison of the V3 /B dependence of this expression with that of the similar expression obtained
with regular wavefunctions is shown in Fig. 1. From this plot, it is evident that differences are negligible and
that the two expressions approach each other for large values of V3, thus indicating that the use of the simpler
expression of Eq. (32), obtained disregarding the periodic symmetry, is adequate for all practical purposes.
The above expression indicates a value of |(exp(-i2<p))| continuously closer to unity as V3 increases,
making e.g. the central proton line splitting smaller. This is expected as the system then is strongly concentrated
in the potential well and the wavefunction does not extend far outside the point <p = 0°. The observation of this
effect is, however, obscured in the limit where the tunnelling frequency is exceeded by the hyperfine coupling,
| 3 A | « a , since the A/£-mixing dramatically alters the structure of the spectrum. In the opposite limit,
V3 <K B, the wavefunction is not to a similar extent confined to the potential wells and a broader range of
orientations contribute to the expectation value, thus diminishing it.
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Fig. 3. / = 1/2 rotor first order transition sidebands. Low temperature quantum-inertial EPR lineshape calculations for the / = 1/2-nucleicontaining quantum rotor with potential twist angles in the range from a = 0°-60° in 5° intervals. A V, = 590 K hindering potential barrier
depth, a 5 K temperature, a 3400 Gauss field and an a - 25.3 Gauss hyperfine coupling constant were employed as parameters. A methyl
rotor moment of inertia with 1.09 A bond lengths was employed.
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4. The 7 = 1 / 2 quantum rotor spectrum
4.1. Central spectrum
The central spectrum for a methyl rotor for low temperature conditions has been frequently discussed in the
literature. In the present work, it may be observed to follow directly from the above general formulation. The set
of all combinations of spins m0, m+ and m_ not interrelated by C 3 permutations must be employed in the
above formalism. For / = l / 2 , the triples ( - 1 / 2 , - 1 / 2 , - 1 / 2 ) , ( + 1 / 2 , + 1/2, + 1/2),
( + 1 / 2 , - 1 / 2 , - 1 / 2 ) and ( - 1/2, + 1 / 2 , + 1 / 2 ) may be selected. For the M= ± 3 / 2 states, the M±
combinations vanish.
Under the assumption that zero-point vibration is negligible, i.e., 5 = 1, the spectrum obtained in the case of
a strongly hindered and that of a free rotor are similar, namely the 1:1:1:2:1:1:1 EPR spectrum spaced by half of
the hyperfme coupling constant a.
The standard septet methyl-rotor central spectrum has been examined in detail by other authors [2,4], and the
discussion of this issue in the present work therefore concludes by noting that the spectrum may be observed in
Fig. 2.

Table 1
Secular first order approximation transition frequencies of the / = 1 ^;C-CXj quantum rotor EPR spectrum
Mt

State

Frequency/field

Symmetry

3

11,1,1)

&>0+3a

A

2

11,1,0)

a)0+2a
iao+2a±l/2aS

A
E±

1

11,1.-1)

<wo + a
ft>0 + a ± aS

11.0,0)

<ao + a

10,0,0)
1-1,1,0)

<a0
w0
wo±v/3/2a5
w0

A
A
£±
,4

wo-a
w0 — a i ad
«0-a
wo-a±l/2a5

A
Ei
*
E±

II,-1,0)

-1

1-1,-1,1)
1-1,0,0)

.

A
E±

A

-2

1-1,-1,0)

<u o -2a
a>0-2a±\/2aS

A
Ei

-3

1-1,-1,-1)

a> 0 -3a

A

'a' is the hyperfine coupling constant and S = |(exp(i2 ip)} I may be assumed to be close to 1.
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4.2. First order transition sidebands
From the general formulas in Section 3.3, the position and intensity of the satellite lines are obtained. As
these spectral features depend strongly on both the tunnelling frequency |3zl| and the twist angle a, they
represent invaluable information to the spectroscopist. Calculating up to first order in position and setting the
zero-order central spectrum line intensity to unity, their positions and intensities are:
a 2 cos 2 35

= w0 ±3A± — (inner pair).

AE+:
2 cos*35

12A2)\

12 A

2

2

a sin 35

i = OJ0 ±3A±

AE_
18 A1 1 +

1+

72 A2

3a
—

(40)
(outer pair)

2
2rsin 35

72 A

In order to arrive at Eq. (40), it must be noted that (exp( - i2 <p)) is real.
To point out the most characteristic features of Eq. (40): A total of four lines can be present on each side of
the central spectrum. The centre of this quartet is positioned ±3 A from <u0. The splitting of the quartet is a/2.
(a) High temperature
8 7 6 .$•

£

5

"

3 2 1 -

-3

-a

-1

0

1

Field / a
(b) Low temperature

-i

0

1

2

3

4

Field / a
Fig. 4. (a) High temperature EPR spectrum of the ( / = I) ^;C-CX, quantum rotor, (b) Stick diagram of the low-temperature EPR spectrum.
Each individual transition have unit intensity in the diagram. The transitions labelled with a symbol are of E symmetry. The pair of
transitions labelled with the same symbol are E ± states from the same nuclear spin configuration. If A/E mixing is negligible, these lines
are averaged by thermal random three-site rotations and are replaced by the transitions labeled by the same symbol in the high temperature
spectrum (a).
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When the twist angle a is 45°, all four lines are visible with the same intensity. When a = 0° and 60°, only the
inner pair of lines are visible, and when a = 30° and 90°, only the outer pair of lines in each quartet is visible.
In Fig. 3, lineshape calculations have been performed employing the model outlined in Section 2. Calculated
spectra for twist angles between 0° and 60° are shown, with appearance matching the above description.
The experimental tunnelling sidebands of the methyl rotor in the CH3C(COOH)2 radical in X-irradiated
methyl malonic acid single crystals were studied by Mottley et al. [5], Clough and Hill [6] and Clough et al. [7]
and both tunnelling frequency and twist angle were extracted from those data.

4.3. A / E level mixing
When the potential is sufficiently large to make the tunnelling frequency much smaller than h2/21, the rigid
limit spectrum is obtained. In Fig. 2, ( / = 1/2) methyl rotor twist angle a = 0° spectra are calculated for
potentials in the range 0-950 K. It is observed how the tunnelling 1:1:1:2:1:1:1 septet grows into the 1:2:1:1:2:1
stopped rotor spectrum as the increase in potential induces mixing of the A and E levels, causing the sidebands
to increase in intensity as they move into and mix with the central spectrum. The results show that
spectroscopists should expect rather unusual spectra for a potential in the transition region 700-900 K.

•V,=600K,|34|=1.50MHz

•y j =550K,|3<sJ=2.78MHz

V,=500 K. |3a|=5.45 M H Z

11.0 MHz

-5a-4a-3a-2a -a 0 a 2a 3a 4a 5a
Field
Fig. 5. Low temperature quanmm-inertial EPR lineshape calculations for the ( / = I) ^ C - C D 3 quantum rotor with hindering potential
barrier depth in the range Vy ~ 0-650 K. Ground state tunneling frequencies corresponding to the employed potential depths have been
calculated by numerical diagonalization of the motional Hamiltonian and are reported for comparison. A potential twist angle or = 0°, a
hyperfine coupling constant a = 4.0 Gauss, a field of 3400 Gauss and a temperature of 5 K were employed as parameters. The moment of
inertia of a deuteriated methyl rotor with 1.09 A bond lengths was employed. The Vx = 0-300 K spectra should be compared with the stick
diagram of Fig. 4b.
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5. The 7 = 1 quantum rotor spectrum

5.1. The central spectrum
In contrast to the much-discussed / = 1/2 quantum rotor EPR septet, experimental reports on / = 1 quantum
rotors are sparse. Several reports of experiments on methyl-specific deuterated radicals exist [3,8], but the
potential barrier depths are in these cases too large to allow sufficient tunnelling to deviate from the classical
stopped rotor spectrum. This is due to the increased mass of deuterium, which lowers the tunnelling frequencies
substantially [8]. Clough and Poldy [14] have calculated stick diagrams of first order tunnelling deuterium rotor
EPR spectra using a less fundamental model treating the effects of molecular motion with an effective
Hamiltonian in a manner similar to standard Heisenberg-exchange-effect treatments. Experimental observations
in that work on methyl-malonic acid were believed by the authors to be attributable to fast tunnelling motion.
This hypothesis has, however, been contradicted by the interpretation of recent experimental findings on the
same system [8], strongly indicating a stopped rotor situation.
For the / = 1 rotor, the definition of the off-diagonal element parameter C introduced in Eq. (18) gives the
values | G | = S a / 2 for the spin states |1,1,0), |l,0,0>, | - 1 , - 1 , 0 ) , | - 1 , 0 , 0 ) , \G\ = 5 0 / 3 / 2 for | l , - l , 0 ) ,
1-1,1,0) and \G\ = 8a for |1,1, - 1 ) , | - 1 , - 1 , 1 ) , where 5 = |<exp(-2i<p)>|. This gives the first order
energy levels listed in Table 1, represented by the stick diagram of Fig. 4b. It is easily verified by recursion to

Table 2
Transition frequencies and intensities (relative to the zero order central spectrum) of the right hand side first order transition sideband of the
/ - 1 ^ C - C X 3 rotor EPR spectrum
M,

State

Frequency/field

Intensity

34 + a>0 +2a ~ \/4aB

2
2
sin 2 3a[x 2 /(l8(I + x 2 /72Xl ;c sin 3a/72))]
2
2
cos 2 3a[.t 2 /U8(l + .t2/72Xl x cos 3a/72))]

11,1,0)

34+ a>0 + a-l/4a8

4sin23a[x2/(,lS(.l + x2/18Xl + x 2 sin 2 3«/18))]
4cos 2 3a[x 2 /(18(l + jr/18Xl + Jt2cos23a/18))]
cos 2 3a[.t 2 /(18(l+ .t2/72Xl + * 2 cos 2 3a/72))]
sm 2 3a[.v 2 /(l8(l + xz/12X\ + .v2sin23a/72))]

11.-1,0)

34+ to0-/3/4aS
3 4 + <u o +/3/4aS
34 + OJ0 - / 3 / 4 a 8

3sin2(3a + 7r/
3cos2(3a + ir/
3cos2(3a - i r /
3sin!(3a - TT/

1-1.-1.1)

34+ uo-

ll.l.-l)

1-1.0.0)

-2

1-1,-1,0)

o +a+l/2aS
34+ aio + a-l/2aS

34+ w0

-a-[/2aS

34+<uo-2a+l/4a8
3A+
co0-2a~l/4a8

+ 3j 2 /72Xl+ 3x2sin2(3a + TT/4)/72))1
* 2 /72Xl + 3;c2cos2(3a +ir/4)/72»]
x 2 /72Xl + x2cos2(3a - T T / 4 ) / 7 2 ) ) ]
.v2/72Xl + .r2sin2(3a - ir/4)/72))]

4cos23a[.c;:/(18(l + ,r/18Xl + .t2cos23a/18))]
4sin 2 3a[.r : /U8(I + .r 2 /l8Xl + x 2 sin 2 3a/18))]
sin23a[.r2/(18(l + ,r : /72X! + jr2sin23a/72))]
cos23a[.\r2/(18(I + .tV72Xl + x2cos:3ar/72))]
cos23a[->r2/(18(l + .t2/72Xl + ,v-cos23a/72))]
.r : /72Xl + J-2sin23a/72))]

The left hand side spectrum has symmetrically related frequencies and intensities, .r = cr/ A1 where a is the isotropic coupling constant
and ]34| is the tunneling frequency. For large tunneling frequencies, | 3 4 | » a , all square brackets may be approximated by xz/18.
8 = Kexp(i2ip))| may be assumed to be close to 1.
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Eq. (25) that the free rotor spectrum of the & = 0. ± 1 rotary energy levels is identical to this spectrum. In the
V3 = 0-300 K -CD 3 absorption spectra of Fig. 5, calculated using the lineshape method described above, the
main features of this spectrum are easily recognized.
5.2. Thermally activated three-site exchange rotations
If the potential is sufficiently small to allow neglect of A/E level mixing, i.e., if the tunnelling frequency
\3A\ significantly exceeds the hyperfine coupling constant a, then the effect of thermally activated three site
exchange rotations can be shown to be [15] the interchange of the E+ and E_ lines for each nuclear spin state.
Thus, assuming that three-site exchange rotation across the barrier is the main source of thermal relaxation, the
unit-intensity transitions labelled by the same symbol in the stick diagram of Fig. 4b will be averaged by the
thermal process according to the Anderson [16,17] theory. At high temperatures, they will be replaced by a
double intensity line centred between the two original lines. This gives the 1:3:6:7:6:3:1 high temperature
spectrum represented by the stick diagram of Fig. 4a. In this figure, the averaged transitions are labelled by the
same symbol as the corresponding E± in Fig. 4b.
If A/E mixing does not occur, no A lines are broadened by three-site exchange rotations, as these only
affect £-states. If, however, A/E mixing is present to a significant extent, in the maximum broadening

ft— I

!

1

AJUUKJ

3490

3495

3500

3505

3510

Field / Gauss
Fig. 6. High field side / = 1 rotor first order transition sidebands. Low temperature quantum-inertial EPR lineshape calculations for the
( / = D-nuclei-conlaining quantum rotor with potential twist angles in the range from a — 0° to 60° in 5° intervals. A V, = 265 K hindering
potential barrier depth, a 5 K temperature, a 3421 Gauss field and an a — 4.0 Gauss hyperfine coupling constant were employed as
parameters. A deuteriated methyl rotor moment of inertia with 1.09 A bond lengths was used. The sideband to the right of the central,
spectrum is shown.
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Table 3
Transition frequencies of the / = 3/2 ^C-CX, quantum rotor EPR spectrum
M,

State

Frequency/field

Symmetry

9/2

13/2.3/2,3/2)

wo+9a/2

A

7/2

13/2,3/2, l/2>

w0 + 7a/2
w0 + 7a/2±aS/2

A
£±

13/2,3/2,-1/2)

aio+5a/2
w0 +5a/2± aS
w0 + 5a/2
w0 + 5a/2±aS/2

A
E
±
A

5/2
13/2,1/2,1/2)

3/2

11/2,1/2,1/2)
13/2,3/2.-3/2)
13/2,1/2,-1/2)
13/2,-1/2,1/2)

1/2

13/2,-3/2,1/2)
1-3/2,3/2,1/2)
13/2,-1/2,-1/2)
1-1/2,1/2,1/2)

-1/2

1-3/2,3/2,-1/2)
13/2,-3/2,-1/2)
1-3/2,1/2,1/2)
11/2,-1/2,-1/2)

-3/2

1-1/2,-1/2,-1/2)
1-3/2.-3/2,3/2)
[-3/2,-1/2,1/2)
1-3/2,1/2,-1/2)

-5/2

13/2,3/2,-1/2)
13/2,1/2,1/2)

w0 + 3a/2
w0 + 3a/2
w0 + 3a/2±3aS/2
w0 + 3a/2
w0 + 3a/2±/3a5/2
w0 + 3a/2
w0 + 3a/2±JlaS/2

E

±

A
A
E
±
A
E
±
A

£±

w0 + a/2
a>0 + a/2±/7a5/2
w0 + a/2
w0 + a/2±i/7aS/2
w0 + a/2
w0 + a/2±a6
<•>(, + a/2
w0 + a/2±aS/2

A
E±
A
*±
A
£±
A
E
±

w0 - a / 2
w0 -a/2±/?aS/2
w0 -a/1
w0 -a/l±flad/l
w0 -a/1
w0 -a/2±aS
w0 - a / 2
w0 -a/2±aS/2

A
E
±
A
E
±
A
E
±
A

w0
w0
w0
w0
w0
w0

-3a/2
-3a/2
-3a/2
-3fl/2±/3aS/2
-3a/:
-3o/2± v '3a5/2

w0
w0
w0
w0

-5a/:
-5a/2±aS
-Sa/2
-5a/2±a5/2

E

±

A
A
A
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Table 3 (continued)
M,

State

Frequency/field

Symmetry

-7/2

1-3/2,-3/2,-1/2)

A

-9/2

1-3/2,-3/2,-3/2)

a)0-7a/2
a>0-7a/2±aS/2
a>0-9a/2

E*
A

'a' is the hyperfine coupling constant and S = |<exp(i2<p))| may be assumed to be close to 1.

situation where the rotation exchange rate is close to the hyperfine coupling constant, also A-lines are
broadened. In this case, only the transitions of the | - 1, - I, - 1 ) , |0,0,0> and |1,1,1> states are visible in the
spectrum, like in classical models.
5.3. First order transition sidebands
For / = 1 systems, first order transition sidebands have not been experimentally observed, to our knowledge.
In Table 2, we give the explicit positions and intensities of the 7 = 1 first order sideband transitions. Fig. 6
shows, as an illustration, the sidebands obtained by calculating spectra in 5° twist angle intervals from a = 0° to
60° using the lineshape model outlined above.
5.4. A/E level mixing
The spectral anomalities introduced as the tunnelling frequency decrease into the region where A and E
levels start mixing and the sidebands move into the central spectrum are observed in the calculated V3 = 300-500
K spectra for a deuterated rotor in Fig. 5, where spectra are calculated using the lineshape formalism described
above.
It is apparent from Fig. 5 that a deuterated rotor tunnelling spectrum with observable sidebands should be
achieved for any system with a potential barrier depth not exceeding 350 K, a property that can be found by
examining the corresponding hydrogenated system, which is more readily available.

•6a

-4a

-2a

Field

2a

6a

Fig. 7. Low temperature EPR lineshape calculations for the ( / = 3/2) ^C-C-V, quantum rotor with a potential twist angle a = 0°, a
hyperfine coupling constant a = 5.0 Gauss, a field of 3400 Gauss and a 841 MH2 tunneling frequency were used as parameters. The model
employed for this system is secular in all spins and contains only the ground state vibration level to cut the calculation time.
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6. The / = 3 / 2 quantum rotor spectrum
Demonstrating further the above described general method and with the possible future applications of
interpreting experimental results in mind, the explicit positions and intensities of the low temperature tunnelling
spectrum transitions of the / = 3/2 rotor system is given in Table 3. The corresponding calculated spectrum is
given in Fig. 7, where a secular approximation is employed to cut calculation time.
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Effect of Isotopic Substitution on the Electron Spin Dynamics of the CH3C(COOH)2 Radical
in X-Irradiated Methyl Malonic Acid Powder: Intrinsic Potentials and Activation Energies
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The temperature-dependent EPR line shapes from the methyl rotor of the X irradiation-induced CHsC(COOH)2
radical in powder MMA (methyl malonic acid) and the X irradiation-induced radical CD3C(COOH>2 in methylspecifically deuterated powder MMA are studied experimentally for the temperature range 4.8 K (5 K) to 77
K (65 K). The hydrogenated system is simulated using a quantum inertial dynamical model with a hindering
potential and three-site exchange rotation. The deuterated system is simulated using a classical three-site
exchange model. The results show diat due to the increase in moment of inertia, the tunneling frequency is
negligible for the deuterated rotor, resulting in a stopped rotor low-temperature spectrum, while being
sufficiently large for the hydrogenated system for this to exhibit tunneling. From the low-temperature deuterated
analogue spectrum, the potential twist angle is estimated to 6 = ±50° ± 2° (+n-60°, n e Z). The siteexchange activation energy of the deuterium rotor is observed to be 387 K, substantially lower than the
hindering potential depth of 618 K. The hydrogenated system exchange rotation rate assumes a linear behavior
with 754 K activation energy in the classical region of temperatures above 50 K.

Introduction
Throughout the history of EPR, much attention has been paid
to the temperature study of radical fragments of the type )CCH3 in solids, where the methyl group is undergoing hindered
rotary or vibratory motion with respect to the lone electron
orbitaL1 One reason for this is that it forms a very simple model
system for the examination of the interplay between on one hand
quantum mechanical effects particularly dominant at low
temperature, such as mass dependence, the Pauli exclusion
principle and tunneling, and on the other hand stochastic
reservoir interactions responsible for high-temperature effects.
Contrary to the low-temperature quantum effects, the reservoir
. interactions are believed to be mass independent.2 Methylspecific isotopic substitution is therefore a very important tool
in examining the relative influence of these mechanisms.3'4
The methyl rotation in the radical CHjQCOOHh induced
in powder MMA (methyl malonic acid) by x irradiation has
previously been studied by Heller,5 Clough et al.,s Clough and
Hill,7 Clough et al.,8 and by Mottley et al.9
The earlier work5 suffers from the misinterpretation of the
composite spectrum of the two radicals present in unannealed
x-irradiated MMA caused by the assumption that the E-lines
of the CH3C(COOH)2 1:1:1:2:1:1:1 tunneling septet visible in
the spectrum is due to the other radical. In a theoretical
benchmark treatise by Freed,10 the quantum septet EPR spectrum
of >C-CH3 radicals is later recognized.
In the EPR/ENDOR work by Clough et al.6 on single-crystal
MMA, the low-temperature tunneling 1:1:1:2:1:1:1 EPR septet
of the CH3C(COOH)2 radical is appreciated and confirmed by
f
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Teachers College of Education.
^ Lund University.
9
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ENDOR measurements. A value for the tunneling frequency
is obtained from the low-temperature ENDOR data by using
an effective spin Hamiltonian operator including the tunneling
splitting in a way inspired by the Heisenberg spin exchange
model. In the present study, the potential barrier depth is
obtained from the reported tunneling frequency by numerical
calculations. Moreover, a model taking into account the full
molecular degrees of freedom including all important vibration
levels is employed in interpreting the experimental findings of
the present work.
In the EPR/ELDOR works on single-crystal MMA by Clough
et al.,8 Mottley et al.,' and Clough and Hill,7 experimental firstorder transition sidebands are studied. Stating simplified
formulas for the potential twist angle dependence of the relative
intensities of the sideband transitions, Clough et al.8 interpret
their findings in terms of a value for the this angle. The twist
angle (<5 in eq 1) is the angle separating the potential minimum
and the lone electron 2p orbital. In the present work, the same
parameter is accurately determined from the deuterated analogue
low-temperature spectrum. It is shown that the intensity ratio
of the hydrogenated system sideband is consistent with the twist
angle observed by us.
It is observed in the present work that, due to the increased
mass, the deuterated analogue radical is stopped at low
temperatures, although the hydrogenated system exhibit tunneling effects at similar temperatures. This extreme inertia!
effect allows the use of a classical three-site exchange model
in the deuterated analogue case while a line shape model
combining three-site exchange rotation with the quantum-inertial
rotor Hamiltonian must be employed in the hydrogenated case.
The work of Clough et al.6 and in particular the works on
sidebands by Clough et al.,8 Mottley et al.,' and Clough and
Hill7 represent very accurate measurements of the tunneling
frequency from low-temperature experiments. The experimental
© 1997 American Chemical Society
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temperature dependence of the exchange rates for the same
radical and its deuterated analogue reported in the present work,
therefore allows an investigation of the relationship between
the potential barrier depth and the site-exchange activation
energy.
Experimental Section
MMA powder with quoted purity of not less than 99% was
irradiated at room temperature for 5—7 min with a W-anode
X-ray tube operating at 70 kV and 20 mA. First derivative
EPR spectra were recorded at X-band with a Varian E9 EPR
spectrometer employing 100 kHz field modulation. The temperature dependence of the spectra was obtained by passing
helium gas into the sample cavity using an Oxford ESR-9
cryostat.
Two main radicals CH3CH(COOH) and CH3C(COOH)2 were
present in the EPR spectrum of MMA after X irradiation, in
agreement with previous studies.5-6 It was possible to obtain
clean CH3C(COOH>2 spectra by first heating the irradiated
sample for 10—12 h at 80 °C after irradiation. The line shape
of CH3C(COOH)2 in the temperature range 77 to 300 K was
observed to be the 1:3:3:1 high-temperature quartet. Reversible
changes were observed in the line shape when the sample was
brought below 77 K.
As will be pointed out in the discussion section, we believe
the particular method of preparation of the deuterated sample
CD3CH(COOH}2 is highly important to be secured of the
removal of all irrelevant radicals and is therefore given in detail.
The diethyl ester, CD3CH(CO2C2H5)2, was prepared by
reaction of CD^BT and sodium diethyl malonate." GLC of the
distilled product showed it to be >95% pure. The ester (5.3 g,
30 mmol) was hydrolyzed by boiling KOH (86%, 5.9 g, 90
mmol) in water (8 mL) and ethanol (45 mL) for 2h. After
evaporation of the ethanol and addition of water (30 mL) the
solution was acidified by hydrochloric acid. The diacid was
obtained by continuous extraction of this solution by diethyl
ether. The ether was evaporated and the CD3CH(COOH)2
recrystallized from a mixture of ethyl acetate and hexane,12 mp
127-131 °C (dec). 'H NMR (CD3CN): 6 3.45 (s, C-H), ~9.8
(s, very broad, O-H).
The deuterated analogue of the MMA was irradiated and
annealed in the same way as the hydrogenated sample. EPR
spectra were obtained at X-band with a Bruker ER200D-SRC
spectrometer. Two main components were observed in the EPR
spectrum of irradiated MMA-d3, CD 3 CH-COOH and CD3C(COOH)2 in agreement with the hydrogenated compound. Only
the CD3C(COOH)2 radical remained after annealing of the
sample. At 65 K the spectrum showed seven lines which
changed reversibly into a pattern of four very broad lines at 5
K.

A general approach employing stochastic modeling of the
reservoir has been suggested by Freed.14 A stochastic Liouville
operator introduces random transitions between molecular
energy levels. However, again, the complexity of the model
makes it difficult to use without further simplifications.
Freed10 has proposed a simplifying assumption that the
interaction with the reservoir occurs in random instantaneous
events.
Gamble et al.15 proposed an alternative simplification based
on the assumption that the coupling of the spin rotational system
to the lattice is sufficiently strong to retain the system at
equilibrium in the course of the experiment. This model failed
to explain particular experimental observations.'
Clough and Poldy16 assumed a strongly hindered rotor mainly
residing in one of the three potential minima. Interactions with
the reservoir randomly provide sufficient energy for the rotor
to instantaneously pass over the barrier, without affecting spin
degrees of freedom. For a rotor with a tunneling frequency
sufficiently large to prevent A/E mixing, this stochastic threesite jump model effectively interchanges only the two Esymmetry molecular states for each vibrational level, thus
averaging the EPR lines from these states. This model has been
successfully applied recently by Matsushita et al..17 In an
attempt to also account for the temperature dependence of
sideband positions, Clough and Hill7 and Allen18 introduce a
model involving only a few vibration levels and a stochastic
jumping between the tunneling frequencies of these.
1. The Isolated Quantum Rotor Model. The isolated
quantum rotor model assumes the rotors to be initially in thermal
equilibrium with the reservoir at temperature T. In the course
of the experiment, they are assumed not to interact with the
reservoir and therefore follow the dynamic law of the quantum
mechanical Liouville equation.
3p(0 _
dt

^

CD

2° cos

L - —n S-l

n

\

3

Here, p(t) is the density operator, S and {LJ are electron
spin and nuclear spin operators for spin n = - 1 , 0, 1,
respectively, V3 is the potential barrier depth, / is the moment
of inertia for the rotor, and If = [H, ...]. All other symbols
have their usual meaning.2
The absorption EPR line shape in the linear response
approximation is

Reservoir Interaction Models
(2)
One of the largest problems of modeling C3 rotor dynamics
in solids is that of including temperature variations in a quantum
mechanical dynamic model. The description of the complex
thermal interactions between the methyl rotor system and its
reservoir has been subjected to a variety of simplified models.
Perhaps the most detailed model proposed is the phonon bath
model of Heidemann et al.,13 in which both system and reservoir
are described by Hamiltonians. However, an unreasonably large
number of unknown parameters are left to be experimentally
determined.

Here, intrinsic broadening of magnitude 1/T2 has been added.
Inherent in this formalism is the assumption that the initial rotor
system condition is equilibrium.
By expanding eq 2 into the real eigenbasis of H, the following
further simplification is achieved (summation over m and n is
implicit):
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(k\S+\n)(m\S+\k) - {n\S+\k)(m\S+\k)
(k\S+\n)(k\S+\m})e-£l/kT]

x

-

N

(.a>-(Em-En)f+\IT2

(3)

Performing the calculations in the Hilbert and not in the
Liouville space shortens the calculation time dramatically. Each
of the remaining matrix elements calculations reduce to a single
loop over all basis vectors since eigenvectors for S : are
employed, and the principal numerical problem is thus the
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian.
To minimize calculation time and numerical instability, a
representation in which the Hamiltonian is real symmetric is
chosen, specifically the real Fourier series basis2 functions {cos
k<pl*Jn, jfceN}U{sin kq>l-fit, /:eN}Ul/V2Jr. A starting point
for further refinement is therefore the product of these functions
with the nuclear spin basis functions |m-imomi> where \m^) is
the eigenfunction of the 1^ operator in eq 1.
For three identical nuclei, the Pauli principle requires overall
wave functions that are unchanged under two two-nuclei
interchanges. This renders the totally symmetric C3 representation the only acceptable. By projection operator methods,
functions possessing this symmetry are extracted from the
above-assumed basis." They are

^sinf^-IS)])
-j=sin.\k\<p,k<0

|i)=

k= 0

\m-imomi)

|2> = Imim-imo)

(4)

-pcos|*|<z>, k > 0 |3) = |mi/«om-i)
Wit
The spin functions {|i)} are interrelated by Cj rotations or
cyclic permutation of indices. If all combinations of spin labels
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0
200

400
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800

1000

V 3 /K
Figure 1. The tunneling frequency 3Ao in MHz calculated from the
numerical diagonalization of the molecular Hamiltonian and plotted
against the hindering potential depth, V3, in K for the rotor —CH) (solid
line) and the rotor - C D j (dotted line).

(nti,m2,m}) not inter-relateable by cyclic permutations are
employed once, the joint set of corresponding {O*} forms a
complete orthonormal totally symmetric basis for the problem.
In the case of all three nuclei in the same spin state, only basis
vectors with (k = 3n, neZ) exist
The fundamental assumption of the model is that the
temperature is fairly low, so that the rotor system is isolated
from the reservoir during the experiment. Unlike many previous
quantum mechanical theories,15'16 the complete molecular
Hamiltonian (cf. eq 1) is included, and the initial Boltzmann
distribution is taken into account and is allowed to be affected
by the electron spin dynamics through the hyperfine interaction.
For the low-temperature limit, the model should therefore in
itself be adequate, while it fails to account for the increasing
degree of reservoir interactions as the temperature increases. A
characteristic property of the model is therefore that it fails to
give an averaged high-temperature spectrum for reasonable
temperatures and potentials of the order of magnitude most
frequently reported in the literature, a problem common to such
models.1 To make the model valid in the entire temperature
range, a stochastic three-site exchange rotation model is
included, as is discussed below.

2. Thermally Activated Three-Site Exchange Rotations. It has been shown that the three-site jump model rotating motional
wave functions 0°, ±120° can be reduced to an effective two-site jump process interchanging the molecular eigenstates E+ and
3_ 16.17 following Clough and Poldy,16 the Anderson theory20 for calculating resultant spectra from a two-site jump process is
employed. Each pair of E-lines obtained in the resultant spectrum from the quantum Liouvillean calculations is replaced by the
calculated two-site jump process resultant spectrum before they are added to the total output spectrum, taking into account the
original intrinsic broadening. Following Abragam,21 given an intrinsic broadening of 1/r, a jump rate of £2, and taking the average
and the interval between the E doublet to be ft and <5, respectively, the resultant line shape is calculated:

i(-(a> -ft)-

Q

'

Q
6/2) - Q - 1/T

(5)

(6)

1(0))'

- 32r>(cu - fif - 16r4<52Q 4

2

( 6 4 T Q - 8r4<52

- 128rQ -

32r2)(cu - ft)2 + r4<54 + 16r3c52£2 +

+ 32r
• 64T£2 + 16

(7)
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The above model is valid under the assumption that A/E level
mixing is negligible, which is guaranteed if the tunneling
frequency 3Ao exceeds the hyperfine coupling constant.19 To
be able to test that A/E mixing really is absent, a secular
Hamiltonian with one A-level and two E-levels is employed in
a stochastic Liouvillean rotating all states by three-site exchange
rotations. This model is accurate in describing the effect of
stochastic rotation on mixed states, but does not take into
account the exact Hamiltonian with all vibration levels initially
Boltzmann-distributed. A genera] model not subjected to any
of the limitations of these models is in preparation.
Results
The EPR/ENDOR investigations of Clough et al.6 on the
CH3C(COOH)2 radical of MMA conclude with an estimate of
3Ao = 160 ± 30 MHz for the tunneling frequency. The
observations by Clough et al.8 Mottley et al.9 and Clough and
Hill7 on first-order transition EPR sidebands, offer a refinement
of the tunneling frequency to 196 MHz using methods that
secure high accuracy of the result. These results are therefore
not questioned in the present work.
Figure 1 shows numerical calculations of the ground-statevibration-level tunneling frequency 3Ao for various potential
barrier depths for —CD3 and — CHj rotors obtained by diagonalizing the rotor Hamiltonian # R of eq 1. The value of 3Ao
= 196 MHz for a -CH3 rotor is observed to correspond to a
potential barrier depth of about 618 K. For this potential barrier
depth, Figure 1 gives a deuterium tunneling frequency of about
1.13 MHz. A value this much smaller than the hyperfine
coupling results in an effective stopped rotor spectrum. The
reason for the considerable reduction in tunneling frequency is
the reduced deuterium amplitude of zero-point torsional oscillation22 related to the mass increase.
The reports7"9 on low temperature first order transition
sidebands exterior to the central 1:1:1:2:1:1:1 spectrum provide
useful information about a structural parameter that can be
discussed in the light of the findings reported here. Assuming
only zero vibration level contribution, secular approximation
and validity of first-order perturbation theory, the relative
intensities of the four lines present in each of the two sidebands
give useful indication of the hindering potential twist angle 6
of eq 1. It can be shown that with these approximations, the
intensifies of the inner and the outer transitions in the quartet
sideband on each side of the central spectrum are given by eq
8, (scaled so that the central spectrum transitions have intensity
unity to zero order in the states).19
a2 cos 2 3<5

co = cu0 ± 3A,) ± - (inner pair)

(i) = co0 ± 3A0 ± - j (outer pair) (8)
A version of this relationship is given in the original work
by Mottley et al.9 From the experimental observations of
Mottley et al.,9 a ratio of approximately 2:1 between inner and
outer pair of lines in the sideband quartets may be estimated.

S0rnes et al.
By employing eq 8 (the denominator may be neglected), this
ratio is related to a twist angle of 6 — ± 50° ± 2° +n-60°,
neZ. Clough et al.8 assume the same relationship and report a
twist angle of <5 = 12° + n-120°, not observing the full
ambiguiety in this result. The experimental results on the
deuterium analogue radical presented in the present work offer
an estimate of this parameter consistent with the choice 5 =
±50° ± 2° +n-60°, «sZ.
1. Hydrogenated Radical Spectrum Temperature Dependence. The line shape simulation method outlined above,
employs a full quantum mechanical treatment of the rotary
degrees of freedom. It includes a form of three-site exchange
stochastic rotations of the motional wave function that is valid
for high potential (with respect to the kinetic constant t\2/2T)
and sufficiently large tunneling splitting (with respect to the
isotropic coupling constant a) to prevent A/E-state mixing. It
is assumed that the magnitude 3Ao = 196 MHz observed in
this system is sufficient for this condition to be valid. Judging
from the low intensity ratio between satellite lines and central
spectrum,7"9 it is concluded that A/E-mixing is negligible for
our purposes.
The experimental spectra obtained from X irradiation induced
CH3C(COOH)2 radicals (possibly with other radicals present
in minor concentrations) in MMA powder at 4.8—77 K are
shown in Figure 2a. Spectra calculated using the stochastic
quantum dynamical model outlined in the present work were
fitted to the experimental observations of Figure 2a by variation
of the exchange rotation rate 1/r. The parameters a = 25.28
G, V3 = 618 K, 6 = 50°, and the experimental temperatures
were used as input. The calculated spectra showing an optimal
fit with the experiments are shown in Figure 2b.
Three remarks should be made concerning the interpretation
of the experimental spectra. First, it is observed that the
outermost lines of the low-temperature experimental septet
spectrum are more broadened than other parts. This is probably
due to the effect of hyperfine anisotropy in the powder sample,
since the transitions where all nuclei have identical spin quantum
numbers are more affected by the anisotropy than other
transitions, and since this broadening is absent in single-crystal
samples.6 Second, there is a small peak between the central
pair of transitions in the high temperature 1:3:3:1 spectrum not
seen in the calculated spectra. The presence of such a peak is
not compatible with a 1:3:3:1 intensity ratio with our models.
Furthermore, focusing on fitting 50—77 K spectra to the shape
of this peak alone is not consistent with fitting to the remaining
features of these spectra. For these reasons, this particular peak
is believed to result from other radicals or effects otherwise
not inherent in our models and it is not paid attention to in the
temperature range indicated, when fitting spectra. Clough et
al.6 report the ENDOR observation of a second radical with
tunneling frequency of about 600 MHz. The observed peak
may originate from such a radical, or from radicals of entirely
different chemical structure. Third, it should be noted that the
line shape model used does not let the stochastic exchange
influence the sidebands. Thus, the sidebands barely observed
in the calculated spectra of Figure 2b do not show correct
temperature dependence.
The rotation exchange rates of the calculated spectra giving
an optimal fit to the experiments for the given temperatures
are plotted against inverse temperature in Figure 3. The plot
reveals a kink at about 50 K. For temperatures above this kink,
an Arrhenius type exchange rate expression of activation energy
754 K (±127 K) may be fitted to the observations. At
temperatures below this point, a similar expression with 275 K
(±55 K) activation energy may be fitted to the points. The
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental EPR spectra from the 01136(00011)2 radical in X-irradiated powder MMA in the temperature range 4.8-77 K. (b)
Calculated spectra using a full molecular Hamiltonian model with hindering potential depth Vj = 618 K, hyperfine coupling constant a = 25.28
G, potential twist angle d = 50°, temperatures as indicated in Figure 2a and stochastic exchange rotation rates as indicated in Figure 3.
allowing A/E mixing, but assuming only zero vibration level
contributions and secular Hamiltonian.
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Figure 3. Stochastic three-site exchange rotation rates 1/r, employed
for calculating the spectra shown in Figure 2b showing the optimal
correspondence to the experiments of Figure 2a of CH3C(COOH)2
radicals in X-irradiated MMA. ln(l/r) in units of ln(MHz) is plotted
logaritmically against inverse temperature in K~'. The lines represent
the optimal linear fits to the 4.8-50 K temperature region (Activation
energy 754 K (±127 K)) and the 50-77 K region (Activation energy
275 K (±55 K)). The lowest (and highest) temperature data point is
represented only with "error" bar, as the spectrum is unchanged for
temperatures below (and above) the indicated temperature. This is the
low (and high) temperature limit.
diverse behaviors in the classical and tunneling regions have
been EPR-observed by other authors 17 ' 23 using similar models.
These observations conform with the theory of tunneling in
chemical kinetics. As has been pointed out by Bell, 24 the effect
of tunneling is to lower the activation energy. Thus, at
temperatures where tunneling is dominant, a lower activation
energy is expected, resulting in a kink in the reaction-rate vs
temperature plot.
The analysis results obtained with the above presented line
shape model were supported by similar findings using a quantum
mechanical model with random three-site exchange rotation

2. Deuterated Radical Spectrum Temperature Dependence. The experimental spectra obtained from X irradiation
induced CD3C(COOH)2 radicals in methyl-specific deuterated
MMA powder at 5—65 K are shown in Figure 4a.
A stopped rotor spectrum is expected of the deuterated
analogue radical, due to the small tunneling frequency. Indeed,
employing the quantum mechanical line shape calculation
program outlined above with a V3 = 618 K potential, a
temperature of 5 K, an isotropic hyperfine coupling constant
of a = 4.0 G and a <5 = 50° twist angle gives a spectrum
identical with that of a classical deuterated methyl rotor stopped
at 50°. To have a good fit with the experimental spectrum,
twist angles of absolute value between ±48° and ±52° (+n-60°)
must be employed. The optimal fit is achieved for 6 — ±50°
+ n-60°, n eZ. From the study of the hydrogenated system
sidebands or the deuterated analogue low-temperature spectrum
alone, it is not possible to exclude the possibility of a 6-fold
potential. However, as argued by Clough et al., ! a 6-fold
potential symmetry requires an environment containing a plane
of symmetry. This, in turn, would suggest a symmetric
equilibrium orientation of the rotor with respect to the lone
electron 2p orbital, which is not the case for this system.
Based on the above observations, it is assumed that a purely
classical three-site exchange model mixing the three hyperfine
couplings corresponding to 50°, 170°, and 290° rotor orientations
will be adequate for representing the experimental observations.
A program developed earlier4 is employed for these calculations, using the parameters a = 4.0 G and 6 = 50° and varying
the exchange rate 1/r to fit the calculations to the experimental
observations. The calculated spectra showing optimal correspondence with the observations are shown in Figure 4b. The
exchange rates obtained in this fashion are plotted against
inverse temperature in Figure 5. An Arrhenius type exchangerate temperature-dependence seems compatible with these data.
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Figure 4. (a) Experimental EPR spectra from the CDjCfCOOH^ radical in X-irradiated powder of methyl-speciiic deuterated MMA in the temperature
range 5—65 K. (b) Calculated spectra using a classical three-site exchange model with a hyperfine coupling constant a — 4.0 G, a potential twist
angle b = 50°, temperatures as indicated in Figure 4a and exchange rates as indicated in Figure 5.
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Figure S. Stochastic three-site exchange rates \lx, employed for
calculating the spectra shown in Figure 4b showing the optimal
correspondence to the experiments of Figure 4a of CD3C(COOH>2
radicals in X-irradiated methyl-specific deuterated powder MMA. ln(l/
r) in units of ln(MHz) is plotted logaritmically against inverse
temperature in K~l. The solid line represents the best linear fit with an
activation energy of £u> = 387 K (±21 K) and a preexponential factor
of AD = 0.22 x 10s MHz. The lowest (and highest) temperature data
point is represented only with "error" bar, as the spectrum is unchanged
for temperatures below (and above) the indicated temperature. This is
the low (and high) temperature limit

The best fit of simulations to experiments assuming the
Arrhenius exchange rate 1/r = AD exp(—E^jj/kT) is obtained
using AD = 0.22 x 106 MHz and EiB = 387 K (±21 K).
The deuterated analogue analysis results obtained with the
classical three-site exchanged model were supported by very
similar findings using a quantum mechanical model with random
three-site exchange rotation allowing A/E mixing, but assuming
only zero vibration level contributions and secular Hamiltonian.
Discussion
The tunneling frequency 3Ao = 196 MHz reported by Mottley
et al.,9 Clough et al.,8 and Clough and Hill7 for the CH3C-

(COOH>2 radical in MMA is supported by the new experimental
investigations in the present work and the interpretation of the
low-temperature hydrogenated system tunneling spectrum and
the deuterated analogue radical stopped rotor spectrum. The
accuracy with which the tunneling frequency can be estimated
from the sideband detection7"9 should be very high and it is
interpreted in the present work in terms of a 618 K hindering
potential barrier depth.
Furthermore, the present experimental EPR observations of
the deuterated analogue radical suggests a twist angle <5 = ±50°
± 2° (+n-60°, neZ). This value is consistent with the sideband
intensity ratio observed7"9 for the hydrogenated radical.
In an EPR/ENDOR study on radicals in deuterated MMA
by Clough and Poldy,22 a low-temperature EPR spectrum of
entirely different appearance than what is presented here, is
associated with the CD3C(COOH)2 radical. The authors of that
work are not able to match their observations consistently with
theory for any choice of spectral parameters without introducing
ad hoc assumptions of quadrupole-related selective broadening
in parts of the EPR and the ENDOR spectrum. The observations
are finally interpreted as that of a rotor tunneling at a frequency
in excess of 10 MHz. The experimental findings in the present
work may be consistently interpreted as those of a stopped rotor,
in accordance with quantum-inertial line shape calculations for
hindering potential depth and twist angle identical with that of
the hydrogenated radical. We therefore assume that the
experimental spectra of Clough and Poldy22 cannot be assigned
to the isolated CD3C(COOH)2 radical. It is possible that their
findings may be assigned to a radical of very similar chemical
structure, but with different potential barrier. The presence of
several radical species may even be suggested. The reason for
these problems may lie in the method of obtaining the deuterated
sample (cf. Experimental Section).
Returning to the present work, the observed activation energy
of 754 K (±126 K) for the thermally induced methyl rotation
of the hydrogenated radical in the high-temperature region is
larger than the 618 K intrinsic potential barrier. The deuterated
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Figure 6. Calculated low-temperature spectrum (no exchange) of the
CDiC(COOHh radical with hyperfine coupling constant a = 4.0 G,
potential twist angle 6 = 50°, potential barrier depth V, = 387 K and
similar broadening as for the calculations in the 5K spectrum of Figure
4b.
analogue radical exhibits an exchange activation energy of 387
K (±21 K), considerably lower than the intrinsic potential
barrier.
The results reported in the present work are surprising in two
ways: First, that the hydrogenated and deuterated radical do
not exhibit similar activation energies in the high-temperature
region; second, that in particular the deuterated system has an
activation energy very different from the intrinsic potential
barrier depth.
As stated in the Introduction, it has previously been argued
that >C-CH3 radicals and methyl-deuterated analogue radicals
should exhibit the same exchange rates, both on theoretical2
and experimental3 grounds. The experimental observations of
Erickson et a]. 3 do indicate small discrepancies between such
systems, but they are believed to be insignificant. It should be
noted that those experiments are conducted at much higher
temperatures than the experiments reported in the present work.
The results of Erickson et al.3 indicate a higher activation energy
for the deuterated analogue radical, i.e., in contrast to our
findings.
The hydrogenated radical spectrum shows subsidiary peaks
not reproducible by our theory which are believed to originate
from other radicals, and the ENDOR observations of Clough
et al.6 indicate the presence of a radical of 600 MHz tunneling
frequency, which is equivalent to a 230 K potential barrier depth.
An alternative hypothesis could therefore be to assume that the
deuterated spectra are influenced greatly by such a radical. This
assumption may be rejected for two reasons. First, the quality
of the fit of the single radical model to the experiments is rather
good. Second, a potential barrier depth equal to the activation
energy of 387 K would give a tunneling frequency of about 27
MHz. This may be observed from the calculations of Figure 6
to give a severely distorted low-temperature spectrum. It is
therefore definite from our results alone that the observed
activation energy cannot be interpreted as an intrinsic potential
barrier. Thus, the parameters Vj and £a.o both correspond to
the same single radical, which is the methyl-deuterated analogue
of the CH3C(COOH)2 radical discussed in the literature*-9 and
in the present work.
Although believed to be subjected to numerous intermolecular
perturbations, the thermal activation energy of site-exchange
processes of )C-CH3 radicals are observed by some authors to
reflect intrinsic potential barrier depths.17 There exist works
that seem to contradict this; In the work of Geoffroy et al.23 on
a tunneling methyl rotor radical in X-irradiated 2,2,5-trimethyI-

l,3-dioxane-4,6-dione crystals, an intrinsic potential barrier
depth estimated from the tunneling frequency is twice the size
of the activation energy of obtained from the linear hightemperature region of the exchange rotation rate plot.
In liquids, two mechanisms of activation energy modification
have been suggested. Rakhimov et al.25 discuss the indirect
cage effect which they assume can give up to 50% reduction in
the free activation energy of intramolecular chemical exchange
due to the solvent. Additionally, the exchange rate125 is
inversely proportional to the friction parameter, which in liquids
has an exponential temperature dependence thus affecting the
effective overall activation energy. In the case of onedimensional rotation in crystals, the interpretation of this
parameter, beyond that it represents a simplified representation
of the dissipative interaction with the reservoir, is not very lucid.
We can, however, see no reason for it not to be exponentially
temperature-dependent.
It has been pointed out to us that the reason deuterium has a
lower activation energy may be related to the fact that the zeropoint vibrational amplitude is smaller, making the deuterium
atom in a molecule "smaller" than hydrogen.
An alternative theory involving the observed inertial dependence is the spin-rotation interaction discussed by Gutowsky
et al.,26 Brown et al.,27 and Hubbard.28 This interaction is shown
to have a temperature-dependent effect on nuclear relaxation
in liquids28 that is also dependent on the nuclear species.24 It
may be, however, that the rotational correlation time is too short
for the coupling.
Whatever the mechanism may be, it seems apparent that the
relationship between activation energies and hindering potentials
for the methyl rotor is rather complex and not yet fully
understood.
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Abstract
The first-order A- and E-state mixing in tunneling methyl rotors as a mechanism for observable electron spin-echo
envelope modulation (ESEEM) spectra is demonstrated. Explicit formulas for the ESEEM frequencies and intensities are
obtained using a secular model. At low temperatures in systems where the hyperfine coupling a is exceeded by the tunneling
frequency 34, the results simplify to the two positive weight components at 3A ± a/4 and the two negative weight
components at 6 A and a/2 of half intensity. Numerical ESEEM simulations based on the diagonalization of the full
spin-rotatioiv Hamiltonian support these findings. The generalization to higher spin rotors is pointed out. © 1998 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Since the first general (but electron spin secular) electron spin-echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) theory
was developed by Mims [1], it has been assumed that the observation of ESEEM requires mixing of the nuclear
spin states and thus either anisotropic hyperfine interaction or quadrupolar interaction [2]. In the present work
we examine theoretically a mechanism of ESEEM in systems with isotropic hyperfine interaction and no
quadrupole interaction. This mechanism does not depend on any part of the spin Hamiltonian that is electron or
nuclear nonsecular, but rests purely on the quantum dynamical properties of the system through first-order
mixing of rotational and electron spin states.
The hindered rotational reorientation of the methyl rotor of the > C-CH 3 -type radical fragment in single
crystals or powders is one of the most frequently studied dynamical processes in electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) [3]. At low temperatures, the quantum tunneling of the methyl rotor in such systems gives rise
to the well-known 1:1:1:2:1:1:1 septet in EPR [4]. As the hindering potential depth increases, the tunneling
frequency is reduced and the EPR spectrum approaches that of a stopped methyl rotor [4,5].
One interesting experimental parameter in this system is the tunneling frequency, since this may be employed
to obtain an accurate estimate of the hindering potential [4,5]. The central EPR tunneling spectrum does,
however, not contain accurate and direct information about the magnitude of the tunneling frequency [5]. It has
been demonstrated by Mottley et al. [6], Clough and Hill [7] and Clough et al. [8] that under favourable
experimental conditions, the tunneling frequency may be accurately determined from first-order EPR transition
0009-2614/98/$ 19.00 & 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PII: S0009-26I4(98)00205-X
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sidebands, optimally observed by electron-electron double resonance (ELDOR). In the present work, an
alternative method is outlined for obtaining twice the tunneling frequency directly, as a frequency component in
the ESEEM signal from this system. Another component is half of the hyperfine coupling constant a, thus
enabling the direct observation of the two most important parameters of this system in the same experiment. It
should be noted that current technical limitations may complicate the observations in many practical cases. It
should also be noted that the results and theory presented in the present work pertain purely to the case
5 = 1/2.

2. Numerical calculations of the ESEEM signal
A simulation program for calculating the ESEEM signal from a one-dimensional tunneling rotor of
C3-symmetry is outlined below and the resulting simulations are examined in the following section. The
subunits of the program not explicitly dealing with the ESEEM lineshape have been described previously [5]
and only the most important features are pointed out here.
The rotational and spin Hamiltonian of the C3-symmetry (3-coupling quantum rotor system is [4,5]:

E «„/,,

Hz

2-ir
- — n +

a\S-In

(1)

Here, a is the hyperfine coupling constant (twice the line splitting in the EPR tunneling septet), u>0 and {wn} are
the electron and nuclear Zeeman frequencies, respectively and a is the potential twist angle, the angle of the
potential minima, which for simplicity has been moved to the hyperfine coupling by a translation of the angle
scale. The other symbols have their usual meaning.
The Pauli principle requires spin-rotational nuclear wavefunctions of definite exchange symmetry, i.e.
invariant under two successive two-particle interchanges, such as C 3 operations. This restricts the basis set to
functions that have overall spin-rotational C-j-symmetry of representation A. Real basis functions are chosen for
optimal performance. The resulting basis set is [5]:
2-nk

2-irk,

n+v.])~

_> s i n -
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Here, the nuclear spin state is denoted by the /

eigenvalue for each of the three nuclei in a bracket
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T]o = |m_ mom+). The first quantum number appearing in the bracket always refers to nucleus n = - 1, the
second one nucleus n = 0 and the third one nucleus number n= 4-1. The above definition yields a real,
complete, orthonormal set of A-symmetry basis functions when all possible sets of quantum numbers
(m , m0, m+) not related by C 3 permutations are employed.
In the present work, rather than using the traditionally employed rotating frame [1,9], the more recent
approach of e.g. Nordh and Benetis [10] of calculating in the laboratory system is adopted. The following result
may be confirmed by transforming in reverse standard rotating-frame calculations. In the laboratory frame, the
evolution of the density operator in the primary two-pulse ESEEM experiment is:
p ( 2 r ) = e i w t r e" i i r < < : o s ( a ' ! l T ) 5 ; " s i n ( ' u » T W ' ) e i ''" r e" i 7 s 'p(0).

(3)

Here, the initial density operator corresponds to thermal equilibrium:
H

p(0)ae"77.

(4)

The ESEEM signal Re{£(r)} is obtained from the density operator as (the real part of):
£(r)=Tr{S + p(2r)}.

(5)

Inserting Eqs. (3) and (4) and expanding in the eigenbasis of H, gives (the summation is implicit):
Xexp(i(s,-ej + s,-sk)T).

(6)

Here,
S?j-(i\S±\j)

(7)

and
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(8)
The 'carrier' frequency oscillation e'2<"°T is factored out of the ESEEM signal expression. It may be observed
from Eq. (6) that for high fields, the dominant term of the ESEEM signal (the first term of Eq. (6)) oscillates at
frequency (e, - Sj + s, — sk) after removal of the carrier frequency factor. The Fourier transformed ESEEM
spectra presented in this work have all been calculated using the ESEEM simulation program outlined above.

3. Anatomy of the tunneling ESEEM mechanism
In order to interpret the numerical findings produced by the above presented simulation program, some
simplified analytic calculations must be made. To allow such investigations, a few approximations are now
imposed. First, it is assumed that the nonsecular part of the Hamiltonian is unimportant. All parts of the {/J
operators in Hhl except [l.in] are omitted. This is the high field approximation. Second, it is assumed that the
potential depth is large enough to mostly retain the rotor inside the potential wells. Third, it is assumed that the
temperature is sufficiently low for only the single A- and the double E-levels of the ground state of the oscillator
function to have relevant Boltzmann weights.
In this approximation, the initial density operator may be assumed to have the form, p(0) = s— aSz, where
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s = 1/2 and o"= tanh(w o /2W) are scalars. The ESEEM lineshape expression simplifies in this case to (again,
summation is implicit):

E(r) = jStji

(9)

Treating HM as a perturbation to / / „ , the first-order perturbation theory energies {£?"} and first-order
eigenstates {(A/"}, of H have been shown by S0rnes and Benetis [5] to be (for each set of nuclear magnetic
quantum numbers (m_ mom + ) not related by C 3 permutations):
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Here, 3 J is the tunneling frequency, defined by A = - (/„! W R !/,.,). where \fn) is the harmonic oscillator
wavefunction centered in the nth potential well.
The point of principal interest from the ESEEM perspective is now the fact that the first-order spin-rotational
nuclear states are different in each ^..-manifold. Without this property, the ESEEM signal £ ( r ) would not be
observed. It should be remembered that the electron and nuclear spins in this treatment secularly are
approximated, so the effect to be examined is not to be confused with perturbational treatments of expressions
of the type S±l-. The ESEEM mechanism we will examine instead arises from the first-order mixing of
electronic and rotational states within each nuclear magnetic manifold.
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The following symbols are now introduced to simplify the further discussion:
l-i«2

l-jtt 2 cos 2 (3g/2)

l->2sin2(3g/2)

in2 cos 2 (3£/2) ' y

3/1 '

«sin(3s/2)
(12)
2

2

-n sin (3g/2)
4
The quantities needed to calculate £ ( T ) are:

Se.A-ixS;E=-ix
(13)
The coupling between ij/^ and i/t^ is neglected, since it is of order nr, while all other matrix elements are of
order n and the validity of first-order theory rests on the assumption that n <c 1.
So far, the results given have been general, which nuclear spin is concerned, and the explicit results for any
spin may be generated by calculating \C\ and g for the system under consideration. At this point, we, however,
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Fig. I. Fourier transform of the calculated ESEEM signal from a methyl rotor of hyperfine coupling <i = 25.0 gauss in a 3400.0 gauss field
at 10 K with 1.09 A CH bond lengths and with hindering potential depths in the range of 575-1100 K. Corresponding tunneling frequencies
3 A. are given.
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specialize into the / = 1/2 case, which suits the methyl rotor system. In this case, the two contributing sets of
quantum numbers not related by C 3 permutations are (1/2, - 1/2,1/2) and ( - 1/2,1/2, —1/2). For both
sets, ]G\ = a/2. For the first set, g — —2a + -rr and for the latter, g = —2a. It turns out that these two sets
contribute equally to the ESEEM signal E(T). The resulting ESEEM signal is (neglecting terms of order nl):

On the positive frequency scale, two frequency components of equal positive weight are observed, one at
value 3 A + a/4 and one at 3 A — a/4. In addition, two negative frequency components of equal weight
observed at the sum and at the difference of the two first frequencies, respectively, i.e. one at twice
tunneling frequency 6 A and one at a/2. This result is considerably simplified, by stressing further
assumption n •« 1, i.e. that 3 4 » a . Then, y0 = y + = y_~ 1, and Eq. (14) becomes (neglecting the factor
£(r) = -

the
are
the
the
a):

ISA1
i(-3 J - O

'**].

(15)

It is observed that the absolute value of each of the negative weights is exactly half of each of the positive
weights in this limit.

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Frequency / MHz
Fig. 2. Fourier transform of the calculated ESEEM signal from a methyl rotor of hyptjrfine coupling a =• 25.0 gauss in a 3400.0 gauss field
at 10 K with 1.09 A CH bond lengths, with a hindering potential depth 800 K and with twist angles in the range of a =- 0-30°.
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These outlined results may now be employed to interpret the numerically calculated spectra obtained from
the 'exact' model outlined in the preceding section. Fig. 1 shows the spectra calculated using that model for a
25.0 gauss hyperfine interaction, a 3400.0 gauss field, an a = 0° twist angle, a proton moment of inertia, 1.09 A
bond lengths, 10 K temperature and potential barrier depths in the range V3 = 600-1100 K. Estimates of the
tunneling frequencies calculated using numerical diagonalization of the rotor Hamiltonian, HR, are included.
The predicted frequency distribution is indeed observed in these results up to the limit of V3 = 800 K where
3 4 » a is no longer the case. In the region 34 <K a, perturbation theory is no longer valid, but the degree of
A/E mixing (the 'engine' of the ESEEM signal studied here) increases dramatically, thus increasing the
intensity of the ESEEM signal.
It is observed from Fig. 1 that the frequency distribution takes a more complex form in the region of high
potentials, the intensities go through a maximum at approximately the potential of 800 K, and then decrease
rapidly. In this region, the signal is also dependent on the potential twist angle, as is shown in Fig. 2, where
spectra have been calculated for V3 = 800 K, T= 10 K, and a = 25.0 gauss, using twist angles in 5° intervals
from 0° to 30°. The symmetry of the problem gives spectra repeating at every 30°.
4. Discussion
Our results, both approximate analytical and 'exact' numerical, show that ESEEM modulation may be
observed from > C-CX3 systems, e.g. from methyl rotors under favourable conditions. Favourable conditions
are tunneling frequencies in the range 5-300 MHz corresponding to potential depths for a methyl rotor in the
range 550-1000 K.
In addition to these limitations comes, however, the technical limitations of the instruments available today.
For many current spectrometers, frequencies higher than 50 MHz are difficult to observe. This makes many of
the central signal features predicted in this work practically unobservable. Exceptions are the negative frequency
peak at a/2 and part of the doublet close to stopped rotor conditions. However, in this region, for other values
of the twist angle a. the spectrum is more complex, possibly allowing experimental observations. In this case,
though, the simple expressions developed above using first-order theory do not apply and numerical simulations
must instead be relied upon.
It is possible that low-field experiments may yield more spectral information in the observable region.
Heavier rotors such as deuteriated methyl rotors would increase observability, since the tunneling frequency
then (for otherwise equal conditions) is smaller and the hyperfine coupling is reduced, both features contributing
to pulling the spectrum into the observable region.
It is a hope that future technology may expand the frequency window of observation further. One possible
method may be to employ, as a reference a frequency, wo + 5 u . different from the pulse frequency, thus
shifting the detected signal by 8<w to lower values. We do not. however, know whether such a concept can be
realized in practice with the current technology.
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